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A CURRICULUM FABLE

One time the animals had a school, The curriculum consisted
of running, clim1 ng, diving,, flying, and swing --mod all
.of'the animals .took all of the subjects.

The Duck was good in swimmingbetter, in fact, than
his instructor--and he madf passing grades in flying,
but he was practically'hopeless in running. Because
he was low in.xhis subject,-he was made to stay in
after school and drop his swimming class to practice'
running. He kept this up until he was only average
In swimmingbut average was acceptable; so nobody
worried about that except'the Duck.

The Eagle was considered a problem pupil and was
disciplined severely. He beat all of the others
to the top of the tree in the climbing class, buil,
he had used his own way of getting there.

The Rabbit started at the top of the. class in running, .
but he' had a' nervous breakdown and had to Atop out of
school on account of so much make-up work in swimming.

%.

The Squirrel led qleclimbing class, but his flying
teacher made him start his flying lessons, from the
ground instead of the top. of the tree down, And he .

developed a charley horse frog over exertion at the
take off and began getting C's in climbing and B;s

in running.

.-
The Practical Prarie Dogs apprentned atir othpring
to a Badger when the..sdhool authoriti.es. efused to
add digging to the turriculum.

At the end of the year an abnormal Eel that coul4
well, run, climb, and fly a little was made

valedictorian. t
.
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INTRODUCTION AND MODEL

the major thrust of the recent expansion of available Preschool
education services has-been the delivery of, an appropriate and individ-
ualizededucation for all children. Much has been'accomplished in
curriculum-development and:program design for young children with handl-,
caps. ApproadMg-have been develdped for teaching those with learning
problems-and disabilities. The young child with special gifts and unusual
abilities, however, has been ignored. Educators and parents Have not, in
many cases, even begun looking for-talent, leadgrship skills, dr special
abilities in children until they reach the litter primary or-middle grades.
In the case of the child with a handicap, special gifts or talents, may be
ignored forever, while the education focuses only on the area of disability.
It has become evident that for successful development of,Otential, a child
needs.toriceive instruction and have.the opportunity to participate in
activities at his or her awn revel of development. Just as a retarded
child may benefit little fromexperiencet and activities whiCh are yearg
advanced to his own level; agifted child can become'bored, frustrated;
uninterested in learninVif he_is not offered chaNkenging and stimulating
instruction in his areas of interest and at his - 'level of development.

As 4tated in a recent article on foeteting creativity, ."The implication
that seems clear from efforts'o foster creativity in the classroom is that
the teacher's approach must be more than a Vag of tricks brought out at
infrequent intervals for a change-of instruceional pace. There is some
evidence that the specific intellectual skills of productive thinking can
be taught if the teacher has a model of these processes at hand and plans
'activities accordJngly." (Pagsow, 1977).

Existing Alternatives to programming for the gifted include several
possibilities: Among these are the acceleration model (early admission to
public.shcool) enrichment activities to'supplement existing programs, open
classrooms to encourage self-directed investigations, and the provigion of

, .

differentiated educational experiencesstbrough modification of curriculum
content and teaching process.

'the model chosen by the Chapel Hill Gifted-Handicapped Project is that
of curriculum modification. Curriculum units have been deleloped with objecr
times based on a hierarchy of cognitive task levels (Bloom, 1956), and one
with the traditional unit-topic approach. The advantages of such a systeM
are seen as follows:

1. The use of traditional early.childhood units as a framework facili-
tates use in a variety of settings.

2. The hierarchy or sequence of activities' requiring divergent and
convergent thinking, problem-solving,'and creativity will egable teachers
to provide activities-in each unit as the child demonstrates ability at
preceeding basic levels, without requiring identifieation or labeling a
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"gifted." This will allow children with special interest or skill in
specific areas to pursue thiTnterestwhether.or not they are the in-
tellectually gifted child traditionally included in gifted programs.

3. The hierarchy of activities from knowledge through evaluation

' = provides the teacher with a continuum of tasks, iangingiromstructured
teacher-directed talks-to independent investigation. Especially for a

child with scattered abilities, this enables the selection of activities
__atthe, child's own level.. _

4

4. It is most suited to'the mainstreaming model.-

Ii'can be used in 'conjunction with developmental-prescriptive
approach to assessment and teaching.'

In accord with the philosophy) that parents are a child's first, longest,
and most motivated teacher, the Gifted-Handicapped Project advocates a team

1 approach between homp and school in order to develop a child's potential
to the fullest. Home activities are included within each unit so that a/
parent may take,a4yantage of the many natural teaching opportunities that
occur LI daily life. The activities at the end of each unit are written
as examples of those that can be suggested to parents to be done outside
of school - while driving in the car, at dinner or during informal play

.

between parent and child. he goal of such activities is not to train par-
ents ad" teachers nor as experts in the taxonomy, but to provide some concrete
suggestions on hew they, too, can enhance their child's iMagination, creativ-
ity, and problei-solving skills in day to day experiences.

..
. .

It is not neces
t

arp for'teachers to become experts in cognition or use
of the cognitive hei archy, either. After some experience with the activ-
ities in this guide, teachers should become more aware of whether they are
planning activ,ities to encourage the development of thinking and reasoning
skills, creativity, and specific talents or whether the activities are all
geared towards learning facts, memorization, and recall. The booklists in-
cluded in'each unit are only suggested materials. Bopks that rare marked by

an asterisk (*) are available on talking books from the Library of Congress
Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. Information on the near-
est source for loah of these materialircan be obtained at a local library
or by writing to the Library of Confess, Dilifsion for the Blind and Visually
Handicapped, 1291 Taylor Street NW, Washington, D. C. 20542. The blank
pages at the end of each unit areffor all of the innovative activities that
'the reader will think of and want to record..

This guidebook is written as a supplement to the already existing-'
Planning Guide: A Preschool Curriculum published by the Chapel Hill Training-
Outreach Project. The-Planning-Guide_is alrAady used extensively in many
settings with young children. It is'hoped that these morecreative and
higher level cognitive activities will add another component to the previously'
developed units. Some of the topics relate directly to the existing units
and, Rome are new additions.

a

a



Dasic Out)ine of Levels and Apiroptial-e Activitics

1
.

DescYtiption of Level

.

Major Tdsk r
.

Specific Activities by C14.1d Specific Activities' by Tegher
. ,

.

$ %
The knowledge level includes

..

The student reproduces with
little of no/dhange, what w4s
presented to him. Common
objectives in this category
are:

.

a., stating definitions

.

(Attend, 1.604(;. listen, read,

,remember, recites, recogni e,
'touch

,

.

. .

Direct, give information
.(lecture), show information
(deionstrate or show) /

.

.

.

activities or behaviors that
emphasize facts, either by
recognition orrecall, of
ideas, material or phenomena.
Some minor.alteratioris of the
material learned originally .

may be-expected,, (e.g.,
labeling of a picture as a
dog even though he has never
seen that exact picture be-
fore) but tasks at this level
are mainly femembering
infoimation.

,ver arlm .

b.' stating specific facts
.

c. stating rules
/. . -

..
.

% c

Illi

,, .

,..
. I.

,
,

,

'

.

t I .
s

The cotprehension,Iftwel in- "11°' The student must.not only
repeat, but must "understand"
"what he has learned aCleast
well enough to paraphrase it
or state it in another form.

*

Discriminate, simpleidemon-,
stration, explain information

.

. .

.

,

1Demonstrate:, listen, ask

questions

.
.

cludep objectives, behaviors,
and,respouses w ch represent
or are indicat e of under-
standing of a mmunication.

.

Skills at thr application The student is required to
use a method; rule or prin-
ciple to solve a problem.,
The problem must be'new.

P
'

..,',
.

.

Solve novel
,

problem by use of
abstraction in paiticular and
concrete situation, construct

...
project. .

1

)
.

..

.

Observe, criticize, organize
field trills and contests,
facilitate what student is
doing, help design student"-
projects, present problem ' .

situations
,

.

1

, .

level,ars demonstrated by use
or application of infoltation,
rules, or abstractions when
given a new problem in which
no mode,of solution is sug-
Bested.

,
.

.

The'analysis level emphasizes
.

The student is required to
identify the componeqt parts
of a structure of a w ole.

7.-

,

.
. .

.

.
,

Figure-ground tasks, find
similarities and differences,
uncover iffterrelationships

.

.

. ,

Probe, guide, act as resource
. ,

.

. .

.

...

. 10

the.breakdown of the material
into its constituent parts'
and detection of the relation-
ships of ,the way they are

organized-.
,

,
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Description Of Level Major Ta'Sk Spec i fic. Activities by Chlld

Synthesis.s the putting to
gether of elements and parts
so as to form a whole.: This
is a procesS of working with
elements, parts, etc. and
combining them in such A way'
as to donstitmie alaattern.or
structure not 'clearly there
before. Adds.the diMensions
of uniqueness and originality.
to previous killsof putting
together elements demonstrated
in comprehension, application'
and analysis.

The'student mustl'combine
elements to make a unique
product.

Form hypotheses, make discov-
eries and generalizations,
propose new ways of doing
things, produce new way of
doing things

Activities by Teacher

Analyze students work, bring -

in consultants, individualize
Study

r

4

Evaluation is delined as the
makingtof judgements about
the value, for some purpose,
of ideas, works, sOlAtions,
methods,: material, etc. It

involves the uselof criteria
as well as standards for
'appraising the extent to
which particularb are
`accurate, effective, econom-
ical, or satisfying.

A

Thkstudent tells whether
or not agiven Auct meets
specified criteria, a or com-
pares two products fdr some.
purpose andsgives his reason-
ing. '

y
I

Judges quality based on sound
'criteria, identifies criteria,
maws firm,compttment, sup- -

ports or dispdtes ideas
effectively

AV

-Accepts ideas, helps,estabiish '

criteria, for evaluation .

s.

14'
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UNIT: TRANUORTATION
$ .

LEVEL.

41V

.4*

MODEL OBJECTIVE

(Knowledge) 7

-The,',knowledge level requires-

: the ability 'to reproduce

:inforaation by 'recognition
-/!'or recall. -

)

I et

.4
A-1_

11#1,

P

The child will be ableto nage item's
which belOng in the unit category, when
asked, "What is thfa?" and shown picture
or object.

.1

. 4

'

44

$

,

I... UNIT OBJECTIVE

7

la.

. -

Cild will name item in unit -

caeegoiy of transpottationfahenshown
picture or object, and askefflf,

*fa OW" or
"What

a-

lb. Child will 'point to , picture or

object out of group; when, asked,
"Show me" or "Find the car." .

.--Atot,-1e4ell
ems include:

car
- train
-. truck

- airplane
- bicycle
- helecopter
- motorcycle

lr

f- ireiengine

- polfce far
- bus

-.motorboat
sailbOat

- ship

..

2 The Child will be ible to -repeat a, . .2. The chill will be able' to repeat

simple rule for classifying something % a simple rule for' classifying things
in the unit cateiory. I 1111 that belong in i transportation

.
,

nit. ....a,

Sample rules:

Vehicles Ore things you Tide.
2. Things you can rideare

trausportation,

I t

14



LEVEL

(Comprehension)

The comprehension level re-
'quires the ability to tinder-
istind information demonstrated-
by reorganizing, paraphrasing
or explaining

.41

.ta

A

iMODEL OBJECTIVE SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

1. The child-will be able'to explain a
rule for the unit.

2. The child will be ably to demonstrate,
when given a rule, understanding of a
unit, by selecting those that fit within
that unit. 2.

3. Givene simple analogy format, the
child will; be able to demonstate
understanding of a particulai classifica-
tion scheme by naming items that belong.

4. Given a familiar member of &unit,
the child will be able to show'or
describe ,how it .can pe used according to
the rule or definition for that unit.

5. Given familiar members of a unitl
the child will be able to groOp item
according to' specified dimensions.

sS

1. When asked, "What is a vehicle ?"

or "What is tranpsortation?",'child
should be able, to tell that vehicles
are "things that you ride."

3. Given an analogy such as, "You
can ride in a car, you can

a, ," the child will supply-
the name of something youridtin.'

4. Given something you can ride on,
child will describe of demonstrate how
it can be used to takeyou someplace.

4

5. Given -a mural or drawing. with sky,

.land (roads, etc.), and water, child
will place vehicles or pittures on
appropriate_ spacps.

.0t

1

4

s 41-01,

U
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LEVEL, MODEL OBJECTIVE

'(Application)

The application level requires
the'ability-to use (learned)
information (methods, rules,
or allitractions) in appropriate
situations where no mode of
solution has been specified.

A

4

4

1. Child will emonstrate understanding
of a giVen unit by selectiftout of a A-.

group of picture or items, those -that fit
within-the unftw ith no rule given.

2. Given an unfamiliar object that coulcf
easily fit withia given category, the
child will be able to decide if it fits
in that category.

3. Given pictures of items within unit,
child will be able to-sort according to
new "and more complex dimedhions.

S

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE
4

1. Give the-direction, find all the
"things you can ride," the child will
be able to-select all vehicles out
of a group of picturesoon 'objects.

When asked, "Could you ride this?"
reurdingdnfamiliar items, child will
be Ible toxhoose.those that could.
logically be classified within the
transportation items.

3. After, experience in sorting
pictures of "things we ride' into
basic cagegorics things, that

go_ in airtwater/sea), child will _b
ablefto sort ,according to a new /I
dimendion (a.g.,.fast and srow):

. .

r.

a

--
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LEVEL .
I MODEL OBJECTIVE SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

. (Analysis)

The analysis level requires,
the,abilitytto identify,
co .64 .at parts, relationt-

shipsamong,
ielements,

and.

basis' for organization of

who

4. O.

.

.

t 1. Given.anNobjecNr hown a picture.

the child will be able to'tell what it
-is about that item that makes it a
'member of a given Category, and either
why cirhow.'' ,

4 -7
2. ."4he child Will be able to associate
or diaassoeiateeembers Of a category,
give* Cues to assist io answering. . .

4 .
11°

4 "
J"

A

s,

.
,

1

...4

,

1

`

r

a $

)

,

0

1. When asked, why is a bus a
transportation vehicle, childOwill be
abl9to givg some attribute of a bus
that makes it a gold vehicle

2a. Given a picture providing cues,
'child willThe able'eo answer,' "How
area bus and a car .the same?: .(Child

might be,shown picture with both
traveling on a road.) (

4'2b. In answer to a gpestion such s,',

"How are a sailboat id a mototboat
rttitr...,_triiti,..wilt` provitte.iriore___,_,.,._

'detailed response, than "You ride
in them both."

.

A

I-

..01

11
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(Synthesis)

T4.synthesis level ryquires
the ability to uniquely. .

orgatfize ideas and materials
ordtscover a unique relation-
ship not readily apparent.

21

I

012EV OBJECTIVE

a

6.6

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

1. Child will be able to Select Objects
of the same category, given no cues.

fr

2. Child will be 'able to give verbal
answer to explain similarity of two
items

3. Given an unfamiliar member of a given
'category, the child will be able tb,think
and show or dedcribe a possible way to
use it ad4rding, to the rule for that

4. The child will produce a plan, inLud-
ing several steps, t decide whether sow,
thing would be good to ride.

5. Given unfamiliar materials, or
familiar materials not ordirSily combined
in a fixed manner, child will organize

'them into a unit member.

6. Given familiar pictures of split
members child will sort into 2 over-
lapping categories, by placing in either
Category A, Category'B (a second, discreet
category) o; the overlapping area includ-
1.hg items with both attributes.

la. Child will find two bat are
alike, given a group of pictures or
objects.

lb. Child will describe why'be'chose
them as being the "same".

2. Child will answer, "How are a jet
and a helicopter alike?"

3. When shown an unfamiliar vehicle,
child will be able to'tell or shop

' how it could be'a vehicle when asked,
"Hdw could this b'exidden?"

,

-4. Child will give it least two steps
of a plan to use;An deciding if some-
thing is a vehicle or not.

5. Given materials such as wood, nails.
hammer, cardboard, scissors, etc., child
will design "something to ride in".

6. Given familiar pictures Of !!things

to ride" child places,them in hoop of
things. that go on 'land, in the hoop

_containing things-that go fast or in
the overlapping area,of things that go,
fast and travel on land.



LEVEL MODAL OBJECTIVE SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 4

I

2 3 .r

7. Child will be able to answer
questions preseni'&1 in a "what would

happen if " format.,

4

7. Child will be able to give a
logical answer to questions such as:

a. What would happen if there were
no boats?

b. What could-happen if you
combitied a boat and a plane?

,

a

0

0.
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LEVEL MODEL OBJECTIVE . SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

(Evaluation)

The evaluation level requires
the *abilityto judge value for
some purpose against criteria
and-standards, including,
tasking comparisons and stating
,reasons for decision.

1,

25

1. Given a specific criterion, child will
-be able to choose best item. -

2. Given several alternative reasons why
an item Might be best suited to a
particular purpose, child Will select an

, appropriate reason.

_

3. Child will give ,reason for his own or
given'selection of an item for a certain
pufpose.

1. In answer to questions, such as
the following, child will select
appropriate vehicles:

a. Which goes the fastest?
,

b. Which woultbe best to take
if you weren't able to drive?

c. Which would -be best, if the Whole

o1ass wanted to go to the zoo?

2. Given d choice, child will select
reason such as "becAdse it holds many
people" in answer to "why is it good
to use ,a school bus for the whole .

class to go to the zob?"

3.',Child will give answer and logical
reason to question such aa "What is -

good to ride to a fire in?".

26

-



Training Sequence on Preschoo

(Based an Bloom's Taxbn

I

Objectives'

1. To:ur:detsfand rational for
*frod$1 by giving description and

jeasoes in support of/model.

A

1

Curriculum for Gifted Chiiiien

and Unit -Topic Approach)

DeMonstrate knowlegerlf taxonoiy
by' giving descripnon.of,levels

3. Demonstrate understanding of task
at each level: 4,

Activities

la. Read.descriptioO of model
(pages 2 - 12)

lb. "Trainee will describe how
he can utilize activities in-

own teaching model.'

2a.. Read description of levels.

b. Label descAption of levels.

c. Pataphase in own words the
. emphasisof each level.

3a. Label tasks according to
level

Or

b. List tasks at each level!

. 4. Demonstrate skill in writing object- 4a.

Ives at eich'level within specific

5. Demonstrate skill to individualize
objectives to child's -untque pbili-
ties or disabilities.

4

6. Demonstrate ability to apply model
tó specific content and population.

a i '

V

i

n

Label objectifies in unit
according to level.

. b. Rewrite unit to include activ-
itieq at a minimum of 4 leVels.

5a. Given an 66jectivg, at each .

level, trainee will re-write
for a child with specific. irr.

deficit.

6. For each of 6 levels; trainee
should be able tb

a. give general descript on at"

b. Give at -least one specifiE task
child could perform.

c. Give one specific task teacher
can perform.

d. Writik7pbjectives within a
part cular unif..

e. 'translate one objective for._
child with specific modality.

"re deficit

s
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7. DeorAstrate wderstanding of
continuum of-activities..

- 14 -

U,

4

CZ

7. Trainee will sequence a given
set of objective,- identify
level and give'reason for
selection.'

Suggested Reading

Blackburn, Jack and W. C. Pqwell. One at a Time, All at Once. Pacific Palisades;

Cagfornia: Goodyear, 1976, 37-39.

*
-. .- .,

Bloomv Benjamin, (ed.). Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook I:
Cognitive Domain. New York: David. McKay, 1956 .-,

.
_

Vargas, Julie. Writing'Worthwhile Behavioral Objectives. New York: Harper

and Row, 1972.

107
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trksheets for Training Sequence

. 1.a. List 3 reasons in support of model:-

2.b. Label description of levels of taxonomy.

Description

Understand information)by
explaining or Alining.

3.a.

Identify relationships among
parts and organization of whole.

Reproduce by recognizing or
recall of infOmation

--
Unique organization of idea

/..-

)___...-

or materiala

Ability to use learned infor-
mation in new situations

Judge Value aginst criteria
and give reasons for, decision

Level

A

a

Task Level
4 -

Explain:
Sort into specifieCligroups

complete simple analogy

Compare:
Judge
Choose best one

23'
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Page 2
worksheet for training sequence"

Task'
,

Repeat!

Label

Tell haw things are the
samefigure-ground

m Name imtds in category wititis

recategorize in new way

3.b.

Organize"
Hypothesize
Generate ideas or plans
Create

Level

Knowledge

411

Comprehension

- if; -

I

O
1

Level

4.

.10

Task

, 4

30
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Worksheet for Training Sequence

3.b. tont.

Level

, Knowledge

,aomprehension

Application

1

./
Analysis .

Synthesis

Evaluation

a

7,

4

f

a

lf

N
I

Oft

I
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--Worksheet for Training Sequence

4.a..

Level Ob ective
I

a

I'

Unit: Amdmals and Animal Homes

, -

1. To tell wh re animals live, after having listened to astory
'ab4t wh these spedific animals live.

:
.

2. To tell...1W animals might live, (or place in appropriate setting)
giyen:qxil ,fiCrious kinds of information about, animals' habits
and 414racietistAcs.'

3. To 1:110 the animals that are most alike out of a group.

. .4,. To tell which animal of four, would be the best house pet and why,

5 Given many pieces-of paper, each with the same shape drawn-on,
tomake asmany animals ds'one can.

§. To sequence a picture story portraying the growth cycle of an"'
animal, after heating a'story about a different animal in the
same class.

14. b. Rewrite some Of'the following objectives so that the unit will
include objective's at a minimui.of four levels.

Unit:. Music and Rhythms'

1. To recognize written symbols for each instrument in rhythm band

. (i.e.,xxrstinks; = tambourine; ,a = bell)
-

ay

2. To label the name of each ,kind of note (

3. To 'name the instruments in a band.

4. To color a picture Of an instrument.
.

5.- To listen to different kinds of music

6. To be able to explain what music is.

`I(slow,' fast, loud, softi.)
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,

.

. Worksheet for Training Sequence

I

li,. Think of a child with a particular handicap and modify the following
.

.

objectives for,thatchild., . .

-(Ktiowledge) 1.
..
Child will name fictures or objects of musical instru-

.

. meits.

0

a

(Comprehension) 2. Child will explain what, a dinoSaur,is.

`It

s.

(Application). 3. willwill put is sequence B pictures portraying g7wth
of a flowering plant from a seed.

{Analysis) 4., Child will tell the name of a state in the United States
from looking,at,its shapes .

(Synthesis) 5. 'Child will Use clay or paper mache! tmake a new toy.

(Evaluation) 6. Child will tell which picture is best to go with a poem
or song and give a reason.'

33 4
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Page .6,

Worksheet for Training Sequence
.

6.. Sequence following objectivqs; then label level, and give reason for

select,

. $

1. Child can .select 411 fhe `vegetables from Aroup.

r

p

2. Child can name four f;od groups,

4

3. Child can discriminate foods according'to sweet and sour.

6. can paint a picture of a make-believe food.

4

34
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Levels pf
Ta.conomy

0.1

Osk

t

Record 'Keeping

yr/

Most teachers keep some records of-pregiess_on each, child. The kind
of record keeping chosen'depends on wh9-the records dre being kept, the,goals
of the program and who the audience_for the information'is -- supervisori,
the parents, the teachers, or the children themselves.

Records On activities from this bookmay be kept in whatever usual format
the particular program already utilizes. If there is an interest in children's
progress within the continuum of cognitive levels, the system used in the demon-
stration project is suggested. This is toAceep a record of the number of ob -
jectivei each child accomplishes ar each level from unit to unit, using some-
thing like e-the following'format.

Initor week"

. -

E

S

A

C

°R

4

1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 _8 - 9 10

...

lb A

-...

4
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

_ 1 i

6 ' / V .

.

V
r

.

V.

d

,

/ .
.

r

.

.-.

*
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Froin beginving.to end of thy assessment period, a.trend of increased
number of objectives at higher levels wouldbe,expetted. This can be an on
going record, of done peviodically throughout the year, but should be looked.
at often'enough to get a true. sampling.

35
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In addition, itwis possible to keep a similar record of those activities
done .with the entire class for the teacher to get information about the
proportion of activIties'at each level that she or'he is providing for the.
entire group:- This information can then be translated into a bar graph to._
get a visual picture of 4he amount or proportion of each level within the
curriculum pd,bompared to the program goals to help the teacher decide'if
one type of,experiente is beirig over or under=imphasized.

91
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HOBBIES' UNIT

ti

Activity Level: Knowledge

Objective: ' The children will observe hobby materials and hear about
' a Variety of hibbbies.

Materials: The fijiished products of hobbies ..0°"---1
'

Examples:, photo album, nxedlepointe 'Stamp collection, knit
articles of clathing, model airplanes, boats, etc.

,r

Description: Invite people who have interesting hobbies to come and, talk to
the children., Ask them to bring examples of their work to
class and show them to the children also. Ask the children
if they have any hobbies and encourage them to bring them io
school.

F o

ActiVd.ty Level: K nowledge

Objective: The children will become\familiar with rules, facts, afd
defini?ionsassociated with hobbies.l.

Definition: Hobby - an interest a person drelops for enjoyment and
pleasure.

Fact: Sometimes.people gather special. materials together from
many places and collect them for a hobby.

Examples of hobbies:

'Photography - taking pictures with a camera and film.

Stamps - a special printed paper yoU'buy to mail letters or
packages.

11'

Coins - a piece-of metal thatfhas been stamped and is used
for money.

Poltery,- dishes and pots that are made by hand from clay
II' and are "fired" in a kiln.

Bugs 7 small animals that can be foultanywhere.

Needlework - stitch wort done using a needle.

I.

Macrame' - tying knots together to make wall hangings, plant
holders, belts, etc.

Beading - a piece of material with hole in it_for stringing.

Weaving --criss-crossing thre ll. to make cloth.

Gardening - a small patch of land used to grow plants.

Map collection gathering together maps from places near or
far away.
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Rock coliection,=a gathering together of rocks from
'different parts of the country,

Bottle caps - bringing together tops to bottles froth -a$
many,paces and brands as possible:

Activity Level:

Objective:

Definitions:

. Fact:

Mr

Knowledge

ToAdevelop an interest and understanding in coin collecting.

1. Coin- a piece of metal that has been stamped and is used
for money. -

2. Numismatist - people who collect coins.
3. Proof coins - coins with aspecial mirror -like finish

. that afe'made especially, for coin collectors.
4. Commemogritive coins - are made to celebrate historic

'events like the Bicentennial. .These coins cannot -be used
as money. #

5. Mint mark - a special mark on a United States'colthat
tells-where it was made. A small "d", ?Or example, means
the coin was made in Denver,'"s" means it was minted in
San Francisco. Iftheie is no mark on 'the coin, 4,4 was

minted in Philadelphia.

Coins are a typeof record of history. Presidents'
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, Roosevelt, and Kell
are. on United States coins:

When the firstcoins were made in the. United States the
people wanted,to put a portrait of George Washington on the
coin. Washington did not think the picturtf of any living
person should be on a poi,. To this day,, there are` no
portraits of living people on a tnited States coin.

Activity Level: Comprehensi

'Obj dctive:

Materials:.

'lb

Fact:

Rules

'

) IP.
The children ill demonstrate how to care for coins by nleaning,
holding and s Bring them properly.

several coins
large ,011-
quid,h0ovder. soap'

mnal!"Cpin boxes,'or plastic` pill container, or-envelopes

Coin collectors plaelmore value on coins that are in good
condition, coins that don't have scratches and dents.

a

Illb
in caring far coins:

1. Try to handle your coins by the edges.
2. Don't polish coins. Wash your coins inrsoap and water

-toclean them.
.3. Store your coins so.they don't rub against one another

Put them in qmptied pill containers or envelopes to Be'
stored.

4 0
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Desdriptioh: 'Put some soap into the bowl and add Water until'there are

lots of suds: Encourage the children to tiold.,the coins -'by

their edges. Each child can gently washa few coins, wait
for themto air dry and place them'into the proper envelope.

Activity Level: Application,

4*

f

-

.Objeiive: .
The children will.solve the problem of where to find coins.

. 411 .

Materials: Pictures of'different'Rrotessionals . - .:. .

Examples: bank teller, shore clerk, vemding'machine-attepdaritt.

etc. li

., *
C ' . 'I . )

)0,iption.:
f

Tell the children that coin to/lectors have'to look through. /
many, m*ty. oqins before they find the ones therwant for their

collection. Encourage the. children to think of_some.things a'

coin collector,5en do to dud all the coins he needs.

* .

.,
.

I

.

it ggestions:
.

1. Buy rolls of from a bank. 1101,

2., Set up a'gumbal machine and sell each piece of candy

for a penity-or

3. Go through the change of your friends and family.

4. exchange coins with your friends.

5. BUy coins from a hobby shop. - ,

e

Activity Level:/Analysis

Objective: The children will examine coin's looking. for 'uni.quesharacteristic

Materials: Rolls of pennies, lhitels,and dimei
:Magnifying glass

'bestriptiont
t.

Collectors usually, look for special Marks on the coins'they
' save.' The Wian headnidke, mercury dime, and 'Bicentennial

N 4ammult
half - dollar are exampleSpof eommonly sought coins. Show the

.
i children examples of each colip and ask,them to3"seeif they can

, /' find similar coins in the rolls. 0. _ .

. .

o

- ,

4

Activity Level: Synthesis'

'0 lectivei* 'The7childipm.eill develop dnique
40

ind.original way to diSplay

, "thdtr coins. 7e-

sa*

Material boxes .111; pill containers
- .

Oak tag . glue

4i
envelopes ' picture frames

c
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Description: .
'Encourage the children io .think of a new and unusual way to

display their coins. 'Show them a variety of materials to use

and pictures of displays from ordering categories. Invite
411/1

children and teachers from other classes to see the displays.

Activity Level:, Knoyledge
.40

Objective: The children will 1pAi-il Char the are many different kinds

of maps. .
.

il

. f

Materials: Pictures of various modes of transportation (car, bus, train,
plane, boat) -

A local, tap

Description: Define what a ma is for.the'children: A,picture that shit
where thin sat .

Holding up th- ictures of the various modes of transportation,
tell the children why maps are important in each situation.

ples:

-s. Cars - road maps help people get from one road to another.

7. Bust if you are riding a bus in a'enew city, a map will
tell you where to get on and off the bus.

10 3. Railroads - some maps are mate to show the route of a rail
or a bus.

4. Airplane pilots - use maps to fly fraw-one city to another.
5: Sailors - use naps called!charts (nautical charts) to get

175:-Ele port to another. r-4

Acilvitypievel: Comprehensio*

Objective: The children will be able to tell of the variety of uses for
maps.

Materials: _Fletters/writing paper
envelopes
stamps 0

storage bck

Start, a map collection With the children. Tell then you

are going to write .to different people to get as many
different maps as possible.

- Show the children the box and tellthem that all the maps
, the class gets will be-stored in this box.
- Compose.a letter with the children.

Places to write to: -

1: The Chamber of Commerce in different cities. Ask them
for their local map.

2. The Geological Survey and the U. S. Weather Bureau in
Washington, D. C. Utese maps usually have a slight cost.

43
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3. The State Highway Department
4. The AAA
5. Local banks usually' havecity maps.
6. Gas stations sometimes have maps.

Activity revel: Application

Objective: The children will develop an understanding of the scale of
-measure-used-es-maps-.----

Materials: Lcoal map
. s.

Description:.: Tell -the. children most.maps have a scale of measurement on
it. Draw a picture of a printed scale for the children.

\ExaMpre: 40 5 10 When you use a map you.will know
,

V
a distance of is ten miles

The scale tells you the relationship between the actual
size of what.thelimap represents to theteze of the map.

0

Activities: 1111

Cut an.indexicardto match the size of the map scale.
Locate'the schooX and neighborhood market on the map.
EncouPage theAcilildren to use the scale and tell how far.
it is fioil the school to the market. Let children guess
wlich of ,p4O places would be the fartherest. (Choose two
places - qie veiy close and one quite far.)

o

Do the 'same act ty between children's home and school,
from zOtame) requently visited place like'a community
center, chu gas station. Have each child keep a record
of tir Miles ha/ihe frequently travels.

°,111 "N
Activity Level: Analysis

-
Objective:' :4' The4children will-find relationships between. a specific map

A , and the person .that would find the map useful. C

Materials; . A variety of,mips. xamples: trail map, nautical map, road
talii °city map, ski nap, navigational map, map of constellations,

-, treasure lap, weather map. .-

.

1

.

0

Description: Examinteach map with the children and talk about the area
.-.

,. eacW
.
map reprisents. (rxamplec the nautical map represents a

1
0. . .

uptcture''-.1"Of the aceany) After taXking about the maps, ask the
"%ft children who they .think might need or 'have a use fdc each map.

..
.

Irs
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traisliaap

nautical map
road ,map

city map
ski tap
navigational map ---
map of constellations
treasure map
weathermap
fishing map

V

hiker
,, sailor

Traveler
visitor to city
skier
pilot

astronomer
pirate
weather min (people)
fisherman 1

Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: The child'ren wit] make asireliefsmap showing high and low
places.

Materials:

Q
Description:

soap flakes
card board box lid
newspaper
tempera paint

Tell the children you are going to make a relief map. A
relief map is a picture of an area that shows the land's
surface, raised.. The mountains, hills, valleys and buildings
are three dimensional.

Let's make an imaginary community in a relief map.

1. Cover the area where you are going to work with newspaper.
'7. Get -a card board box or a large piece of heavy cardboard,

for the base.
3.. Mix together 2 cups soap flakes with3/4 cups of water.
4.' Using the mixture, build you map. Use more "paste" to

make the buildings and mountains. Use your finger or a
spoon to make the smooth areas.-

5. After the map is di'y, you can paint it with tempera paidt

Activity 'Level: Synthesis

Objective:

Material%

Description:

The children will develop a better understanding ofmaps by
making one.

large piece of card and or oaktag
crayons/water colors
magic markers

Tell the children they are going to make a. map from their,
house to school.

/-
1. Put an X in a corner of the page. The X can represent

your home.
2. Draw two lines to show the street you

4 5
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3. Draw an arrow on the street to show what direction
you go in to get to school;

'4. If you Come,to a corner and it has a traffic sign on it,
add that to your map. Draw simple pictures ostop signs,
red lights, yield signs, etc. for the child on the black-
board.
Draw famigar buildings and stores on the map that you
pass on the way to' school.

If the children remember the names of some streets,4the
teacher ce, write them in for them

7. Follow your map home after school to make sure it's

5.

6.

_ _
correct.

Activity Level: Knowledge

The
4
chiidren will learn about'ihe three types of rocks.

Materials: If possible, get samples of each ,type of rock.

Basalt or granite - Igneous
Limestone or sandstone - Sedimentary
Marble - Metamorphic

Objective:

,

Description: Explain to'the children that rocks can be put into three
different groups: Igneous, Sedimentary, and Metamorphic.
Show the childreii examples of each type of rock. Talk
about the special characteristics each rock group has.

ti

Granite - Which is fromrthe igneous group, is one of the
hardest rocks of all.

Sandstone - from the sedemeritary group, are formed from
dead plants and animals that settled on the ocean floor..

oThey sometimes left-an imprint or picture of themselves on
the rock they formed. We call them fossils.

When igneous and sedimentary rocks are put under a.great
deal of heat, presSure, and chemical chafiges, they beCome
a new rock caned IketamorphiO rock.

Marble from limestone that is put through these
changes.

Activity Level-:.Comprehension
a.

ObjObjective: The children will answer questions
4.-

about the three types of
,.. rocks.

\Materials:

4

granite
limestone
marble

- rock
t,

47.
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Description:

- 35 -
.

4

Ask the children to Ascriminete between the three different
kinds of rocks. Label the rocks.

j

Encourage the children to parapharse what.he/she has learned-
about the three types of rocks.

Activity Level, _Application

Objective: The children will develop an interest in rock collecting
by going on a rock hunt.

Materials: Heavy duty paper bags, or knapsack, or a strong cloth bag
A mineral hammer (it can be purchased at most hardware stores.)
A variety of rocks: coal, quartz, marble

Description: Shoiw the .children the rocks and tell them about their uses.

Example: Coal is used for heating; quartz is sometimes used
to make jewelry, and.tarbel is used on window sills, around .

fireplaces, or on,tops of tables.

Collecting rocks is really easy because they can be found in

so many places. Ask the children to name some places rocks

can be found. (Parks, streams, beaches, mountains,'fields.)

Take the children rock hunting and encourage them to find
as many different tocks as possible. Make sure each child
contributes at leait one rock to the classroom collection.
As you -tie walking, if you find a rock that is too large
to carry, chip a piece off with the mineral hammer.

Activity Level: Analysis

.

Objective:

Materials:

Description:
AP `

The children will name, recognize the materials used to
construct certain buildings or homes.

A wide varietr.1 buildings and building materials.' They
are most likely to be found in the historical or older part
of town. Churches, universities, or old homesae likely to
have the materials needed. t t

Visit buildings made out of various materials. Record the
type of stone used in making each build/hg visited. When the
list is complete, ask the children whioh rock was used most
frequently and.why.'

Activity Level: k(nowlddge

Objective: The children will recognize bottle caps and define them.

49 .
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Materials:

Description:

-.36-

000

ArOariety of bottle caps from: soft drinks
detergents
foods

Definition of bottle caps.

Define bottle cap for the children: the head or the'
covering of a bottle. Encourage the children to touch. the
bottle caps And remember.the definition.

Activity Level: The children will demonstrate-their understanding of "bottle
caps" by circling as many as, they can find on a collage.

Materials: A teacher prepared ditto made by pasting pictures of bottles
with caps, cans, boxes, bottles with snap tops, etc.-on a
ditto master

-Crayons

Description: Give the children the ditto and encourage them to circle the
pictures of the bottle caps. When they think they've found
all the bottle caps in the picture, have them count the number
they found and see if it matches the number on the key. Let
the children color the bottles with caps.

Activity Level Comprehension

Abjective:

Matetialsf

The children will discriminate between bottle caps and non -
bottle caps.

a btown lunch bag
bottle caps
snap top caps

lids to jars
box tops
caps to liquid detergent

Description: Count the number of bottle cap sin the bag and record it on
a piece of paper on your desk. Ask the children to take all
of the turtle caps out of the bag. Everything else can re-

g.---Have-tha--ch,t1 activity
until the number of caps they fin match the number recorded *4

on our desk.

Activity Level: Application

Objective: The children will collect-bot/tle caps\of various kinds.
-..._.

Materials: A variety of bottle-caps I

. 1
,

,

.

Description: Encourage the
\
children to,t4nk about the various uses of

bottle caps. Tell the children that you've tread about
a little girl ho used the Caps to make musical instruments.

1,J
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She attached some caps to her fingers and hit them together

like symbals.

I. Talk about other uses for bottle caps:

-4- 1: make jewelry
2. play money

3. teach number concepts

r II. Talk about various ways to store bottle caps once yOU've
started your collection.

1: in a glass jar - so everyone can see them
____in_a_pape_r____bag_._ _so__ they can make lots of noise

3. in a shoe box or an empty milk carton

III. Ask the children to name some places to look for bottle
caps:

1. your home
2. soft drink stand at a community fair
3. soft drink machines

Activity Level: Application

Objective: To make a collage of bottle caps '

Materials: a variety of different bottle caps
a hammer
heavy cardboard from a cardboard box or a large piece of .

Oaktag
white glue or rubber cement

Description: This project is fun,to do with the entire class. Ask the

1

children to bring in a few bottle caps that tbey,can share
with the class. The-caps will te used to make-a collage.

Bottle cap collage:

1. Flatten some of your bottle caps with a hammer, leave
some of the caps just the way you found-them.

2. Take your piece of cardboard/oaktag and arrange the
caps just the way you ,like them. Think of as many
different ways of arranging them as you, can.

3. Glue your caps to the cardbojrd.

Activity Level: Analysis,'

Objective: The children will detedt relationships in various material's.

.Materials: magazines
scissors
paste
scrap book

51
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Description:
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Begin a Scrapbook for the childten by pasting'in magazine
pictures of jars and lids, snap tops-and cans, ;ids to pans,
and bottles and caps. Ask the childresiow all of these
objects are Similar, and hoW they are used. Each.object
pictured Nes a container and something to seal what is inside
the container. Demonstrate this by showing the pictures in
the book. Give each child a few magazines and tell them to
find more pictures of objects that serve the same purpose as
the ones already in the book.

-Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

Material:

Description:

The children will l4st all of the materials usedto make one
* ,

bottle cap.

several bottle caps
magnifying glass
paper
pencils

Tell the children you're going to have-a contest! Every
child wishing to enter the contest is given bottle 'cap,

paper and pencil. The contestants are to list all of the
materials used in making a bottle cap. Ask the-children to
work by themselves and to record all the materials used to
make the caps by drawing a printing on their paper. Make a
list as a group after the children are finished working. The'

children with complete lists are the winners.

List:, Paint. (one to cover -the, top, one t"rprInt words), cork,
glue, aluminum.

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Synthesis

The children will make musical instrument's from the caps.
ti

bottle caps
hammer
nail

' cord/yarn
paper bags

ti

Description:,, Tell the children they are about to become members of a very
special musical band! Everyone in the band is going to make
an instrument. After each child makes an instrument, plan a
parade. *

Examples of instruments:

Tambourines: a) punch six'holes around the edge of a paper
b) cuf six peices of ord/yarn. Put a kno in

one end of the yaki
c).get 18 bottlecaps. Flatten six'Of them with
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a.hammer. Pound a :tail through each bottle

cap .

d) put three caps on each peice of string. The 4111

flattened cap is in the middle
e) tie a knot in each piece of String before you

put the bottle caps on and 'after-the third one
is on.

kw t

f) attach the string to the- paper' plate
g) decorate the plate

' .

- Finger Tambourines: , /

.

t
0 use a hammer,and a nail to pound holes into

five bottle caps. ..-.'

I

a

bottle cap
/with

two holes

Note: each cap needs two .holes

b) cut five. pieCes of string long enough to be
tied around your fingers.'

c) put the cork side of the cap against the inside
of your thumb. Put the string through the holes
so that'it ties under your nail.

tie
bottle cap

thumb
rtpeat this procedure on each finger. Bang Your_
fingers on your thud) and make music.

Activity, Level: Evaluation

-011-j-bet the- children wil-1--begin--a-hObby- of their own.

Description: This activity can be done at the end of the unit on-hobbies.
After the children have parti4papted in the unit activities,
ask the which hobby was.the most interesting to them. En-

courage the children to"pick a'hobby and to continue to
develop it.

Take some time-during the yearaor the children to give
"reports" on their hobbies to the rest oethe

53
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HOBBIES UNIT BOOK LIST

Marsh, Susan. All About Maps and Hapmakine.New.York; Random House,
1963.',

.

. JOrdon, E. L. Hammond's Guide to Nature Hobbies. New York: Hammond,,
1953.

o

Manthel, Frank. Movies and tow They'are Made. Englewood,Cliffs: Prentice-

Hall, Inc., 1968.

Liebers, Arthur. - Fifty Favorite Hobbies. New'.York: Hawthorn Books,

Inc., 1968: -

Pashko,, Purl and Stanley. A:metI:can Girl's Treasury' of. Sports, Hobbies,

and Parties. New'York: Grosset and Du*lap, 1949.

Laver, James, The Young Collector's Book. Ntw York: Ray Publishers.

io

Leaning, Joseph. Tricks Any Boy Can Do. Ni I York: .D. Appleton- Century

Co.,,1938.

Belton, John, and Joella Cramblet. Let,"s Play Cards. Milwaukee:

Raintree Editions.

1

Wells, Robert. Weather %recasting as a Hobby. New York: Hammond-, 1963.

Fortner, Virginia.J. Archaeology'as a Hobby. New York: Hammond, 1962. 4

- '
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HOME ACTIVITIES'

Unit: Hobbies"

4
Activity 1. 'If any oat in your family has a' hobby, talk to your child

aboilt it. Explain what act'i'vities are invollga and why you

like-to do it. .(For example: "I like to knit because it ,

makes me feel calm and relaxed" or "I like, to knit because I
.11ke fo have- pretty sweaters to wear or 65 give people for
pr eats.")

A4ivi uss your .child's interests and how these might become -'

1 ies. (For example: kipiting or collecting things like.
: ..._ -rafts or insects, if yodUhrave an idea that your-child has

such an ihterso.l' If you do not know of such an interest,,

. .try to help out child delp0.op oue. (Collectihg is in good
place zto start with young children.)

.., , , .
. . .

- Activity 3. Dien you it 'friends with your child, try to find out if

they have any hobNas and if So ask them to show your Child -, '

. / the tools or results of this- activity. 4 (-sr,
. .

A. 0 p
S. ': Activity 4. When.you'talk about youi4hobbies-or ta.4 to others about

.

..- _ "theirs, trY.tia h$1p your child'understand'that any activity OA,
that a person does because of the enjoyment and relaxation

. it involves can be'a hobby. One way to do this mightlWto_
.

' HiatuiScooking or, reading as hobbies: They, can be si, job.
.. -

or a, hobby. . .

.

,
.

'.
.

,

`ictivity'5: 'DO at east one thing with your child that'llcOuld.be cobsi--

, dered a possible hobby (Collecting, listining to music,
reading, arts 41,0' crafts, fishing, any others.)

41,

r

/.
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`MEDICINE UNIT

11-

Activity Level r Knowledge

Objective: THe teacher will demonstrate dee use of various medical
instruments and the child will remember their function

Materials:

and use.

Toy doctors kilt:

Description; The teacher and
teacher will be
patient whohas

stethoscope, tongue depressor, thermometer,
doctoes light, hammer.

the child will do some role playing. The
the doctor and the child will be the sick
come to the doctor's office for a check-up.

The teacher will.label and define each instrument in the
medical bag as they are used. Reverse roles of doctor,
patient.

40P

Activity Level: Knowledge ti

Objedtive: , The Child Will point to pictures of various people in the
medical profeision.

Materials: Hospital ordering catalogues fof pictures of doctors and
nurses.
Pictures of dentists; ,physical therallists, surgeons,

, Candy stripers, ,orderly,, etc.

Description: The child will, point totheeppropriate picture when asked.-

I

Activity Leti: Knowledge

.

Objective:, They children will learn words d terms.commonly associated
with_ medicine.

Medicine - is given' to sick people to help make them better.
Pharmacist - a person who mixes and sorts medicine at a drug
store and fills your prescriptions., '

Doctors
Nurses

& -help take care of sick people in officeseor
0 hospitals.

4 Prescription - A mote written by a doctor so 'you can get
medicine at a drugstore.
X-Ray apsPecial picture that's taken of a bruise or sprain
to see if thefe are gay broken bones.
VacCination

it

..yord

C.

Or
*the doctor gives vaccinations to people to help

Shot
prevent them from getting sick.

Hospital - a place sick people go to get special care.
Ambulance -a special car used to rushpeople4to the ho

5l
It
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,

Apothecary -
Stethoscope. -

toelisten to
Thermometer -
y2ur body.

an old fashioned name
an instrument put cat

your heart.
a tool that tells if

Dentist - a doctbryho ca es for your teeth, and helps keep
your mouth healthy. . #

Operation - When yOu are put to sleep by a doctorouid some-
thing is done to your body to help you' get

for a drug store.
your rheit and back

there's an infeCtion in

ti
1.

Activity level:, Camprehensicin

Objeitiva: The children 'i11 explore an crilaini4 roam and interact
with doctors did nurses a non-threatening situation.

Procedure:. 1. Arrange a visit tlt school nurses
2,A Have the "nurse measure, and weigh each child, ,

J. Ask if a Actor will",talk td'tfk children at that time
also.

4. Arrange for the Children to look through a medigsl bag,
lasing some of the instruments like the,hammer, itetho-
sco0e, tongue-depressor, doctor's light.

5. Ask the nurse/doCtor to explain to the,children why
immunization shots are given to children,

,

.Activfty Level: 'Comprehensiby

A.

Objective: Illterlistening to a story the childret!Wi 'Sequenca7four
pie pictures depicting the story.

. milk ,

A story without pictures. .. -

A.pictureer(Marty eating breakfast, Marty going out do.ors
with cap and glove, Marty and Mom talking, Marty waiting
in car.)

... ,
*

Description: StStory

Materials:

1%.
-dr

3

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

,Materials:

Description:

The child will selectobjects4pictured items, that are re-
lated to a sentence read to him.

Sentences describing specific medical instruments and ;medical
perel; objects or pictures to correspond-with each sentence
read. 4

A

Several pictures and objects are placed in front of a small c

group of children. The teacher-tells the_childrin she's
going to fed them a sentence related to one of the objects
a they are to choose the correct one.

111100

,

58
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Example: This instrument is used to listen to your heart.
Stethoscope-

-

A doctor carries-his medical instruments in a black
bag.

a
a

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:.

Descriptiph:

- Equipment:

Applications

.

When shown new pictures of equipment connected,with
medicine, child will de whdther or not it goes with medi-
cite.

446

Pictures of medical equipment
, Pictures of medical pedple

Tice teacher holds up pictures and.asks the children to decide
whether or not it goes with medicine.,, Aome nev,p0kople might
be: .

Laboratorytechnicians
X-Ray techniciafis

L. P. Nurse.
Candy Striper

Microscope
Oer medicines
er

ti

,

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Examples:

e

Application . #

The children will tell similarities and differences between
medical people or. between medical equipmeit

APictur,es of medical people
Pictures of medical equipment

The teacher will show two - pictures of medical people or of
two pieces ofmedicalequipment and asks the children to tell
how they are alike and how they are different.

c.

Compare:
Doctor - Nurse,
Dentist - Doctor
Oraerlys - Candy StbriPerS
Physical therapists ,.apeech therapists

Stethoscope - Microscope
0 Needle - Thermometer

landaid -.Bandale-

.
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4

'Activity Level: Analysis

Objective: Chijdren will-recognize medicar_iersonnel by their uniforms.

Matetials: Worksheet With simple pictures of Uniformed kndiiduals..,.
,-

teicriptioni The teacier tells .thechildren that yOu can tell-ybat some
people do by the clothes they wee* The children can put
an X or color the people _that have something to do with
medicine.

ti

Activity *Level: Synthesis

Objective: The children will list to.a story with a medical theme and
make up an endingfendings.

Materials:* Books from Early Childhood Discovery
a) The Doll Went to the Doctor
b) Name and Know Booki
c) "It doesn't Hurt Much"
e) "Going for a Check -up ",*

Description: A'iroup of children wAl listen to the teaier read part
of a story with a medical themel The teacher will read

:enough,of the book'sYthat the theme and' plot of the storf
canbe established. The teac)er can then mkke up an ending
to aiptory. Each child will have the opportunity to make!
up an ending Also.

60



Activity Level: Synthfsis

Objective: e Children-will role play various positions in tIte medical
rofessign.. .

0
Aterials: A corner of the room ctnjbe made to look like,a doctor's

office
Doctor kit
A man's 'white shirt ,.

h

Nurge's cap - made from white construction paper

;I*"

Description: .The children will be encouraged to act out a personal ex-

,

perienCe they've had with a doctor.

ir

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Evaluation

The childreilwill determine the seriousness of different
illnesses. '

1. doctor kit
2. a corner of the claps-set up to resemble a doctor's office
3. a list oril;nessei or ailmeits prepared by the-teacher.

Description: The children will take turns assuming roles of a doctor or a
patient. The patients are told whitt ailment they have nd

ra°
given props to look convincing. The doctor and,the patient
will decide together the seriousness of the illness and whet
treatment is -necessary.

411
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MEDIOW UNIT BOOK LIST

1. Jeff's HOspital -Book' by Ii. L. Sobol.

. %

Good, clear photurapts. Story explains.what

goes on in hospitals.

2.. Elizabeth Gets Well by Alfons Weber:

Wordy story - K - PrimiTy 14mo1.

3. I Want to be a Nurse by Caria,Greene.

Simple words. Clear story,. good"pictures.
d 4s

4. Doctors and,Nursas - What They Do by Carla Greene.

Cartoon-like pictures. Book is fairly sloImprehensive.

It includes information labout medical equipMent,and

internal organs. Primary level.

Books- om Early Childhood Discovery Materials

The Doll Went to the Doctor-
b., Nate and Know Books er

ti

'"It 'Doesn't Hurt Much" '

d. Name and Know Books - Various medical equipment end

personnel
fi e. Look and ListenBook: Going for'a'Cheok-Up

.

6. This is the Ambulance Leaving the Zoo. by Norma Parker.

Many of the picturelaare caricatures. They're very*.

clear and precisel. Aghis!is an alphabet'story. Good

kindergarten level. .
. 1

.4kr .

7. . Madeline-by Ludwig Bernelmons.\

I

A great story for young children. Sipple clear

pictures.

4..

L Want to be a Doctoeby Carla Greene.,

Good clear pictures; simple -story.

9. Let's Find.Out About_ Hospitals bylleanor Kay.

. ,

Pictures are sketchy. The story is rather detailed and

IUll of facts. X-Rays, operating rooms and lab,techni-
ciani are discussed.
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1.4

1 1

10. Elikabeth Gets Well by AlfoiNeter.

Pictures. are.Iiketchings.' Purpose of book is to

eliminate fears of the Hospital. It explains

a lot of the activitiem in the hospital.

11. 'A Hospital Story by Sara Bonnett Stein. Walkeiand Co.,
New York,.New 'York, 1974.,

InformatIon for parents and children; plptographs.

12. Curious George Goes to the Hospital by Margaret and
H. A. Rey. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1966.

13. What Happens When You Go to the Hospital.

A little girl, is admitted to aA6spltal for a tonsillec-
tomy. We follow her through the signing in, the operation,
and dismissal from the hospital.

4

A

e

V a

I
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'Activity 1.

Activity 2.

Activity 3.

Act ivi1y, 4

'Activity 5.

1

a -

Unit: Medicine

0
Talk about why you go, to the dot
Fot example: _Physical exams are
going to camp, when'you ark ill,

tt and what pens' there.

necessary fo entering school,
end for .ch

There are other people i4volvedim the m ical profession ilso.
Physical therapists, 'nurses, dentists, ietitions and pharmacists
are interesting topics of discussion. Talk about what they do:

L
If your child is scheduled for a m ical examination, encourage
him/her to ask questions and exptre the examining room, Ask the -

dottor to explain why children re eilie injections row check-ups,

etc. These activities can greatly reduce the fear some-children
harbour about doctor visits.

Examine some( of the instruments used-4y the doctor or"dentist.
Talk about their fUnction and how they will feel.

'

Tell a story'involving a visit 'to a.dpctor.or dentist. Then en-
courage your child to make up a.story also.

.4,
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DIET UNIT

\ /
Level: Know/edge

/ gle

_ /17

:Objective: Tip childten will define words commonly associated with diet,*

/

Mat 4 tals: /The class/room dictionary
:or

Scrap hook

Unit Terme\
, . !

Diet - whatgoueat and drink every day: I..

Vitamins and Minerals -'are nutrients. They are neededby
your body in.small amounts to help your bodY.Ark well.
Nutrition - the process of taking in and using food Sub-
stances.

\
List of Vitamins\

V. A - is needed for normal growth and good v ibn.

2. V. C - is needed for healthy gums,, bones, ap teeth,'

3.\ V. D - helps develop strong bones. , ,T i
.0/

List of Minerals:.

1. iron - is needed for making blodl.
2. COlcium and

Phosphorus : -
used in the development of bones and teeth.

A

Activit§' Level: Comgrehrnsion

Objective: The chi dren wIsil specify which items belong within a parti-

s cular'c assificatioh.

Materials: Various itoya from the classroom
Paper .products (cups and plates)
Eating utensils
Pans 1

' Cans and boxes of various foods
Two pIaltic circles

Description: One cir le can be labeled "food" the other "not food".
The chi dren will place.eachitem given to them in the
appropr ate circle. .

Activity Level: Applic tin
411

Objective: The c ildren will be able to classify food into the fodr
basic food groups. ,

6a
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Materials:

.131Ncalleplt
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Index cards , us
PiCtures of food from each basic group' .

'A piece of oak tag divided into four sections each

"vePt?""4"-a-448.i..
'fond

-grz"P

Description:

'fruit &

vegetables

Dairy
(intik products)

grains

(breads).

Meats

Milk cartons Plastic or teal fruit,

Loaf%of-bread Vegetables

Lunch meat containers' Pictures of meats

1. The teacher will explain to the children that food is

divided into 4 groups: Dairy, fruit & vegetables,

grains, and meat.

2. The teacher can take the cartons representing each group
and put it in the_proper section of'the oak tag.

3. The'group can List some of their favorite foods and
the teacher will.tecord them on index cards. After

.listing the foods; the group can d de which of the

four basic groups each food fit nto.

-4. As a follow-up activity
pictures.offood from
appropriate categorie

he children can .cut out

gazinge and classify them into
in the basiC four group.

Activit' Level:

Objective;

Materials:

Deacript/On;

Extended List:

Application

The children will develop a complete food list for each of .

the basic food groups.

Labeled pictbroA of foods representing each area in the

basil four grOupings.

t

The children will classify the pictured words into,the
correct food group,.

Dairy'
;cream
buttermilk
skim milk
evaporated milk
whole milk
hot chocolate
yogurt 4

cottage cheeses

'ate
hamburger

.'fish

pork - lamb
hot dog
luncheon meat
chicken - turkey
eggs

6!

Fruits & °Vegetables
apricots corn

broccoli
cantalope peas

lettuce*:

carrots apples

kale bananas

spinach grapes

turnip gretns. pears'

sweet-potatoes .
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Activity Level: Analysis" '

Objective: The children will find similarities And diffel.ences between
certain foods.

-54 -

yi

1

Materials:

Description:

Example:

11,

Mimeographed worksheets

Children are given a worksheet w ith simple drawings of Abod
drawn one colleen. They are asked to.draw'a line to iome -

thing chat is similar in the setomid column.'

.hard idled egg

ice ream'cone
reach fries
round steak
apple
cream

.water
1. peanuts

scramblad egg
milk shake 4*

Me( baked potato
hamburger

' applesauce
butter
iae
peanut butter

Adtivity Level: Analysis
crt

Objective:\ The children will classil 'grocery producta.actording to
specific consumer needs.

Materials:
,

Cards
Tablets with specific- titles/names of consumer groups/needs.

Descriptioif: tell the children you- plan to take them on a field trip to
a loc,a1 grocery store. Each child will be giv%n the task
of finding and,listing as many prtducts as theican in a
certain category. .

Categaties: 1: baby products q 8. paper products
2. dairy products 9: meats
3: vegetables 10. spices
4. cereals 11. cake mixes
5. breads 12. junk food
6: pets . 13. juices
Y. soft drinks/sodas 1,4. cleaning products

Activity ?level: Analysis,

Objective:*

Materials:

The children will demonqtthe an understanding of the
sequencei inyolvadim following a recipe.

1 box chocolate pudding mix 1,

1 pie shell
1 quart of milk'

pictures of of the steps AnAtolved in making chocolate pie
C.'.
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DescrIption:

4

. fAs a folio up:activftx the chit dren will be given a soliie

of. pictures depict g the steps ,involvid in making, A choco-

late pie.' The c 1 ren will Arr e the pictures in the
proper' order. T ,child -will dic teethe steps inblvid "in
making the pie and 'the .teacher lorecOrd it.

Actim. Leve

Objective:

"Zo

Mimeographed

. .

V

It

ii*

,
t.

Synth
i ,_ /4"-- %4

,
The children wilideielorutal plans utiliz .k basic
food- grou4

.

N
4- -v ; . , -h-----,,,,,

The ,basic 'food group chart . k
*It

/

Nir

Magazines with pictures of Vikrjous. foods!' 14

Form paper t
:.--

.

.. *
The children will be given -a mimeographed, sheet Usti, th$
meals of -a -day, Using the food,dFart the class put togetger,
the children' will make up a menu br meal plan for a day.

44 #

... lik. .

Meal Plans

Breakfast

2-,

3.

4.-

A fternoon snack

rrW

.4 % '

Midmorning snack
1.

4
2,

e

Evening snack
1.

2. p

4

' r

I I°

;'Activity. Level Synthesis,

Objective:
ft

: The child wiil'under4stand the processes involved " in making ..
. .

) something to eat. Example: dt o u p . '- ..

.

, 4 '

Maperials: Paper Snd pencil
Heating' element'

Vegetables- Pan

Knife ,

ti

41
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Description:

Ig

The chilOreio-n will think Of all things that go into making
vegetable soup. Using this, informAtion, the class wilT
make is ecife. . ,

The group will, follow the recipe and make vegetabLe'soupf

Sample Recipq: Sbup

1. Peel X Ccirecii) 3 and (potatb)

2. Cut . (Cra (celery) and (potato)
/

3. Put 1 IP of oil in

-4. Add'

5. Add salt.

and

6. Heat until warm on #

Activity Level: Synthesis
thh

7

(pot)

(.canned_tomatoes)

cups water.

4

Objective: The children willdevelopan understandiCt-sf ethnic preferences
Ath food. 0

Materials: Magazines with Pictures of food
Oak Tag

V. / Paste dw
Scissors

1(
'1

Index cards with the name of ethnicsgro p

rob

4

Description: Each child is given an index pardwith t me'of an'etAic

he can assopiate0 with die g p.

many foods as
t

group printed on it. The ch is to fin

r
- A1P- . .

-

Activity uation
---.....,

.% . . .
% Obfective: The child will be given tWo'different menus and asked "to

. decide which is the most nutritious. ........./ )
.

. . ,-: 3 ''f

/Materials: Pictures of .different meals

..
.

.'-
.'

-

. .

Description: The chilNis °even a series of sets of meals. From each set
. the child is to pick the most nutritious meal and explain

. why that meal was chOsen.
.

.

,
--..

.

,' . tY



HOME ACTIVITIES

J---
Unit: Diet

a..

a

4

Activity 1. At mealtimes, talk to your child about what you are eating and'

4.ms.

_drinking and how'it is used by the body to make it grog and

/ remain healthy. .

Activity 2. Intl e your child in the 'meal preparation letting him decide

,which getable or meat to prepare, and then let.him/her help

fft an serve it and using correctnames for different foods

414

t,

area source of new words.

Activity 3, Take your child along to the store and examine the ir

different kinds of, food available there. An interesting dis-

covery for some children is that'the same foodsaare available

fre44 as well as fanned or frozen. Select a new food to,try at

the table.

Activip 4 Talk about
.

the 4 major food groups (milk group, fruit and vege-
tables, bread, and meat group) and practice with'your child.

4
classifying what you already have'in your refrigerator and cup-

boards.

Activiiy CaUsecand effect c.an,,be demonstrated by letting your child help

in baking a cake, cookies, or dielike from scratth. Mixing of

.d several ingredients results in a deliciOus food that looks
different4rom the ingredients and batter youbin

/ with. t,

4 .4

t

*

t

NIP

_)
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.DIET UNIT B0015LIST

.71

Grueiberg, Benjamin C. Your Breakfast and the People Who tade It. Ney York:
Illnior'Literary Guild andmPoubledaT, 1954v

Jupci:jrank. Nothing to at - But Food. New York: Aladdin Press, 1954.

Orr, John Boyd. 'The Wonderful World of Food. New York: Garden_tity, 1958.
I

'Russell, Solveig Pgulson. Peanuts, Popcorn, Ice Cream, Clady, and SodaPop,
....land/How-They Began.' Abingdon, '1970.

Bush, Phyllis S.- Inning on a Sunbeam: Food Chains and Food Weeks. NewYotk;
Four Finds Press, 1973.

4

Freeman, Mae Blacker. 'Fun With Cooking.. New"foik: Random House; 1947.

Glovach,. Linda. The Little Witch's_Black Magic Cookbook: New York: Prentice-
, Hall, 19.72.

Hautzig, Esther. Coal Cooking. Iipthroll Press, 1973.

Knop, ffildren 0. Around America; A CookboOk or Yodhg',People. Knopf Press, c 1969.

Moore, EvJ The Seabury CookibiFok for Boys, and Girls. 'pew-Yorkr Seabury Prig,
19'69. l

Paul,. Aileen. Kids Cooking Complete Meals.. New York: ,,Doubleday Press', 1971.

'
* How to Make Elephant Bre 0. ,Kathy, Mandry. RD' 6534.

These 15 very easy, funny recipes for drinics and snakS include instructions
Jor taking. Monkey Business, Jungle-ft-ice, Spooky Cream, and Elephant
read.

'\,) 16

4

.
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Activity Level: Knowledge

401

Objestive:

Materials:.

Destription:

t

List

- 60' -

'COMMUNITY UNIT

. ,

The children, will listen to and temembergew vocabul4ry words.

Pictures or slides of community helpers.
Pictures or' slides of different kinds of communities.

,While looking'it pictures of different.kindsof communities
and the people who work in/thesecommunities,'the ahildren-
will listen to' each definition and remember the terms.
'1

Community -: is a group of peo le who live close together

471.
and share simdl r interests.

,

/Aw a' rule of a community.

.Urban Area - a community.in the city.;

Rural Area - a community the country.

Suburban Area - a community that is a mixture
and the country.

Neighborhood fie; people who live neareach
on the same'sticeec.

Community Worker or Helper - a perion who
community.

of the cflty

other usually

works in a

Servicg -k is worillthat provides telpoindsafety for

of Community Workers:

mailman
-gas station attendant Y

"politemani

taxi driver,

plaMber
telephone man

.banker:
teacher

fikeman

the people ving in the community.
, 4'

dentist
doctOr
nurse
milkman
barber
beautician
saaeiclerk
librarial
park keeper

garbage man trutk driver

1

' s, ,
;
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unity workers work.in special places

POlieeMen - POlice Department
' Firemen Fire Department /

- Library
Park Keeper - Park
Mallman - Post Office
Gas Station Attendant - Gas station

Taxi driver - Taxi
Banker - Balk
Beautician - Beauty Parlor
Teacher - School
Doctor - Hospital'

Barbet - Barbershop

Wherever you live, yoU'are a member of a community:

a
,t

Activity Level: Knowledge
to.

The.children will listen ts.a story about a community,,,qr
community workirs and_answer questions about the story

-Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Story - (library book)

The teacher, will rem a story about a community or,community.i.
workers and then asks the children who, 4h.at, and where ,

41questiona directly 'from the stow -The.children listen to 4
thiltatory and, answer questions crrrectly.

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Children will define the role of each community worker and
make associations with each other:

Pictures of community workers (see Vorksheet)
Worksheet

The children are given a worksheetiwtth community helpers
on one side of sheet andoomefhing associated with the

job'slong other side of sheet.- The'child draws
0*a llne'from the worker to the item associated'with,the job.
Then teacher Emits the childthat each petaon does. 'the,

4child then gives a brief description of.each job

46

Activity Level: Comprehension F

Objective: pr,hearing sentence read to rhem about a community
ices' the childres will tell who does that service.

Picture of community workers, Materiels:

^

410.
. -
law
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Description:
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4 .. .

The teacher will read`a sentence describing a service or
job description o£-_a community worker, the children will

guess whose job is by either naming the community worker

or pointing to th correct picture.

Sentences:

I bring mail to your house.

I fix your car when is. is broken.

I hilp people who are lost.

I fix the pipes, in your house. ,

I put a telephone in your house.

-I help the doctor when you are,sick.

I teach childreadilln school.L 10

4 I pick up garbage at your house.

I sell you clothes.

I cut boys' hair.

I fix your teeth when Ihey,haye cavities.

1

le.

Mailman

Mechanic -

Policeman

Plug
Telephone repairman

Nurse

Teacher

Garbage man

Salesclerk

Barber

Dentist

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

4

The children will sequence a story about a community or
community workers after the teacher has read it. .

4 to 8 part sequenced picture stOryion ditto

scissors - paper - glue

The teacher reads a story about. a community or community,
workers and then passes out a ditto of the story. The

child will ctitOut the pictuies and paste the picture in
the correct'order tn the Paper. Then the child .tells the

class or the teadher the story in his/her own words.

ACtivityLeVel:

Objective:

Description:

Application

The children will visit several places in their community
exploring and learning about each place. They will answer

qpestions about each place they visited when they return.

The children will go on a field trip to different places
where community helpers work. The'teacher will point out
and show the children} ,differentequipment in each place
and encourage children clask questions of the people in

each place: The children will answer questions about each

la when they rIturn to school.

if

i

1.
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Places, that could be viiited and questions:

Police Department - What did you see there? Do policemen
always work in thi station? 'What do policemen do,
there? List some jobs policemen do. Do all police-
men wear uniforms? °Would you like to be a polic

Fire Department - What is the most excitiipg thing-you see
there? Are all firemen firefighterg2--What fs some
equipment you seer? Why is thefeila truck red? .

Library - Have you ever seen,,a'many books? Would you like to
have.all those b ? What does a librarian do?
Would you li to be one3 Why are you asked to be
quiet id a library?

Post Office - Do all mailmen work at the post office? What
do they do there? What equipment did you see? Do
you like stamps? Would you like to collect'stamps
some time?

-

Gas Station - What does the gas attendant do'? Who works on
the cars? Why do gas station attendants need tow
tiuCks?

Bank - What does a'teller do at the bank? Would you know
how to count all that money? ,Where do they keep all
that money? What does a banker to?

Activity Level:

Objective:

aterials:

Description:

Application

-The children will sequerice a story about a job of a community
helper that has not been already discussed.

A pictured sequence story (ditto)

The childrem;are given the picture ence story (from
ditto) and told that these pic s show a job t this
community worker does. "Can- ou put the pictures i e

correct order?" "When y are finished, tell me about the
story."

)71
Possible sequence = ories: .

___1-;--Mailman,Sorting out the mail and what happens to the
letters then.

2 Plumbdr putting in a newlihk-in a house.
3. Fireman getting a cat down from a tree.

"4. Gas station attendant changing a flat tire.
5. Policeman directing traffic ind ng someone a ticket:-
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Activity Level: Application

Objective: The children will solve a problem situation

Materials: Props.to help act out problem presented by the teacher.

Example:
Telephone .
Fire extinguisher (real if possible)

Paper and pad'

Description: The teacher will present a problem siluatiOn to a pair of

children and ask the children to act out what they would

do in such a situation. Encourage the children to use any

propi they *ant,

Examples of problem situations:

- fire in a kitchen
- power failure a

- cat stuck in a tree
.

- a-stranger calls and asks to talk to your parents and

they aren't home

-
' Activity Level: Application.

Objective: The children will name some other community services or
community Yelpers.

Materials: Pictures of communities
Pictures of a community helper

Description:' 'Teacher talks about our commusity and the helpers already
hovered. Then she asks chil to look through pictures
and try to think of new services for the community and who
would do the service. Then the teacher asks such questions

as

..,

p

1. What would a person. do if they could not go toilpd_library
and they wanted a book? What community service

o
could help?

(Bookmobile) .

%. _

2. What service 'is there' in communities for people- to worship

, God?'

3. What community' helpers are used to take care of young

children?
,

4. Do y)6 know any other service the school provides 'for the

community? (Voting - adultiducation courses)

5. Whaes a service that is provided for lost or stray :-

animals? (Humane Society)

.F.ncourage the children todraw a pittdre of one of ,the above

services.

7 3
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°Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

- 66

The.childr will make comparisons_ of community jobs.6r
helpers.

Pictures of itypelpers

Teacher asks c lciven \saw-are

.different? .

firemen - policemen
beautician - barber-
mailman - delivery man
bms driver - taxi, driver
verse - doctor
dentist - doctor

. .

alike? and

Activity Leveli Analysis

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

411,

The children will Aaw or say what's missing on pictures of
'community helpers. 4'

Driv( pictures with missing iirts,of community workers.'

The teacher draws a picture of-a policeMan,,fireman, doctor,,
nurse, dentist, and candy striper with a part of their
equipment or unifarm missing. Children are asked to tell,*

or draw in the missiv pakt.

fireman - (hat missing)
doctor - (tongue depresser missing)
mailman - (bag missing)
milkman (mil,k and carrier missing)

policeman Ost missing)'
garbage man (can missing)

baker - (hat- missing)
truck driver - (truck missing)

0% (see work sheet)

Activity Level: Synthesis

Otjecisive:

Materials

( -

IL

4

4

The children will make a community,with all the community
buildings.,

small cardboard boxes .

milk °cartons (II pint size)

legos
large sheet of paper
crayons
finger paint (green)

paint (red - brue brown)
toyrcars, trucks people
toy street signs
'Strips of paper
tinker toys





.
* 4

4T'
tr.

;t
<<""

4
4
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Description: The'dhildren will decide what building's theircommunity
need's. -Then paint boxes for buildings, color milk calms
for houses,,finger paint large paper for grass., 'lay strips

i streets,'set'Up street signs, put out cars,
truckt, people.-Cah also use segos to make.buildingaOr
houses. Tinker toys for swings.

# 'Example of community:

r

r

p

4

A

.

t *
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Act vity Level: Srnthesais:
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Objective: - The -children Will nrakse up rules for their commItity.
,

Materials: paper ,4

. . ta'pencil
4

Description: The teacheir tells the.chioldren that their communitt
, ..... .
.. needs, rules, in order 1110r people to. get along and fbr

a. 'safety in their community. Then'the teacher asks if the
0' children can thipk4f some rules while site writes them-,..

down. Teacher could help by asking questions. Such as:
.a

Questions: k0 .

'' a, .. . .

- What would happen -if -no one used tee streets in a ,

safe way? 4 . . - .

ci A
/1 1. What rules are needed for cars, for,ople who are, *%

4, ..

e

I

L

4

walking?
.

a

- What rules do people need for safety in their neighbothoods?
for their houses, pets, etc.?

- What rules do people' need for libraries? a

- What rule" do people .need for their garbage and trash?

'Activity. Level:

Objective:

luation

The children will evaluate whit kind of; crmiunity they
. would like to live and why?

Materials: pictures of the 3 kinds of communities
4 urban - rural - suburban.

- . , .

Description: The teacher shows-thchildren the 3 kinds of communities
''

and reviews what each is. Then the t,e'acher-kska" what
kind of community, each child would like to live in and

aa.
rt why.

1

List 4dvantglies/dieadvantages- for livingtin the city.,
suburbs 'farm.

la I

,

.*
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Community Unit Bocifelist

4'
0

Berger, Terry. Big Sister. Little Brother,

o

Colorful true -to -life, pictures about a young ck

.
boy 'and his older sister who feels a natural ob igation

0 'to take care of her baby brother. (Centered around
yr"' .family warmth.) 0

Repher,,,Becky. I Mother. is the Most Beautiful Woman'jn the World. "a

'A child's view of beauty and mutual love. AutHeOtakes
use of repetition in language by repeating, title - "My
Mother -

Minaric, Else Romeline. Little Bear. Depicts mother bear's cool style

and total devotion` for her child, Author uses dialogue
and question -answer"patterns to reflect the enormous amount

of inquiry and curiosity typical of, the age,

Simoh, Norma.- All Kindswof Families.

Bennett, Rainey. The Secret Hiding Place. A story about a hippo family's

condern and over protectiveness. -N

Snowy Day. :The wainithOfPiterli-LiMily:
_ _

Olimmureammas.-

101/

Mama, I Wish I, Was'Snow. The warmth and closeness 90 mama in her last response.

i , .
..; .

.
.

. .

Zindel,,(Paul. J'Lire 1450 Mo4ber.
.

v

Goodiilluatratiofts. Warm story. Helps children .deal .with
.

thei feelings
11 c

en, Mary McBurney.' Everybody Efts, and Ziwitbodyil a Rouse.

Good story. Tells about what children ,and animals like

to eat. Talks about the homes different animals have.

4

Ventura, tiero. Book of Cities. This iLog)dhows cities around the world.
Talks about how people0Ork in the City and the different

"; 71 0 }obi. they hold,.%

Story of a little boy dnd his grandfather and the long, long
calks they take. They stop and look at everything.

Talking Books: Grandfather and I.' TB 31:66

I

tie



CommunitY Unit Films'

The Doctor". Encyclopedia BritannIceFirms: Eleven minutes.

"The Hospital". 'Encyclopedia Britannica Films.
4.;

t'Primary Safety: On\the School Playground". Coronet Films
. Eleven minutes.

. ,
1444.

. 0
,

"gfety After School ". Cron Films. Eleven minutes.-
. t

Polideman". IncyClopedia Britannica Films; tleven.minuies.

Thirteen minutes.

I ITh

ireman ". -Encyclopedia.Britannica Films, Eleven minutes.

"Helpers Who'Come to Odr House". ,Coronet Films. Ele'ven Minutes,

Poem:

4

/-

e

4

GROCERIES

'The to around .the corner
-Has - groceries to sell. ,

I go the with.my'mother;.
' I like that very well.' :

,We look in the store windows
As 1,14eli-d9wn'the street'.
We-bring home many packages
Of grocerfesto:eat.

54

"of

".

4

4
-1,

11
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HOMk ACTIVITI

- C

4

.Unit: Cammudities and Community Workers
v. .

,

Activity . The sounds of the team:unity that are characteristic of certain,
jobs can bevardain your neighborhood and when driving or Visit-
ing Other,areas. When you are with your child, try to identify
the sougds of such activity such as the noise of sanioation'l

e
trucks'and workers. You might discuss the importance of their

ti role in 'keeping thgco ,, .. ,+ ity clean. . Another/S(31;nd that ..'

Often be heard is sirens 'police ears, ambulances or
engines. Try to determin Which one is heard and discuis

..

'

reasons for such .oud sirens.,, .-- )

7), '
.

. .,

Activity
,

if you know-anyode or if a member of your family works in a job
that serves he community at large, discusSthis person's jet .

with .your child and ask that person to talk abdut their job :-:
with your child. ' , -

.1

4

Activity 3. Play;, game'of actingout the jobs you have discussed or ob-'
aervid with your child. if your child shows an interest in a
certain person's'job, help to figure out what that worker does_
far the c ity and pretend 'with yourchild that you are wortr
at- that job.

or.ActiVity, 4, help your
figures a
ly organ
borhoods

Set up a play community using blocks and t
g.boxes and toys. Show how communities a
h certain important' services surrounded b

homes. 4

_

01111th-

.
stations,-Activity 5. Visit any community service organiiations such as fire jtations,

schools, hospitals, ett. with your child. Discuss what you will

I

see there and aftecprd help your fild interpret what went. cm.

.

+,

ti
I
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'Activity Level: Knowledge.

Objective:- ,

Materigas:

Description:

.1

Defin1tibas:

Rule, fear carin

Facts:.

VOcabulary

910

PET UNIT

.
The children. will increas theti vocabulary by

o'heW words and labeling nOW pictures.

.

Picture's of pets :

Record of pet Sou* (or tape iecoidings) 6 'r
.1 VI

remembering

,

.

.While looking:at pictures of pets, and laheling'them with
Ole teacher, the children will redember then** of each
Pet. They will.also dmitatyhe sounds each pet makes..

Pet - is an .animal that you take care of and like..
Care for Yet'- making $ure,your'pet'feels good.

for pets: Give:your pet water and good food. Some pets
need to be kept Cleanit ord4r Olfeel, good.

.0

Rule - to keep your pet well,..take him to am animal doctoi,
whb is balled a veteranartan.

Fact = some pets helR their'avners, such
isr dogs bark at strangers, but most-pets
at or p.ay

' Dog -.useful to theirlowners. They hunt,
herd cattle and sheet!): lead blind piOPIS;
(like door-bell) for deaf people.

Cat - usefuk to their owners - they hunt
lated to tiger, lion, leopard, jaguar.
.Sharp pointed teeth and claws for eating

of pets: 'Dogs:
'Cats :

Fish
Turtles

as cats eat mice
are just to ipok

!..!

guard, the home., )

kespond to sounds -1

mice-and

meat, end

Rabbits ' 'Monkeys_

Birds Raccoons'
Hamster/Gerbel Skunks

rats. Re-

climbing

Comprehensio

Jr&

t

Objective:' The chtldr 11 use their awn words to defin
the unit. He/She will also label pictuiesiof pe
them.,

materials , Pictures of palts and other inimali

k

Descripf on: The' child will look, at the

The teacher tells, the child t place an the pets in one p e ,

4

and otSer animals into another pile. While the child is doing
.this, the teacher -will Nsk: Watt is a,pet? . , ..

.. - How, do Irou care for a pet? .

- What you should do if your pet gtts sick? '.

- What use are4pets in:the city or iarth?, '`...):...

-

-

. .

J° Name several kinds ofdogs? cats?

terms in
d classiTy

.

ctures Of44pets and otheran ls.

44

R.

I.
4
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ACtivity Level:

Objectile!

Materials:

Description:

-75

Comprehension

The children will listen to pit .s.;ounds And

that sort. ik

tell which -pet makes

'4cdtd of pet sounds (pictures of pets)
or c' , Toy `pet animal.g 7 stufgri'-

recording of pet sounds , ' animals

Tke childrehtTli listen -to a,recard with pet sounds' and' _either
pick a piCture of the pet of name tt* pet or choose a tuy'e.
pet animal. .

4

Activity Lev,

Objective:

Materials:

Des iptioft:

C.

f

r 7 2 4 ,

.5?

Applition

The children
fy pictures,,
there.

will go on a field trip to the pet store and classif-
sequence pictures and verbalize what he/she"saY

Pictures Of-pets
Picture of pet-store
Picture ,of 'pet food

The children the teacher what they did on their field
trip while the - teacher irriVes the story.' The teacher will ask
questions of the _children tb'be-cervin.fhe
the things they saw.

---Questions:- Whst-aaimal-did- we see-that swims ?`-

What animal did we see that_barks?
'What animal did we see that-meowe-
What kind of pet food did we see?
What kind ,ofpet houses or sleeping
see? = .k

. .. ,

Also, the child can, just sequence pictures abOut
4
going ithe

pet store and tell a story from pictures._
.

..
,

did we
-

.
. L.

l g+sales

,

Set &ha &dirty .Sat 4isk

X

eT

;)

fr

4

.5*e b ;,14 4 . Go bi c1 't." Stke.

,Are
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Activity Level: .4lication

76 -

Objective: The child will put together a puzzle of pets and begin to
Aearh the parts of the pet.
Such as: 3 (Fish: tall - body -. eyes - fins)

(Dog: head - legs = eyes- nose - ears)
,

Materials:, Commercial puzzles ofjets
or

Teacher made puzzles of peti

Deicription: Teacher presents puzzle to_child alreadijut together. sTeagher
pouts Crutparts to the child a takes Puzzle apart. Child

puts puzzle together and names parts as he/she es so.

ACtivity Level: Analysis

Objective.:

Materials:

-

bescript,ion: Teacher allows children a picture of pets. For each picture

teacher asks,.

1

.The.child will answer why questiOni concei'ning pets.

-

Zictures.of pets
. or

real pets or animals
-.0

\.

44
,

0
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"Why do peop,,e 1116ecat0?"etc.

"Why do peop like,'some 'pets an4 not others?"
"Why would it not be a good idea.to'have a cat and a bird?" -

,
1. ,Activity Level: Analysis .

Objective: , The child will tell'iies or. differences in peta:$
si.

Materials: Felt boardpictures of peti
Pets cages or sleeping places (i;e., homes) 6 41*

Description:
-

Using felt board pieces, the child will tell.or answer questions.
Why are dots:and cats different?
Why are fish and birds alike? different ?.'
Why are cats and skunks alike? different.?
Why are 'monkeys and raccoons alike? different?
WhN:re turtles and fish alike? different?

A

. -

Activity Level:

Objective: APO

.Materials:

Descriptions:

Questions:

Synthesis

The children will solve probXets or concerns about their pets.

Questions about pete;
Pictutes-of pets

The teacher will ask the children questions about pets. The
children will evy to solve the problems. -

. , .

4
What would happen if you wave yoihdog fish food?
What would happen if'yOur dog broke. hli'leg? What.would ?ou do?
What would happen' if your ,fish had no-water?, ' . ,

What would happen Acy.logr bird his cage ,

Activi
I. '

Objecti

Materia14:

Description:

)0

sst
-

y Level:. Synthe

e Chid will put on'aplay or drama about vets.

stumfs'of pets (optional)
%

_,,, -

'children are ',told by the teacher what the play's theme is.
,'( amethIng to d with pets:,) and can help decide who is what pet.
Then'the children take .over. The play is made up entirely by
the childrin and, their-experience' with pets. . ':

4o ,d' ..
,,, -I' , ,

Activity Le 1: stvaluation

gik

Objdctive: 'The-child will decide what would be the,best:yet for him her
. and why.'

Materiels: Pictures of pet4S.

4.
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Description:.

2-78 -

Teachers fesk whaOlouldhe the beat pet to live:at your house
and whyo,showing the child the pictures of the pets.' Teacher
could help child to decide because of size of-pet, location of
child's home, size of home an4 how much care'the pet irequires.

ACtlirity Level:

Objeetive:
410

Materials:

Description:

a.

Art

The children will make a picture of a fish tank.
k

Blue construction paper glue
piasticwrap . s pler
orange paper (construction). : a4Rd-

Scissors grass

J /

The teacher t ells
.

the children, they are-goinOrto make a, picture
of a fish tank, as,i.f they were irking at it from the front.
(take children' to fish tank and shOwchildren what it looks
-like, i one in classroom), Then children draw,and cut out
fish us g the'orange paper. . Then teacher. gives child-the blue
paper fo chkdren to paste their fish on. Glue' sand on bottom,
of paper,for'gravel." Next the childreffpastesrass o& paper to
represent any plants in tank. When, picture is.completed, staple

-' plastic wrap over entire piCture., Theeplastic mrapgives"the
appearance of water.

JP'49

°ei
: :`4**; 4

f

11
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.
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Pet UnitBooklist

Bulia',.Clyde Robert. Three Dollar:4ule. kew.York:.

Services; 1974. -

Cebulaeh, Mel. Willie's Pet. New York: Scholastic

-Donjan, Joseph. The Proud'Peagock. New York: Holt

.11654

Garcia, Edward. Homer the Homely'Hound. .New.York:
Living, Inc:, 1974. .

Jansen, Jared. Penny the Poodle. New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1972.

Bo

7,holastic Book

0

k Services, lir

, Ringhart, and Winston,

A .

\)Institute for Ratiohal

Kent, Jack. The Fat Cat. New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1971.

Pfloog, Jan. THe Puppy Book. Golden Press, 1973.

I.
Keats,'Ezra Jack. Psssti Doggie. Franklin Watts, Inc.

_ ! ,

withThis is a very good book With few. woids about a cat and a dog.dancing.
Would be good for young children or beginning readers.

4

'Keats, Ezra tack. Pet Show! MacMillan PUblishing Company.

I

This is a good:story about some children in_the neighborhood who decide
to .have a pet show and what happens.

-Lory, Jane F. "We'll.Have a friend for Lunch". Published by Houghton Mifflin

Company. .

111,.

This is a cute story about some cats who wanted toe'good hunters. They

got books on-bias to study them. Then they watched a bird family, but
in'the end they'couldn't eat the birds because they liked them too much.

Talking Booklist
.1

. .

*Burger, Carl. All AboutiDogs The history of domestic dogs. TB 4657.

._, . .

*Eaton(, Annie Tbexterfi The Animals' Christmas.' Animais in the legends, poems .

arors and stories about holidays.' #TB 4648. '

'..

*Mao , Jciseph j.-. Out Captive Animals. Emphasizing the contributions zoo

. ',animals make. "#R.la 6082.

*Morg , Alfred. A Pet Book for Boys and Girls.' Inform'ation on the habits,'

behaviort,-care, and,treatment,of many pets. I /TB 4716.

.* Pen4 Du, William. Bear Circus. Koala beargeplan a gigantic bear Cirrus.
#TB 4437.
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*McClintak, Mike A Fly Went By. #TB 4783,

*.Leo the Late-Bloomer. Story of a tiger wh6' can't-read, write, draw, or

eat neatly. #RD 6303.
,

*Potter, Beatrix. The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Disobedient Peter Rabbit-learns

almost too late why his mother warned him dot to'go,into mean Mr.
mcGregor's garden. #TB 3847.

*Sendak, Maurice. Where _the Wild Things-- are. 'Story of a little 'boy who visits

an imaginary land where the wild thinffi are. #TB 3167.

*Hornblow, LeOnara. Animals Do the Strangest Things. Information about some

of the world's strangest animals, #CB 149.

*Fish Do the Strangest Things. .Story about figh that efly, climb trees, and

other fantastic faCts, #CB 151.

* Russell, Franklin. The Honeybees. Text about the culture of the honeybee,
#CB 155.

.

,--

.A
*Potter, Beatrix. Tale of Peter RAbit and Stories by Other Authors. Twenty-

two stories fair children. #CB 160.

* Animal Doctors: What Do They Do? A description of (veterinarians and'ah,
outline of the work they do At the zab,.-in the circus, and,in the apace'
program.- #TB 2382.

A

'*1 Caught a Lizard. Children catch small animals:, They observe them, feed
them, care foethem, and then return them to'freedom.' #TB 2382.

ti
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110kE ACTIVITIES

Unit: Pets
4p

Activity 1. 'If y or anyone In 'your family has a pet)talk.,to your, child ,about .

it. ,Develbp yourstbild4s language and sen4e of'explgeation by '

talking abo4t what this pet. looks and fetes like. (Foi,Example:
"This puppy is small and has soft fuzzy hart' that feels good to
touch." or' This is a goldfish and'haS gills to breathe Witb..'
,un4er,water.")

Activity 2. Discuss what typess,of animals make appropriate_ pets. (For example:
Explain wtty hrephants and crocodiles would not be suitable. Ex7
plOrIng Aur child's interest in pets may ,give you a clue on an
appropriate one for your hoilie:if you are considering getting .one.

Activit! 3. Discuss unusual pets. Monfeys and lion'cubs are a few examples.
To explore wAt different kinds of pets there = e - take your child
to a pet store and see wit kinds of animals ar here.

Activity.4. If you have atpet, let yobr child assum a par icular responsibility
for For example if it's a dog, you le ,him/her feed it
every day or ,bathe it occaSionally,:,

lr

Activity 5. When you'visit'fiiends or rel4tiveso.dee what pets thd
A

haveland-,
411. them to talk to your child about their -pet. (What' kind, any
unusual characteristicd, etc.)

0
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.Activity Level: Knowledge

Objective:

Def.tatti-en:

Fact:

.

Materials:

Description:
. .

- 83 -

CLOTHING UNIT j

The children w
clpssify it

1 remember a definition-for clothing and
according to the definition

Cloth the-eletit-er-febvie-weir-to cover your body:'

An her name of clothing is'garment..

hat
socks

gloves
bathing suit

At table cloth

pot holder
pillow case
towel

pants
areas ,

t-shift

-4..

Define clothing for the children. Ask one of the children
in the group to volunteil=td name everything he's wearing
today. The other children can listen and make sure nothing
is forgotten.

Nfxt, give the childrenthe articles of clOthing-mentione0/
on the material list and common household items. Encourage
the children to put all of the clothing or garments into the
suitcase/and leave the .other remainingmaterials'out. When- 7

. the Children are finished with this activity, check their
classificatioh. together.

This activity will give the children a chance to demonstrate
their understandinf of tke definition of clothing.

/

Activity Level: Knowledge

Objedtive: The children will develop
.

an understanding of the materials
'used in making products.

Products made from latex. Example: -rubber gloves
electric plugs
galoshes'

,"
This information can, be used in a learning center in the
classroom. The teacher can read i pictured card to the
children explaining how latex is taken from the rubber
tree. The children can be encouraged to explore the
materials on the"table that, are made from latex and to
think of more things.

Matet ialsi

Descrlption:

football
baseball
erasers
foam (
bubbld gun
bouncing balls
tent shoes

Producti made from rubber

J
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Facts about.flibberl
-

A plantation worker called' a tapper uses a speci al kind

of knife to cut a hole in the bark of a rubber tree. The

'worker puts a small spout into the tree where the cut was
made to get a liquid that looks like cow's.milk. Thirname

of-the liquid is latex.

A small cup is put'under the spout, to catch the latex as it

comes out of the spout. It takes, several days to get-euvugh

latex to fill rhe cup:
,

'.When the tappers have cdtlected enough latex, they put it
on a truck and send it to a rubber factory where it is used
to make things out of rubber. Examples: tires, shoes, etc. .

Activity Level: Knowledge ''

Objective: They children will develop an understanding of the materials
used to make what We wear, by making buttons from seal shells.

Materials: ea shells (mother-of-pearl)
buttons
needle and thread
material 9s

Description: This information can be used to set up a
in. the classroom- A card using pictured
list the stepsin making buttons. Aftet
the children will,be encouraged to sew a
piece of material.'

learning center A'
wards is used to'
reading the card,
button onto a

1. Find a sea shell with an iviide covered.with a
shiny material called mothet-of-pearl:

. 2. Punch circles .out of the shil. . Almost the same
way you punch holes in paper.

3. 'Drill tiny-hole in each circle forikhe thread to ga-
.

through. 7 0

4. Grind 'dawn the rough edges and polish the circles with
fine sandpaper.

5. Now the circles are calledbuftons. Sew them onto a piece
.Ofinaterial.

As a follow -up activity: Find picture s of clothes ttlat have

'buttons and paste them on -a lgige sheet of-oak tag to make a
collage. , 4

93

9

A
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Activity Level: Comprehension .

Objective: The child will match pictured words related to clothing

unit.

Materials: a list of pitured -words
an-ordering catalogue from a department store

scissors
paste, piper

- .

D cription: .The teaches will give the children a list of pictured-words
(OW, cap) and ask the Children to match as many as they
can with pictures they find in the catalogues. (For children,

N, who are recognizing beginning sounds and words, let them .

match words with,pictpres only.)

Activity Level: Comprehension t.,

'Objective: The children will demonstrate their understanding of clothing
by solving a riddle. ,

Description:- The teacher will read the following list pf riddles and the
children will answer them.

1. You wear me on your head and I rhyme' with map. cap

2. You,put me am before you put on your Stites and I come

in lots of colors from whidh you c. choose. socks

3. I rhyme V Iith ants. Sometimes I'm short and only come to
your knees. ,Sometimes I am long and go all the way tot

, .-your shoes. What am I? Pants

4. You wear me over your ears, but I'i not a tat. I'm
usually furry and rather flat. Can you guess what .I

4 . _

am? *ear muffs.

Activity Level: Applicatioh if

, .

Objective: The child will demonstrate the steps involved In dressing by-
sequencing clothing or pictures.

Materials: , Simple pictured that illustrate the steps involved in-dressing
or

specifiC articles of clothing that take a complete outfit.

A

Description: /te'child will tenonstrat (using a complete set of clo
11' the correct sequences in dressing.
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Activity Level,:

Objective:

description:

r

-8

Application

The children will find where specific articles of clothing 4

can be pUrobased.

The teacher will give each child'the.name of a specific article
of clothing to locate while on the field trip..

Thi group will go into specialty stores, department stores,

Suggested list:

,1111 II,

item.

umbrella
socks
shoes

slacks ,

suits
fur coat
lunch box

a..

r

lewlry
Mallets
sport equipment-

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

'.-Description:

United States

England

The children
in different
similar.
work sheet
crayons

All learn that policemen's hats ere different
parts of the world, although their duNes are

Tke teacher will explain that there are policemen in every
country in the world. The dutieethat policemen have are
similar in many countries also, 'the children can name some
dutieg of policemen. The.teacher can label the country the
hat represents.
Duties: Keep law and order S

Help people who are loar;, hurt
Direct traffic
Ticket speeders
Arrest criminals

The children can be given the worksheet and color the various
policemen's hati.

Australia

Spain

Canada-

mice

01.

,

South America
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Activity Level: Anarisis)4_
N.,

Objective: The child will name the appropriite person to wear certain
uniforms. :'- 4

.

Materials: Pictures of commam uniYorms
Chalk board-

Descipt ion:

e

4

The teathir will print each child's name on'the chalk board.
The children will be told, that the teacher is going to hold
up pictures of various peaple.in uniforms. Any-,chin knowing .

the name of the person wearing the uniform can raise their
hand. As the child inewerscorrectly, 'put a (1) by his name... >

fireman nurse . artist pilot
policeman ootball player ., skier general
baker. .- mailman diver sailor
cowboy farmer astronaut nun
doctor' basketball player clergyman

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Analysis

The children will associate accessory will the correct
individuals.

Mimeographed worksheet .(See examples on next page.)

The teacher will read sentences that give the children clues
about the person that's missing an accessory. The child.will
draw a connecting line between the two. A

Example: Can you find the man who put out.firesusing a hose and
wears a bat which is designed to have the water run off? I.

Which min makes fanCy deserts and wears a floppy hat?

Who rides the camel? a

Other suggestions: nurse rade car driver
graduate boxer
bull fighter , railroad cogductor.

(

t
Activity Level: Analysis

ti

Objective: The children will identify the materials used to make 'things
We wear. .

. . Materials: ;00Mimeographed rldle
, ', /Pencils

,

.:

.,
Description: 1. The children will be given a work sheet,with articles of

clothing onone side and natural productiCthey are made
from on the other to associate.

A

'

2. Children will discuss produCts and raw materials after ,

listening to ollowing poem: -(See worksheet.)

10 "'
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1.
',

pte1 from Child Craft: The How and Why Library.

When I getup in the morn
I p on a,block of Coal,-
th a plant fastened with' sea shells,
the a bitfo sap from a tree, .

!ton lots of flff from 'two sheep,
and then two pieces of skin
thstoncehelonged_to_a cow.

1

You probably thiqk I look funny.
But if'you could see me, .

You would see my clothes
do not look funny at all.

t

4.

t

1

.

104

Sap from a tree
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. i ...../
. ; Activity 'Level: Analysis ,,.

.

1 r
1 Objective: Ttieachild will label fabrics or textires used 1.4 making the

. things we wear., P

1
%

%

.

Materials: laile square of tali tag 1

two inch squares of material

c

i

string or yarn
hole puncher t

DeScription: This is a small group activity. The teacher can start the
.

activity by talking-aboutthe.materials in the clpthas
she's wearing., The children can take turns talking about
the materials in their clothes also. Using the twitpre chart, (

,,
the children will match materials with their sourallik

, .

Texture Chart

S

(woolol 1

7rubber

<
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Activity Le).Tel: Syfithesis

- 9i -

r

Objectilre: The children willplan a vacation and take the appropriate
clothes.-

1 Materials:

4 et

2

A suitcase h

A variety ai children's clothes
Pictures pf vacation scenes

Example : The beach.

.Snow covered mountains
Trails in'the forest
Visit to a friend/relative's
House

The children will pretend they are going ito take a trip.
The teacher will,choose a picture and deskribe some
activities, the children might do duringtheir visit.

will;children will then decide what kind of 'lothing ehey will need
for this trip.

Description:

Activity-Level: Synthesis

Objectl.ve:

Materials:

. (

The chiltiten will put together articles of clothisig to make a
complete outfit.

Department store catalogues
Scissors
'Paper

Paste
.

0
Description: Cut the catalogues into secti6ns of: underwear, shirts,' Pants,

dresses, sacks, shoes, hats, coats, gloveh, rain wear, etc.
Give each child a set ofpictures from each section. Eradourage

the children to cut out an article of clothing from_each section
to make a complete outfit.

.117

Activity Level: Evalusticin

Objective: _Irhy-childr
occasions.

Materials:

Description:

'Example:

will select appropriate clothes for different

paper dolls shirt
underpants 'dress

undershirt socks
pants shoes

;hat scarf
co. 'raincoat
gl4ves Jacket
boots sweatere-

swim suits
snow suit

The teacher will give the children-or a pair of children, a
paper doll and tell them to dress the doll for different
occasions.

rainy day

swimming
play,in the snow school
go to a party

' play .in 6 recital
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I

I

! Activity LeVel: Evaluation'
to.

'Objective: The children will give their standards on dressing
causally and formally. "

Materials: Clothes from the dress-up corner:

A

a tie t sweat shirt 'swimming suit
.sneakers top het

;,, an evening'gown' man's suit coat

Deicription: Start the activity by 'asking the'ChilArem if-enyone in the
group looks verydressea-up. to them, Ask them if they
would. wear what they have qn now to a friend's birthday

- pasty or to a-veri special party like a 'wedding.

,
. Hold up each artiCleCg clothing and ask th4 children if
they would feel casual or formal wearing each article.
Encourage the child to explain their feelings.

10 .

CLOTHING UNIT BOOK LIST' r
Anderson, Hans Christian. The aperors New Clothes. New York: Scholaptic

Book Services, 1973. 7

de Paolai. Tomie. 'Charlie Needs A Cloak.'

A simple story about a sheep herder wilt) needs a new cloak: It is

well written. The book teaches the process of how wool comes from
sheep.

. Tresaelt,,Alvin: The Mitten.

A story about a little boy who lowed a mitten in the woods. The
animals find it and use it as a hote. It is an amusing story,
but somewhat wordy'for very young. children.

Keats,, 'Ezra Jack. The Snowy Day. /

A simple story about a little boy who goes out to play in'the snow.
It is a delightful story-that young children enjoy.

I

Hewett, Anita. Mrs: Mopple's Welshing Line.
)

,

A story about a woman doing her wash and hanging it out to dry.
The clothes fly off the line and liaie on the animals. A is a well

4 written story.

chaimen, Kim Westsmith. The Magic Hat. Lollipop Ierver, Chapel full, N. C.,

Ludgwig BemelMers. Madeline andthe Bad Hat. Viking Press, New Yotk,'1956:

,107.

.
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Activity I. #elp,yetir-child recognize .the many materials from which-clothes=-
are made 'such as rubber boats, gloves, pladiic ;.- umbrellas,

.

raincoate,:pog.ketLYST..leither - shoes, belts, billfolds;
, _, metal -7. bets; jewelrn fabric 'shirts, pants, ,dresses; nylon -

hose, socki4 underwear. The vlsuallN impaired or.blind child
can idenlifir.'differences by touch.

1.

.

.,

lb

1.

.

-Jictivity. 2. "Compare textures
t.

and content of,fahricS with the child as,..
dtlk,'Satin,esotton,:wool, and syAthetic fibricd% The various
textures and weaves may be noted. Talk with the. chAld'about

-. the source of materials and, the manufacturing process of, hand

.
process rta is oequired to tarn them -into fabrics, -It Would s
be interest to locate plitures orreal spinning *eel .and,
loom for ch d to sae in order tolhetter understand th# process'.
If you,live near a textiln,planf or clothing lactory,,this- would
make an intereating'field4trip. , .

.

..

. 4 Visually impaired or blind children may be-taught to match colors
by-textured materials sewn iii socks or in neck of garment.

,..

.

Activity 3. Discuss with your child the way clothes'are made or acquired.
You can do some cross cultural comparlsbns such as Indian or
Eskimo preparation of skins for mocassins or clothing. Discus*
with childthematerials needed to make clothes at home:Such as
needles, thread, pins,.thlmble, pattern, zipper,hUttons, tape -

'Measure an g machine. If factOry made 'garments are pur-

the hild can ],earn -about the:appropriate stores in which'
garmettecan be found. If ,possible; help child-make a simple
garment for kor stuffed, animal. .

. .
. .' 3 -., ., :. ..1

Activity 4. Inform your child -about clothihg,stylis and how these relate to
their fnwtion. .Activ4pies 'requite certain tyPee of- clothes,
i.e., bathing suits, tennis Clothes, snowsdit, wori.clothas, .
dress clothes. You can make a guessing game about appropriate,
clothes for certain occasions. . . .

- .,

.

Weather also reqUires certainrktpda of clothes. -The time of dad;,
also affects temperature and can be noted* i.e.:'"Brin4yOur

,sweater on the,piinic..,,ft gets. cool 'in the evening.'"
. .,

,
. 4

.
.._...., . .

Activity 5. Encourage your cbild,to consider the teedfor care of clothing.-
... Hanging up clothat, washing or'dry cleaning, use of napkind at

'mealtirie, use of aprons in cooking or,smOck fot art,raincoat when
In wet weather,,play clOthes for outdoor play, can all be taught .

young children as a means of clbthing care. ,

f p i -

4
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BIRD UNIT

tivitq Level: K4owledge ri

objective: The children will remember interesting facts about birds.

Materials:" Clear pictured of simple sketches of birds that are numbered
.consecutively ta'follow a tape.

Tape recorder with tape stating specific facts about *.ertain

birds.

Description: This activity can be set up in a earning center where the..

child can et .ihe information independently.
The child c listen to the tape recorded facts about birds
while view g the picture.

4 For variety the pictures can be mixed up and the child must
'pick the bird being discussed.

YScts:* --1T-FParrot The largest member of this bird family is called
the Blue and Gold Macaw. The parrot usually lfves in groups

hailed flocks. Seeds, fruit, and nuts are the common foods
ol,,this bird. The beaks of some parrots are so strong that
he can crack shelled nuts, like Brazil nuts. Parrots some-
timSs live to be .60 years old.
,

2: Owl'- Mos,powls sleep all day and are awake all night.
Animals, like the owl, that sleep all day and are a4ke at .

'night are called nocturnal: The owl doesn't,see aswellas
most birds because!his eyes are on the front of his head in-
stead of on the sides.' The owl makes up for his poor.eye sight
with his hearing. Owls have excellent hearing. The owl is
one of the few birds that is completely silent. when flying.
This makes it easy for the owl to catch 'his prey (food). .

A

3. Ostrich - This is the Tartest living bird. The ostrich can
grow as tall as 8 feet-and weigh up to 30O-1bs. Each foot of
the astriciphas only two toes. The larger the has a veyyfstrong
claw and makes the kick of this bird very dangrous.

4. Hummingbird - The smallest bird in the world is the'humMing-
bird. From his beak to,his tail the hummingbird is two
long. The tali of this bird is,p5de.4 of many different bright
colors.

5.' Eagle - The eagle is our national bird, he represents our
country. Eagles always build-their nest in a high place like
the top of a treeor on rocks. They eat,rodents like rats,
rabbits, and snakes. They have sharp Claws or Talons on their
toes'to catch and hold their prey.

Birds eat travel because they don't 'have teeth to grind their
food. The gravel goes to their gizzard ( which is like a stomach
and so does the food. It,is ground.up in the gizzard until the
food is .all mashed' up.

1



Activity Level:

,Objective:.

Depeription:

Knowled
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Children will remember common facts about b rds.

-

The teacher will listenito the information the ch dren have/_

knOw about.b1rIs and record it'on the blackboard or in a scrap

book. .

Suggested facts: A baby bird is hatched from an egg
'Another name fo4r feather is plumage
tirds have two layers of feathers: an outer layer that pro-..,

,ted,013 the bird from getting wet; and.an inner layer called down

used to insulate them.
The smallest bird is4a hummingbird at two inches. .

. Thd largest bird is an ostrich between 61/2 to 7 feet tall and

7
weighing over 300 lbs.

qw

Activity Level: KnOwledge

Objective: Students will increase vocabulary by defining 'Ira words for the

unit .0A birds.

Materials:,*

Description:

Classroom scrap book
Plictures'of birds
Paste. .

116

r

the.,clebs will-record in the scrap Sook words they will use in

studying birds, .

1

Suggested Vocabulary List:
* ,

,

'Birds: A group of aaiLls having wings to fly with and what"(

body is covered with feathers.- ,

Nest: The place birds are born and'cared for, the home of .

young birds; made from grass and twigs

Beak: the mouth Of a bird.

Migration: Birds move from the north to the south id the fall if

'to be in a warmer climate'and have enough food in the winter.

: List of Common Birds:

N

I

cardinal, ",

robin
ostrich =

hummingbird

eagle Canary
sea gull- blue jay
penguin
parakeet

111

sit
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°Activity Level:. Comprehension:"

1

.

Objedtive: Children,will distinguish and label bird from other animals.
' . f' /

.

Materials: A scene of animals and birds/ a-picture from a magazine, perio-
dical or a teacher prepared picture containing severaebirds
and other Animals. .

/

Description; The child is given the work sheet and asked to find alAithe
birds in the'picture--and draw a circle around them. Once circled
thp child Cam distinguish' what kind of bird it is by matching the

r0
circledbird'to a resource book of ilirds.

My verything'ractice Book by AlfreviDi Nola A Cranine Di Nola
co ains many simple drawings of birds and animals and can be
used tofmake good work sheets/ aid the teacher in drawing the
%scene.

o,
.
r

S

Activity Level: Comprehension

* 4

Objective: The child will listen to a sentence describing characteristics
unique to a particular bird and choose the Correct bird from a
group of pictures.'

:Materials: A list of the birds being studied in the unit with a brief des-
cription of the physical characteristics of each bird.
A picture of each bird being studied..
A bell.

-
..., ..

.
..

Description: 'Two'- four pictures of birds:ate placed in tAe children's view,
YThe teacher reads a sentence describing the'physical appearance
of the bird or a-unique feature of the bird.
The child whp knows the answer can ring a bell, bang a gong, or
light a battery, operated, device .62 show he knows he response.,

. N
Activity Level: Application

Objective: Thechild will apply new informatian'about tie robin o classify
2 pictures. The child will define "preditors".

,

Materials: Two small boxes; one with a picture of a i pecking food.
one witka picture of a &flying akay

Pictures of $reditors of the robin and food the robin eats.'

Description: The child will put the pictures of the food robins eat into the
bog with the appropriate piCture and thOieditors of the robin

hinto the appropriate box.
.

List of ,iSitd foods:.

worm
. ., seeds

fish

peanut b11511r

insects,
berries
suet

1,12

,PreditOia:
cat

fox
men;
snakes



Activity Level:

Objective;

Ipterials: -

Description:'

Application
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The children will increase their sig*TA word votabulary,by

matching the name of a bird to the picture of a bird.

1. oak-tag 12" x 24"
2. envelopes cut in half - just big enough to hold a3x5
index card
3. pictures of specific bi ds from magazines or ditto
4. 3x5 index cards with the names of specific birdson each card

Paste 6 -4o envelopes onto the oak tag. Using a paper clip,

fasten the picture and the name of a bird on the outside of the

envelope Give the child a set of 3x5 .cards with the naie4Of a

bird printed on each card., The child puts the 3x5 card into
'the envelope withthe,correct pictured word on the outside.

To make the activity more challenging, have the child\match the

word on the index card to the picture of the bird.

Activity Level: Application
. .

.

Objective: The'children will demonstrate an understanding of chat various

birds eat.

Materials:

Description:

r

A work sheet with 5 - 6 pictures'of birds in one column, and foods

that various birds eat pictured in the second column.

Crayon

The child will identify each pictured bird and draw'a line to
the picture of the food each bird prefers.

Activity Level: Analysis
.

Objective: Children will summarize the different types of food birds eat.
according to the differencei'in their mouth, wings, feet. ,

Materials:

Description:

A worts sheet/ditto with 4 different bifas:pictuted on Ulna' colUmn.,

A second column will show 4 different, foods birds eat.
Ex: Seeds growing in afield; worm; fish; bird feeder:: /

A small of children canwork together with thistask. The

beaks, wings, and_feet of each bird can be discussed. The habil, -II

tat. of each bid might be discussed also.. After discussing each
pictured bird the children will draw a line from each bird to
the most appropriate food. j'h is done independent of the other

children. Regroup and compare, ers to the.key.

MI° '4
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Activity Level:, Analysis
1

Objective: The child will demonstr to an understanding of the"body
of a.bird. .

Materials: 1. .a, mimeographed worksheet

2. scissors .
- .

3. paste and oaktagd (posterboard)

Ilescription: The child is givell a worksheet on which various parts of
,a bird were drawn. The parts are not connected.

The child should. cut each pieces out and arrange them on
a piece of oaktage in such a way that a complete laird'
is made, The child can paste the bird to the oaktage
after the teacher has checked the order.

Activity Level: Analysis
sr

.Objective:' The Childrdd will learn to label different bird calls.

Materials:

Descriptiad:,

1. a tape recording or record of common bird calls
a. tape t :sounds o birds At an aviary.
b. specialArder the record through a school supply

company 'v a locarrecord bar.
4. pictures_0 birds to match sound

.

Play each 04g call and tell the children which-bird makes
that call. 'how them a picture4of the bird at the. same
time.

,Talk about the similarities and differences' between the
'1. various bird sounds. Nete pitch; frequency, and patterns

ih the calls. ,

y the record;a seanottime telling the children to
bel the calls.-

Fonow-up: ,Put a tape recorier outside the classroom and/try to
record bird calls.

, ,

Activity Levei: Synthesis
II, . .

Wbjectivet TO develowa play where they will employ as any facts
. about birds as they can.

(

i 4/
Materials: '1. Topic for play: A young child is unhappy because no

one will answ.er his question "where's thelbest place
in the, world.to ive?" The child sets out and asks
several ,different birds' to describe the best place

. :.
to= live.' Each bird 'reveals something about it's life /
stYle, Finally the ild visits thettase awl who tells
him ,phe best place t live, is your own home.

'I

2. Nest made fripm a bo covered and shaped with paper mach"
3. Hard boiled eggs (to at 1n nest.)

114.
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4. Costumes--cut holes for the head' and arms, . draw the
body of the specific birds

--cut a pattern for a beak and stuff it with
newspaper, stapel it together

--long thin strips of newspaper fastened close to
the child's arm makecgood

'Activity Level:

mb.s, Objective:. 9.,
Materials:

.

Synthesis .
To figure out a #y tor*make 'a bird feeder out of a plastic

'9 ''

.

. .

plastic-milk carton
- e , . - ... '2. ,scissors , ..! , . . .

' .' 3.% strong.' ', . - . ..

. -4. 4bird Seeds (s f1 6er. Seeds) . --t

"`;.i-
' -,.-5. piqures of ,vati4ui b'ffd feeders fromAnagazines

, ... , .

'.,. . G

milk caiton.

1, one hall gallon

4'

Descripti4n1 Rave tiletmat.eriat? for ;taking Ole: feeder 'on' a table in the

classrdom; DiS8Uss nth elle(thilAren how the pictured

1 feederi are bui4t to eccdpodAee. bi . Ask the. childred

40 Itch! a' plas milk:container ;can adapted to make a feeder.
7

,

% .

,

lft e p s. .to-making feeder: -- , , %, ,, .

, .._ / . A

: i , t,
,

1. 'Cut larcirghhoies in the *ice of the carton. Ms.dce.them i

;
big" Ad for the bird. to Anest on the carton and reach'

.,, the seeds: ' .

. -.. .,..

, 1

.
I .-;. I ,

.:-). ',.
r

A'-y.

-, .)

.

'C i nub a. .tca.

2." Ada a. hol.e...in the -lid of the cartop, glide a piece of

strong: string Rf wire, th4ugh the .hole. Mang the :feeder .
. .

rut sunflOwer seedy or some type Abird s.eec5rii the
base'of the fetder.

4. Keep a reconf Ok, the differ birds seen atxthe feeder.

'Activity Leve

:Ob ject ive:

Materials:'

Evaluation

The child will deCide whieh birds make good-pets.

4

p1ctures of !Various birds

115
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'Description:

to

. \.

Possible List:

7101 -'

A small group of children will group together and look at
various pictures of birds.. Each child will take a picture
of a kindand.tell the'group if their' particular picture
would make a'good'pet.

Cardinal
_Parakeet

Ostrich

Eagre.

Canary
Sea Gull g

Bummine bird
;

Humming

^Activity Level:

Objective:

Description:

Poem;

,

Art_

The childten will make Obstumei representing various birds.

large brown paper grocery bags
magic markers
scissors

f
Help children cu a raige hole it the top of the bag. or.

their head and liolefor each arm: They can use these to
represent vario s birds by coloring the bodies on the front'
of .the bags..

"Once f Saw a Little Sire.

Once I saw a little bird
go hop, hop, hop
So I saidi "Little bird,
will you stop, stop, stop?"

And was going to the window
to say; "How do you do?".
But he shook his little tail,
And away he fle4.

Activity' Level: Art-

The'dhildren will make a bird ObileObjeccive:

Mater/als:

Description:.

.4

toilet paper rolls
paint (tempera)
string or yarn
clothes'hangers

construction paper
scissors
giue'

The teither puts Out the above material and tells the Children
they are going to mike birds ro hang'on.a bird mobile with
these materials. Children have ro decide how to make the
birds, what parts a bird has on it's body and what kini -of
a bird they are going to make. The children make their
individual birds, then*.hang thg birds frOm the clothes .
langer. Depending on the number of Childrenfor the number
of mobiles you--will hive.15 per mobile).

.116
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BT2RD UNIT BOOK 'LIST

t

Austin, Elizabeth S.,anciOliNer L. iThe Random Hoe Book of Birds.
Random House: Mewlork,

Excellent'illustrAions 6f birds. The book is actually an encyclot
pedia'a birds ardund the world. It is written clearly and makes
an excellent reference book for teachers. Primary grade level.

'1

,Christie, David: Birds. Hamlyn Publishing Group Limited: New York,
. , 1972.

This book has blapk and white and colOr photographs of the more
unusual birds. It discusies the great variety found in birds like
size, color, habits, nesting, and songs. Reference book.,

. ,
.

Eberle, Irmengarde. Aobins on the Window Sill. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.;_
$

New York, 1958. . 1 .
,

,

. .This.book.is written in story form. The aettinvis sp4ngtime and
e ,obins are' preparing .to'build a nest,: The, book is very fact,(ial.

.

t describes the bole of both the 'male and froale,robin in the nest-
,

t;. 'rearing young process. Excellent photographs are.used to show
the sequence of building the nest, caring forlind feeding the young,
the young birds becoming independent. It is a (42 page) rather. .

long story and.might be broken down over 2 --3 days.

Gaielick, May. About Owls. Four Winds Press: New York, 1975.

The book covers the general life style, eharacteriWcs, and habits
of three kinds of owls. The Elf owl (smallest), Beim-Owl (middle

- size), and the Great Horned Owl (largest) are considered in this book.

I

Scott, Jack D. That Wonderful Pelcan. G. P. Putnai & Sons, New York,
1975.

This book contains photographs qi the life cycle ofthe pelican.,
Topics included are: mating, oburtship habits, unique aspects about
the bird like, unusual flying skills.

Gans; Roma., Birds Eaf and Eat and Eat. .Thomas Y. Croweil Company: New
York,.1963.

Interesting
.

fast le abodt birds eating' habits

FILMS -BIRDS

Coronet Films:, An Alphabet of,,Birds
Birds and Their Characteristics.
Birds and Their.Homes
Birds in Win ;er
Birds: How do we Identify Thee,
Birds Tha;;--Mistrate

Five Colorful Birds
How Birds Belo Us
Mr. and Mrs.' Robin Family

117
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III/
Encyclopedia Britannicaj?illms;

:0

Bird Homes
Birds are Interesting -

Birds in Winter ti

Corky the Crow
Life.,Story of the Humr9ing Bird

Looking. at Birds

Rdbin Redbreast

tik
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HOME ACTIVITIES

Unit: Birds

A

c

Activity 1. Look for birds in your yard or Alla driving in the car with

your child. Point them out and talk about the colors and other
characteristics of that particular bird. Nell your child the
name of the bird and any other informatipn you have about it.

Activity 2. Listen for birds sounds outside with your child. If you know

the name of the bird making:the sponds, tell your child and try
to translate the bird sounds into a little hum, or songs that the

child can repeq..,so that it canbe recognized as the characteris-
tic,song of that bird.

Activity 3. Talk with your child about thiffoods that birds eat. "If there,

are any bushes in your yard that have berries that birds eat,
point these out and discuss how people can make food available
for birds. Make a feeder if you aohlt already have one.. If

you have a feeder, try something new in it. You can mix up

bird pudding. This is just corn meal mixed with bacon or other
drippings to form a thick paste. You. can add a small anibunt of

peanut butter also.

0
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Activity Level:

-Objective:

Materials:

Description:

. -

CIRCUS UNIT

Knowledge

The children will define the circus and words' associated
with the circus.

A

Pictures of the circus'

The teacher will tell the chgdren_about the circus while
showing the children the piltures. The teacher will tell_
the children the definitions" and children will repeat them.
lot all definitions should be given the first dity of the
unit, but as each item is introduced, _define it and en-
courage the children to repeat definition.

Circus words and definitions:

Circus: is a large show, usually 'under a tent, Where people
qnd animals perform tricks.

)

Tent: is a shelter that is usually made of canvas and is
held up by poles. It is useful foithe circus be-
cause it can be put up and taken down quickly,.

.Circus Train: is the train that takes the circus from one
city to the' next.

Ring Master: is the Master of Ceremonies. This person
usually wears a tap hat and a tuxedo and tells
the audience about each performance.

Clown: is a person dressed in a funny costume with a
painted fade. .A. clown does funny tricks to make
people laugh.

Tight Rope Walker: is the person wbsulalks aid does tricki
on a rope high in the air.

Trapeze Artist': is a person who does tricks on a swin
,(trapeze) high in the air.

Juggler: is a person who throws and catches'objectsin t e
air. 'He/she always has one object in each hand

. while the others are in the air.

Animal Trainer: is a person who teaches the animals tric s
and makes them perform the tricks.
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Activity Level: Anowledgee

*

A .- .

Objective\ - The chilaren will learn the nales of animals associated
with the circus: . ,' ..-

.. .

0
. . .

N .
.---

i .. ,
Materials:, Pictures of circus animals- 1

4
.'

Description:,. The teachdt will put the pictures of the animals in,a' box
and the children will take turns pulling outthevpictures.
and naming them

Animals associated with the circus

lit& ponies camels
tigers dogs horses
bears lippeephante monkeys.

Activity Level: Jnowledge

Obj ective:

.Materials:

Description:

The children will learn the names of food Associatectwith
the' circus.

Pictures of food or real food.
la

,The teacher gill show pietures of the food or the "real
,food) and name each The children williname the food
after the teacher. If real food is used, each child, could
taste the diffeient.foods.

Names -of food: Cotton candy ice cream
popcorn peanuts
candy

hot dogs

Explain to the children that when you are at the circus,
that people come to'sell this fooa,at your seat.

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective: The children will choose a picture of something or'someone in
the circus, after hearing a sentence read to thd6.

Materials:

Description:

Circus pictures

sentences

The teacher will read a sentence to the children and atk
the children to pick the picture that the sentence describes.
The children could also name the performer the teacher is
describing in the sentences. .
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Sentences:

1. This is where a circus is usually performed. It can be
put up and %ken down easily. (TENT)

2: This circus animal has a long teink and floppy ears.
The animal is vety.helpful to the circus. (ELEPHANT)

3. This person does tricks high upon a swing. (TRAPEZE
ARTIST)

4. Thi person throws and catches several objects. (JUGGLER)
.

5. This is samethingthat takes the circus'froi city bo
401.ty4A (CIR&S TRAIN)

6. This IA a peisdn who walks.on a rope high up in the
air. 77IGHT ROPE WALKER)

Activity Level: Comprehendlon
.

Objective: The children will define and label pictures/wo rds
in their own words.

Materials:' pictures of the circus
pictures of'circus animals
pictures.of circus performers

Description: The-teacher will show the Children piltUres and asks what each
is. The children tell the teacher in their own wordi what each

_is and defineCirtvs words.

of the qArcus

.

Activity Level: Comprehension

'Objective:

Materials:

The chIldllen.will sequence pictures and tell a story about the
circus after hearing the-story.

4 to fiuirt piceured sequence story.

f
Descrliption: The teacher will tell astory about' the circus using pictures.

Then the children reseqUece the pictures and tell the stdry
in their own words.

at

a

111
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Once there wa s a clown who

find his hat.
,40

:-109

,*
4ample

could :not

A

He looked everywhere for. it.
....In his closet.

Why could'n

4

find his hat?

Answer:

Someone was
using it for

a boat!

Activity Level: Comprehengon

Objective: The children will complete a sentence read to them.

Materials:, Sentences

Description: -Me teacher reads sentences to the children and asks them to
fill inbthe Last word.

16 Such as:,

.414°
A clown is a circus performer, so is a

4
An elephant is A circus animal so 'is a

Cotton cAhdy is-ane kind of food you get at the circus,
. .

so is

A tight rope walker, performs high in the air eo does a
0

124
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Activity Level:

Objective:

Description:

-110- -

. -

Comprehension

The cOildren will describe action in a picture about
the circus.

pictures of the r ua Paper

(program of t circus) Magic Marker

The'teachshows the children a picture of the circus,
.theri asks them to tell her/him about the picture. The
teacher writes down what the children said andlibeads it=
back to them:

Activity Level:.

Objective:

Matecials:

Description:

Application

The children will classify circus animals into new or
different groups.

ANS

'Plastic models of circus animals or
e

pictures of circus
pictures of pets or model of pets,
pictures of othei animals or models of other animals

The t4adher. gives the child 2 overlapping ltrge circles and
tells he cyld to pui all helping animals in onl circle
all the 0n-helping other and all the big animals
in the mi dle. Chi dren have to decide which animals are

helping or now7yelPing and then
w are big. (big

animals can be either
helping or non -helping.)'

animals

Non -

helping

Animals

Another way
to classify:



Activity Level: Application

bjective:

Materials:

Description:.,

0

ft_ -1.

The children will sequence a pictured story w ut having

heard-the stork.

'4 to 8 part pictured sequence story about 'the circus

-The children are given a pictured storabout the circus.
The teacher asks the children. to place the pictures,in the -

correct order of events. Then the children tell the story to the

.class or the teacher.

Ideas foi;tgtiotes:

.1. Circus train doming to town and setting up.

2. The circus performers helping set up the tent+

,3. Trapeze artists performing. 1"-

A. Clown_performing.

1605. Ring Master announcing the acts.

6: Happy* people leaving the tent after theperformance.

)

Activity Level: Application

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

The children will take a field trip to the circus.

none

The children will go to the circus and see all the performers,
animals, etc. (Parents could help with this or a bus could

be taken.) When the children return to,school,an experience
story could be writtgA with each child telling something he
or she saw. Or a large mural could be painted or drawn with
each child contributing to It.

Activity. ei: Application

Objective: The children will solve new problems about the circus.
.0

Description: The teacher presents a problem to the children about the
circus, While showing teem a picture. The teacher asks
the children what to do about the problem.

Some problems might be:

What could-the people at the circus do if they did not have
,a'tent?

What could the 'trapeze artist do if his or her swing brokd?

,What would the circus people do if the tent was too small
for the people to fit?

00,

126
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What would the circus people do if they did not have
train to take them from one city to another?

Activity Level: Analysit

Objective:

Materials:

a

The:children will put together a puzzle without having
.seen the whole ,sizzle.

commercial circus puzzles
or,

teacher made puzzles

Description: The teacher preseits a broken
Then tells the child, this is

'remember all the parts of the
together.

t--

apart puzzle to the child. '
a puzzle of a (clown),
(clown) and pup thq puzzle

a

4
Activity Level: Analysis

.Objective:

Materials:

Description:

The children will tell the differences.and similarities Of lk
the circus and the zoo.

04tures
pictures

of the zoo
of the circa

.

The.teacher shows the children pictures of tht'zoo apd the
circus. Then asks the children to-name how they are alike
antithen how they are difierent.

This could also be used with similarities with just the
circus animals and the zoo animals.

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

When'shown a picture of -the circus, circus performers or
. circus animals with a part missing, the children will
label or draw the missing part.

pictures of circus animals with missing pans
pictures of circus performers with missing parts

The childrenare given the pictures and told that each
picture has a missing part. Thenthe children are told
to draw in the missing part.

1 2 7
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4

Activity

Objective:

Description:

deo

Elephant vith trtk missing.

4

Analysis_

The'chiddren will make associations with circus animals'
Ior performers.

worksheet with picture;

The:eachei shows theghildren a worksheet and points to
the pictures On-the left and asks the Mildrento draw
lines to all the things they associate with a (clown).
Next draw a line from-the A. to all the things
associated with it. And so on down the'page....

N

a,
.

.

or.
ar

re

4
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Activity Level: Analysis

,

1

Objective: The children will answer why questions about the circus.

.

Materials:" questions
pictures.

Description: The teacher shows the .children Atctuie6 of the circus
and asks them why questions. The children answer the
questions in their own Words.

Questions:

,

1. Why do most circus' have clowns?

2. Why do most circus' have:elephants?

3. Why do/circus' use tents?
7 # N,

4. Why does a-circus need t ring poster?
-

, i

5. Why do trapeze artists' use nets under them?

6. Why do'some circus'go from town to town_ii a train?

7. Why dome circus' have irings and some only 1?
-

--,
,,,,

8. Why do people go to the circus?

fr

Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective:. The children will tell a personal experience about their
',visit to the circus.

Materials: Paper and pencil

, Description: The teacher asks how rimy children have been to the circus?
Then she asks each child to tell One-experience or one
thing they paw at the circus. The children usually then
tell intheir own words abdut their experience. EncourAge the
children to draw something that happened to them while.-they were
at the tircus.

Activity Level: Synthesis

4

.

'. Objective: The children will plan and perform in a circus play.

Materials: Could use props such as: costumes
large circle for ring 4

. rope for highwirt
swing for trapeze

.Description: The teacher tells the children they.are -going to put on a,
circus play and asks them what kina they want, what performers

...they want to be, if, they want to be animals, etc. Then they
. decide what props will be needed, if any. Then the children

- perform the play. It could be done for their parents or just
- for-themselves. 0

4J
123, 4
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Synthesis

The children will make clown puppets out of paper bags.

lunch size paper bags Triangle out of paPer,
paper eyes, nose, mouth (for hat)

white chalk (white to color clowns face)

The teacher tells the children they are going to make puppet
clOwns out of the above materials. The children each figure
out how they want their puppet to.look.

".1 3 0 .

Activity Lei.rel:

Objective':

. Materials:,

Description:

- 115 -

Synthesis

The, children wip. tell

.the story.

,Story beginnings

c.
/-

a story after the teacher has begun

The children sit'in a circle. 'The teacher tells the
children.that she/he will st,rt,a story about the circus
then each child around the tircle will fell'one line
about the story until-the last line (last child) finishes j
the story. .

Story beginnings:-

1. Once.a lion escaped fr9(the.circus...,
2. Once there was.a very daring young man on the flying

.

trapeze....
4

/ 3. Once there was a very funny clown who....

c er

Activity Level:

Objective:

Maierials1

Description: .

4. Once there was a liqle.girl who.waated to be a
trapeze artist.... 4

5. Once there was a little boy who ran away from home
to join the circus...:

Synthesis

The children will introduce a new circus: performer to the'
circus and do the tricks of the performer.

Costume (if nanted),/

Each child is told to think of a new circus performer
and then in front of the,, lass, tell what he/she is
and perform their act;

Activity Level:

Objeceive:

Materials:

Description:

IhAfraworif"
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Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective:
7

The childreiNill makt a Beall

Materials; , milk cartons or small, 'boxes

" crayons oriagic markers
yarn
hole punch
brtss paper fasteners
card board circles

Description: The teacher tells,the children they are going to make a
-itircus train out, Of the above materials. With some help
or suggestions, the_chiLdren put together the train.
Each child makes 1 car on the train.

circus train.

.4
Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: The children will build a small scale circus.

' Materials: tinker toys 3 large circles ,tape
string or yarn toy animals
pipt'cleahers card board box

Description: the teacher presents the above materials to the children and
telle them to think about what or 11047 they cin mike a'small
circus gut of the material. Teacher can make, some suggestions,
but children should have main ideas.
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*tivity : Evatation

Objective. The-children will tell what_th -like best,about'the,

circus and why:

Materialt:

Description:

picutres of the circus,
.

The,teacher asks each child what they like best about

the circui and why. Theichildren can look through
-pictures and decide which they like best and 'tell why.

Circus Unit BOOklist

\'%

Gregory, Jo. The Little Clown. Cincinnati; McCormick Mathers Publishing

Company, 1970.
F

Singer, Susan. Kenny's Monkey. New York: Scholastic Book Service, 1973.

Phelon,. Mary The Circ& New York; Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1963. j

tEt

Powledge, Fred. Born on .the Circus. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,

1976.

-McGove .If You Lived With the Circus. New York; Four Winds Press,

Cooper, Courtney' Ryley. Lions 'n' Tigers 'n" Everything. Boston, Little,

Brown, and Company, 1936.

Ed: American heritage Press. Great Days of theCircusthew York: Harper

and Row, 1962.

Petersham, Maud. the Circus Baby. New York: Hale Company, 1961.'

4

Peppe'," Rodney. Circus Members. New York: Delacorte PUblishing,Company
1969.

Fenner, Phyllis R. (ed.). Circus Stories. 1954. J.
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HOME ACTIVITIES

UNIT: CIRCUS

Activity 1. Play circus at home. You can use puppets, toy-animals,
or costumes on,children 1,u any coibination. YOu can
have the animals and puppets perform and also the child-

.

ren. Talk about the special'sights and activities con-
nected with the circus. Use the words associated with
the special performances (for example: trapeze, b.:lye-

. back rideZ"-clowns, etc.)
'

Activity 2. Make Clown faces from paper.plates. Using crayains,

colored paper, fabric scraps and darn scraps, help
your child create one or more clown face on a paper
plate.

Activity 3. Find and read stories about the circus. One example is
the story of Dinabo-the elephant with too-large ears.
Point out the familiar 4ements of the circus in the
story (for example, tent, ring; clowna, ringmaster and
otheri.)

Activity 4. Compare the circus to the other kindsof/shows or events
that you might have seen with your child. Discuss the
ways that the circus is different from some other shows

example, in a 3 ring circus, there are 3 things
-4a7pening at once so you really can't see it all, even

if you watch carefUlly.) Discuss some ways it is like
other events (for example, you must have a ticket, etc.)

tii
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TRANSPORTATION UNIT

Activity.Level: Activity Centers

.

Objective: The children will be stimulated` into learningabout the
various modes of transportation.

Description: Most classrooms can be arranged so that more than one
center,is set up at one time. The teacher et up A
two or more centers Oneweek and change them to e second
week.

ING

Sugges;ed topics for centers:

1. Ports - with foil being used,to represent water, toy
boats; pieces of wood (blocksj with sails mi. them;
play people.

4-4,
2. Bus station - terminal building made out of boxes; buses,

cars, station wagons, people.
4 .

40;

3. Train station - 'trains, tracks, people

4. Airports - airport tower, 'planes, cars, jets, helicopters
0.

5. Construction area - blocks, wheels, paper and pencils,
wh)ere the children are encouraged to create their own
mode of transportation - cross two modes to make anew
one.

Activity Level: ,Knowledge

Objective: The children will learn the unit definitions.and rules.,

Definition: Transportation: gow you get from and place to another.

Rules:

Fact:

1. Then Walking across the street look both ways.
2. When riding in a car wear a seat belt.
3. ,iliear a helmet when riding a motor cycle.
4. Wear a life jacket when riding in a boat.

We travel by-air, land or water.

Types. of transportation:
-

1. Walking, car,.eruck, bUs, train, subway, taxi, bicycle,
'wheel chair

. 2. Boat, ship, submarine

3. Airplane, jet, helicopter, spaceship, hot air balloon,
.blimp, hand glidin

135



Activity Level: Knowledge

Objective: The children will listen and learn about what the world
waslike befbre cars, trucks, planes, etc.

AR
Materials:, . Teachers outline card

Stages of early transportation:

_,-
1. Walking on foot,

.

2. People carried possessions on their backs.

3, Men became farmers and used animals to help them work
the faim. - ..

,

4. Animals carried possessions
5. Invention of the wheel - round piece of wood with Ey.og

. (
. .. attached.

6. Wagons, stage coaches
7. Villages developed

.

8. People began to' travel more frequently.

9. People started trading' .
111..L

,Description: The teacher can as "Can you faigine what it would be like
before we had cars, buAes; trains, bicycles, etc.? How do

you think people got around?" The teacher can demonstrgre
how the need for transportation developed by 'acting or .

'dramatizing the stages of transportation for the children.

I

Activity. Level: Comprehension

Objective: The children will demonstrate andionderStanding o a classification

by,completing the blanks in apRience.;:

Materials: none
0

'Description: The children will cowyete the folldwin sentences: .

.1. You' can ri in a qar, You can in bus-

2. You wait in a statian'kor a train or a bus.

3. You paddleea raft. You paddle a cane.

You ban fly You can fly in a elan.

5$1.Youp4a ticket to ljde,in a bus or a plane-
, .

6. You wear a seat. belt Oen you ride in a car or a-plane,,
bus, frain.

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective: The children will demonstrate the modes Of transpbitation
associated with different animals.

:_Materials; Pictures of various animals and peopie: bird, fish, kangaroo,-

'.

grasShbpper, butterV.y, businessmen.

13,6
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. 6

;

'Ask the children to define transportation is 'their own W.Ords.

Tell them you are going to show each one of them a picture.
of a person or an animal. The'children can act-cut or
demonstrate the mod of transportatiodlleaCh one tsknown for.

Example: fish -
bird- flyirig
child - riding a bike
kangaroo4- bopping

Activity Level:

Ob iye:

Materials:

Description:

Application

The children will, share their.t;ansportation'tbyssfrOMhome
with oneloother.

A small corner in the classioom Or a table where the-children's '

toys can be displaYed. *.1
* , .r.

* .

areEdcourage the children to bring in toyftirom home that
modelsAf the differ t modes of transtinlation. The children
can take turns,tellitigrebe class about their toy and how it
operdtes.

V

Activity level: Application

ObjActive;

-Materials:
.

t

(Steps:

he clAldien Will'uneiiitand the importance of the ,invention
the wheel byrecreating a fre=wheel work situation.

if&olzi logs
string/cord
a large, heavy object. .Exampie:"
book, large...pone. 'ess

ea:11

k

laige-Unit
L

heavy

Tlieteacher can tell the thildien that a long time ago some
men (in Egypt) wanted to mole a huge stone. It' was too heavy '

to lift,, too big to carry. Then one man thought of away to
'move the stonily 'm

r
He put logs down on the ground and pushed the stdeeover,the
logs. Ask the children to set tip Or experiMent and see.if
they think it would work. '

lincoln logs on a flat table nor surface.
-- Attach some- string around the large rock..
-- Place the rock on the logs and pull, it so that it
- , to oll corailkieveral logs. .

es4w

continues

137
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Activity Level: Application

.

Objective: The children will develop an understanding of the many uses-
. of the wheel. '

Materials:

Descrip

catalogs y
paste
paper

pencils
a

The children. will_fihd pies of as many-objects as .they.
can that use wheels. They will also_be encouraged to draw
pictures of things that have wheels.

'Example:-

'.cars
bus,

.-tractort
telephod dials

Attie Apprication,
-

Objection:' '. -"The children. will construct a
0,

records

.bicycles
carts (grocery)
roller skates

chariots orcsuliies
trucks

.7

. .

Materials:

. .

' Description:

0(

t

. .

styrofoam cut into ssuares
N.:toothpicks = ---

,

pater trianglei. .

tub pf water ,

bbat that floats.

' .^n
,EachthIld'needs.one,of'each of the materials risted above.
As the children are watching,s-the teacher can plate a lboat:

4
1. Slide a td9thilk.°611toi4 the base

7
OX a tr

T, / :*2. Put the toothpick'intajhe styrofoam, .

3. ,Place tht boat,in a eat of watIyanc6waedh.it float.

4

Talk about what effgcit'the wind.hason such a boat. 10
.1 I.i

vity bevel: ApplicatiCW- .

Objective: Children Vila test

Materiails%

sink.'

to (see .which
..

,

sponge
'clothespin

- ivosy ioap

. 'tub of Water. paper
'cork - rock
s,tyrofoam toothpick

s'

things float and which things

.g.

%

138
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a

Set out tub of water and objects beside the tub. Tell the
Child '"Some things float like this spopgel." (Put sponge in
water) "But some things sink like this rock." Now you fj.nd
the things that float and put them here and the things that
sink ,and put them here."

Follow-up:,
AI*

ASIE the children if they were goblig to build a boat, what
`material they think they should use. Why? -

Ask they children questions such as:

':Why, do you think the roek sank

"Is one lighter? (Not as heavy,
Whatmaterial. float ?" .

"Does something made out of one
it maYweigh t same?"

and the sponge floats?"
as the'other.)

thing float, even though.,"

111110Activity Analysis

Objective: lie children will develop an understanding of gears and how'
nr.1A

Materials: IhBriomec toys (a variety of gears)ii -

IPPicture of a gear

Description:
part of a machine. Several
they will turn each other.
right, the second gear goes

The teacher will explain to they children that a gear s a
gears can -be put together and.
'If you wgit the'first gear to the
in the opposite direction (left).

The.children will be given different numbers of gears and
asked to deteiffine which direction the last gear will turn.
Encourage the children tolAink about machines that use gears.

,' Activity Level: Aialysis .

Objective: The childre will demonAkrate an understanding of the similarir
--,., ties and diffiferenca in modes of transportation by"describing

- pictured vehicles.

)

Gather pictures of various vehiCles of transporation.Materials:

4 DescAptiosi
the cards so that the children can.see as many as possible.
-EndoUrage the children to ialk'about how the vehicles are
alike, hdw are they different. What would it be like without
these vehicles?

A grodp of children can sit together of the floor. Arrange
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: Activity Level: Analysis

Objective iy

Materials:

Descriptions:

- 125

The children will match various modes of transportation with
'a picture of the pilot of the craft.

models of various modes of transportation and thtir counter-
. parts

airplane
bus
ambulance
extra large car
race car
station wagon
battle ship
space ship

pilot
bus driver
medic
chauffeur
race car .driver

person
s

commander (person in army uniform)
.

astronaut

The children will be given a model airplane, for example, and
asked to gatch the model with a, picture of the pilot of that ay

craft.

This activity.coufd be done on a worksher-format also.
.1

116 ,

Activity Level: Synthesis
.

st

Objective: The children Al become involved in some dramatic play arid,
cr7aative work by inventing a vehicle of the future.

).

Material:

Description:

I

large pieces of oak

two chaiA

g 36,,X 40"

,

The ch4.1drenwtstl be asked to construct a,car of. the
future; .EndouragOthe children to combine features on the
car vitholtter,knownelea. Example: a car that can
fly o.r.funotion like a-,submarine. t.Later the children can
take on,the role of the:0.1ot andOco-Pilot of the vehicle.

\ !

,

Activity Level:, Synthesi0-.
s

Objective: The Childref will listen to poems with transportation themes
..,,. and draw pictures depicting/describing the poems, ...

.

.

papef,

,

,

prayons ,

.. '

( I

110

Zell the children ydu're going tgp read 'a poem to them and
they can draw a picture of something the poem made them think_
r feel about '(See poem at ena of unit.)

. .

.

Materials:

AeicriptlCir

s
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Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: The, children will draw an maginitive hiCycle

Materials:

0,

Description:

teachers' riddle
paper and pencils

The teacher will read
be encouraged to draw
clues.

What Am ,I?

nnotomillw

a riddle to the children and they will
or build a model Irom the teacher's

I have two Wheels and
. a handle bar,,but no pedals

I have a seat, so *

you can ride me 40 walk me
at the same time.

401. I'm the first of my kind,..

I'm called a "walk-a-long".

Activity Level:, Synthesis

Objective:
k

The children will learn to identify three)npoietric shapes
found in different vehicles.

Materials: Cut out a cube, rectangle, and cylinder
mw

Description: 1. Compare the shape of a freight car and various geometric
shapes.

2. Hold up the cube,..ask tchildren how many faces it has,
what shape are they? Think of a vehicle shaped like a cube.

3. Compare the rectangle and the cube. Look around the room-
.

for tither rectangular shapes.

44. Introduce the cylinder by having the children make
comparison/contrasts with the other geometric shapes. 'Ask

the children to find a simple shape within the cylinder'
(circle). Do vehicles use the simple shape found in a
cylindir?

Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: The'children,will plan ginary trips using many modes of
transportation.

Materials:

Description:

4 - 6 chaiis

Encourage the children to put the chairs in rows and pretend
thi chairs become seats en a plane, bus, train.

The 'Children can be Oven tickets, assume the roles of a
pilot( stewardess; cdpdpitor, etc.

16i1
7
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Activ2y Level: E'valuation

ObjectiiTe: The children will decide which mode of transportation is
.best suited for specific situations.

elIaterials: ° 1Models of different modes,of transportation: car, bike,

train, plane, taxi, bus

Description: The .teacher will descripe a specific situation and ask the

.
children which mode of transportation is best suited for

that situation and why.

Examplep:

o, Johnhy's mother asked h/2 to go to the store and buy some

bread and milk (walk, bike),

2. Sally missed the school bus and there is no tar at help
to take her to school. How can she get there? (Publre

transportation, taxi)

3. Tom is planning to visit his hrother who lives across
the country. He only has a few days of vacation left
before school starts. Tom wants to spend as much time as

AP
possible with his brother. HoW should he-get there?

(Plane)

4. Mr. and Mrs..-Smith do not own 'a car. They are planning
a trip to visit some relatives that live very far, away.
However, Mr. Smith does not like flying - he says you
can' see the country when you fly. How can .the,Smithq

see the country and get to their relatives that live so
far away ?' (Trait:, bus)

5. Jim needs a ride to get to his guitar lesson on the other
side of town. How should he get there? (Car, bus, taxi)

t

.RANSPORTATION UNIT BOOK LIST

.4. The Great Big Cars and Trucks Book. Simon and Schuster.

4

4

Pictures are by Richard Scarry and they are excellent. The drawings
are simple apd true to life. The children wanted to hear, this story
everyday We studied transportation. Simple, one - word - sentences. on

each page -

-Potter; Marian. The'Little Red Caboose. Golden Press, New York, New'York.

. tBroWn, Margaret Wise. The Train to'Timbuctoo. Golden Press.

a
Gramatky, Hardie: Hamer aria the Circus Train.

Sketchy pictures.- A rather long story for preschool children,
. More appropriate for elemeittary age children.

I

r
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Gramatiy, Hardie. Little Toot.

Pictures are not very clear. The story is best suited for L - 2nd
graders.

Elting, Mary. Trucks at Work.
#

1

This book gives very detailed deicriptions of trucks. All the *
different trucisand won performed with trucks are discussed. 1

Elementary school age child leVel.
.

Kohn,'Bernice. The Look-It-Up- Book of Transportation. Random House: New
York, 1968.

A terrific reference book for teachers and children alike. This
'book coders transportation from simple beginnings, man's two feet,
to automobiles, ocean liners, and jet planes. This book covers

,alLtypes of'kransportation throughout history and around the
WM. Photographs and clear Skecthes are used to depict the

. different modes of transportation.

Shay, Arthur'. What Happens When You Travel by Plane. Reilly and Lee,
Division of Henry Regenery Co., Chicago, 1968.

This book is the story of abrother and sister and it tells about
theif trip from their home in Chicago to Los Angeles. Photographs
are,used to tell the story. ,The book contains detailed pictures of
the inside of the jet.

Petersham, Maud and Misker. The Story Book of Transportation. The John C.
Winston Co.,' Chicago, 1933.

This book discbsses the history of transportation from cave man
through modern man Good illustrations are used throughout the

la book: Primary level.

Gossett, Margaret. The 'First Book of Boats. Franklin Watts, Inc.; New York,
1953. ;

This book might interest chtpren who want some detailq about boats.
Many diagrams are used)naming the parts of row boats, sail boats,
ferry boats, etc. 4.A good reference book.

Elting, Mary. All Aboard:, The Railroad Trains That Built America. Fourwinds,
Preis. New Yotk, 1951.

A c litt-history, of railroads in America. Photographs (historic)
and etches are fused to tell this importagit part of America's

t. history. Good,reference for teachers and pictures.

Tompert, Ann. Little Fox. 'es to the End of the World. (Transportation or
International,) C , New York; 1976.

McPhail, David. The Train. Little brown and co., Boston, 1977.
40
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TALKING BOOKS:

*How Do I Go? TB 2492:

This book helps 'develop the concept Of distance and its relation to

transportation: A little boy describes the' transportation he will

use to go to'different places.

a

*The Little Auto. T5 1927.

The story of a man and his sjecial car.

*Saturday Walk. TB 2491.

&little boy and his father go on a walk and describe buses, trains,
boats, Siesmshovels, and other things they see.

*Barto Takes the Subway. CB 125.

The story of a Young boy and his first ride in a New York subway.

*A Train to' Spain. qp5 147.

French villagers build strain so that they can go to Spain.

FILMS: a

Encyclopedia Britannica FilMs:

The Passenger Train
The Freight Train
The Truck Driver
The Bus Driver
Ocean Voyage
The Light House
Boats and Shins
Tugboats
An Airplane Trip by Jet

Coronet Films:

The Big Wide Highway
Billy's Helicopter Ride
What-Do We.See in the Sky?

( The Big Sun and Our Earth
Our Class Explores the 'Moon
Gravity and What it Does

a

la 4

41.
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HOME ACTIVITIES

UNIT: TRANSPORTATION
/

Activity 1. As you use any method of transportation with your child;
riding in.car, on bus, etc., mention the fact that we
call this transportation. Name other methods of transpor-

t tation and ask your child to name some. For example, you
say "train" and he/she says "airplane," etc. You can make
a game of it and see how long you can keep going. Include
any means of transportatfon such as skateboards, tricycle,
etc.

Activity 2. Using large cardboard boxes, help your child construct a.
means of transportation of his choice (train - fit one box
over the end of another.. Draw.on wheels, etc. with crayons
or make them out of colored paper.)

Pa.pe 6R

coRe-eL,t6" Is

Activity 3. Read some simplebiograpHies of famotis people 'contacted

el
with transportation (for example: WfightsBrothers, Hind-

.
bergh,.some railroad pioneers.) Talk about how they
contributed to our lives today:

Activity 4. Discuss energy problems associated with transportation
with your child. Talk about steps that are being taken
to conserve gpel. For example: Smaller cars, car pools,
Public transportation.

a

145
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK UNIT
4

'Actiity Level: Knowledge

Objective: (General) The children will develop an understanding of
countries and cultures outside of the United States.

Materials:

Description:

(Specific) The children will learn interesting facts about
the continent of Africa and the people that live there.

globe

pictures from National Geographic or some other magazine

Using the globe, show the children where they live. Explain
to them that the, globe represents all of the countries in the
world and that together you will be learning about some of
them.

Have the childien name some places they halp visited and
locate them on the glObe also.

Using your home town as a starting point, slowlxislide your
finger across the ocean to Africa.

Present some facts about Africa:

1. Africa is the second feigest continental land mass in the
world.

. .

2. Peole born on the continent a1 called Africans and'iany
are II L4 ers of the Negroid race.
3. Son Africans are light skinned but many have black skin,
black urly.hair, and dark eyes.

Activity 1,evell Knowledge

'0 jectivei The children will learn some interesting facts about Africa

Materials: None I
0.

Description: Facts abut Africa the children can learn:

1. Some cientists think that the first men lived in east and
south Afr ca
2. Most ople living in Africa make their living by farming.
3. Hundre s of different languages are spoken on thecontinent
.of Africa. How many languages are Americans known for?

1 4 7*
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Activity Level: Knowledge

, Objective:, The children w411 learn some interesting customs from

Africa.

Materials:,

al/

Contact your local high school to see if they have an

'AYS (American Field Service) branch. If they do, ask

if any students are from or have been to Africa, They might

come to the class and talk to the students about their.ex-

perience. .

If you are located near a university, you:might see_if.-they

have an International Student Advisory Representative. This

person might be able to give you some names of people to

invite to class. * ,

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:'

Examples:

Knowledge

The children will learn some words in Swahile - the most
widely used language in Africa.

Pictures depicting the African life style from magazines
Tape recorder or Tutorette (audio card program)*

Index cards

1. Attach pictures of the various words onto a 5x8 index
card (or blank' andio card for tutorette).

2. Print the Swahili word under the picture and the
English translation on the reverse side.

3. The children will hear the word prono unced on.the,re-
corder while looking at the various pictures. Other'

facts can. also be recorded about each word.

1. Sita,(SEE . TAH) means clothing.
Both men and womenwear floor length,robesin'Africa.

Many Africans wear hats called kerchiefs to cover-their
heads and protect them from the dun.

2. Tisa (TEE .SAH) is the name given to musical instruments.
'MUSic is very important inthe African villages. Drums,

thumb pianos, bamboo flutes, and sticks are all played'
by the men in the village.

3. Nane (NAH.NAY) is the word fqr
to the market everyday because
.and .no way to'store fresh food
and fish afe all bought* the

market. Most Africans go
they have no refrigeration

. Fruits, vegetables, ,meats,

nane.

4. Yam (YAM) a food popular ti West Africa ,that looks like

bark from a tree and tastes like a potato.

148
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5. Kume (K.00iMEE) is the word for children. Some evenings

African children sit areund'the fireside while the old
people in the village tell them stories.

6. Nne'(N.NAY) means mother

7. Tatu (TA.T00) coffeetrees called tatu are grOwn in East
Africa.'

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Facts:

Knowledge
wik

The children will learn sothe'intere4ting facts about Africa.

Slides or pictures of each item,

1. .Kilimanjaro' is the highest - mountain in Africa
2. African women hold large jars on their heads to eirry

things like water, grain, and flour.-
3. A calabash'is a.fruit that.grows.in Africa. It cannot

be eaten. Instead, the inside of the calabash'is scraped
out ana it's made into bawd, spoons, andplates.

4. Banana trees, palm trees, coffee. trees, and coconut trees
are all glown in AfriCe.

5. Oasis is a watering place in the desert. The Sahara desert is
in Africa.

6. The longest river in the world is'in 'Africa. It is .called
41° the Nile.

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective: The children will detionstrate an understanding of various
customs and facts abo4t Africa.

m, pictures/slides of places, types ofvdress, tustoms, and
vegetation unique to Africa
sigilarpictures.from Unites States 7

Delpription: - Tell the child you're going to p ;etend that pictures can
0. talk. That.they can sax things about themselves: ,Put.two

pictures in front of the Child: An apple and a block. As
the child which picture they think might say, "I'm red and
Juicy; and people make juice, pit, 'or just eat me
the way I am." ,m

r-

Continue this approach with the pictures of Africa.
Extige sentence clues:'' ,

1. / am the highest mountain in Africa Kilimanjaro.
2. I was born in Africa and carry many important things in

the jar oh jay head. . - .

3. I am-a tree that *rows in Africa: Banana,Palm, Coffee.
4. I am a watering pialniithe desert: Oasis

, ,
.



Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

}Materials:

Description:*
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111P

The 'Children Will demonstrate an understanding of facts

presentedlabout Africa.

'Teacher madestory
, ter,

Use some'of the facts preseted in the knowledge level to
develop a 'hhort story that you can read. 06 the children.

, After Listening to the story, t4e children can draW pictures-

that show the sequence of the story.
1.

The children'can draw a scene that,depicts the story and
take tialib sharing it with the group.

"-
...

. % Activity Level.: Comprehensi6n

., .
,

Objective: 'Children will demonstrate an undert3tanding of African Culture.
f

Materials: A scene/phOtograph of an Africankyillage

Paper and pencil,
Tape recorder (optional)

'Description: Tfie teacher and,the childtthillien can look at the pidture',
and talk about what is.in the piCture.. Things like the mode
of transoortaelon, clothing, jewelry, etc. can be mentioned:

L

Pick a name forsthe picture or a title. Develop a story,;
around' the title.- Leethi.children dictatette story toAtie'
teacher or into a tape recorder. EncouragOthe children to
give as many facts as. possible. 4k

Activity Level: Application

Objective:

Mateial's:

e

The children will apply the facts and knowledge they have
learped, to classify materials.

v,

11110-

Any authenticematerials from Africa like wooden masks, dolls,

clothing, - 'instruments, jewelry, etc. :

Pictures from* magazines. of African market places, villages,'

holiday Activities. .

Pictures of`similar,materialse locations, evert fiom the

American culture or background
Two. hoops or boxes labeled African! Not African!

4

150-
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--- bescriptiok: The cher can remind children,tqlooifor'varlOus
:i clu s in'theRictures like: 'typesicfclothing physical

di ferences, etc. The teacher should be rather passi3e in
tvis activity and encourage the children to make the deci-

ons. After'the children have class/Vied all of'thaobjects,
, ,,;.

- tell, the child*n to turn each object O-+et: On the reverse

side of eachpitura, etc: the 'children will' find a- number. t
The number one for example .might meats these objects. were.

: '.. AfFixan, number two might mean they are not African.

se
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Act*wity Levei Application

Objecti4 The children will make and design masks similar to those

A

$4b MelWarials:
' .

.used by `-some Africans.

4066 paper bag for ea104/child

''Colored tissue or construction paper
-Shells' .11F

Smallstones,
Diff§r*nt eolored*plastic.straws cut into small ,pieces

...
Colo/dyed macaronies .

,ilk,

,,, . *Authentic African masks or pictures ofilham:
-

Defacription:, Tell the children that many Africans enjoy making masks.
They-wear ti(em when1they do special dances or to celebriee
some hOfids. The Africans are'very good at makitg masks.

.
They make their own. Point out all the decOtatidEs

. on. their masks Encourage th'e'children to pretend they are
. 4

u , a

Africans and that..they need new w-masks .for a special. dance ''

'that's coming up. 4
tut the materials ena table and let the children make v
fancy masks. .

,

.
e . . . . ,

Act/v./illy. Level:. Analysis .

S /' p ;

Objective: Thp children will find similaritiei and diffeences between
0 Africansrand Americana*'', .

,
.

,
T.- '''-

Materials: , Teacher's drdwingS of an Africanaan'and'woman

.
.".r ..

,

Paper and pen (see examples)
4
. . ,, . 0

. , 'Description: The children
,

Will be shown pictures of an African woman and,

man. Ask the children'to ],Jet first the differences, then
.'t

r the similarities between the African couple and their parents

4.

1414.4

°

Cleb\)'

I

0
t
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Activity Level:
4 A

.Objective:

Materials:

Desciption:

Examples:'

-140-

Synthesis

The children will develop and produ,e'an African Village.

Flat cardboard box..or,surfate.(for, bash
Equal parts of flour and watavmixture for paper
Strips of newspaper
Toothpicks (ferices)
raper towel roll (cut 3" e h to, be the huts)

Circles 3" in diameter w,i a alit cut iit. Fold the

circle until it Comes to a (Tint. This' is the top of the hut.

mache

Tell the children they're gbing to make an authentic
'African villagi. Add as ,many characteristics true to '

Africa as possible. -

lt Mt. Kilimanjaro, .

2. Livelihood'- mostly farming .

3. Market - outdoor tables selling,fish, fruit, pots,-etc.

,46 Trees 4. Rubber, palm, coffee
s

41,
. 5. River - Nile

You might put some peopleirn your village also.

Activity Level: K:howledg;

O'bj ect ive :

Facts:

ft

r.

The children will' learn interesting facts about people

from Japan.

'1. Japanese men and women sometimes weavKimonos yhich ace

A floor length robes made from silk and often hand painted:.

2. ,When you 'enter the house of a Japanese family, you take

off your shoes at the'door.

3. ThOrientals believe that tea is the secret to a long
life. Japanese priests developed a tea drinking ceremony.

4. Some Orientals eat and weep on tatami mats;
%

.

5. Rushes - a plane found in'a marshy area that is used
oto make mats.

6. Some traditional foods of the Japanese are: lotus roots,

black beansPradishes, rice;' and fish.

Mochi - small round cake usually eaten on holidays like

new years.
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8. Fortune cookies - 'a hard, sweet cookie that you can
break opal-and read about something_ that might happen

to you.,
,

... ,

Chopeiticks - a pair of slender, sticks used to bridg
food to your mont4.

T .11.

10. Pagoda - an Eastern towed with the roofs curving upward,
They were often used.as_temples ox memorial.

Activity Level:

Objective:

.Materials:

Description:

Knowledge

The children will become familiar with customs of the Orient.

.Globt
Map .

t

the, children you are going'to be talking about the

'Orient:. Point to Japan and.China on the globe. Orieritals

are people born in-Eastdrn Asia: the Chinese and Japanese,':

Activity Level:

Oitective:

Materials:
.

O

Knowledge -

The children will become familiar with the features unique
to the' Orient. , -

Pictures of people from the Orient: National GeogrAphic;
volume 150, No. 5, Nov. pg.660-683.

National Geographic Vol. 149, No. 6, June, '76. pg. 836-859.

Description: Direct the children tolthe magazine Pictures. Give the

children specific informationsabOut the pictures..

L, Point out the pagoda to the children. Notice the way
the roofs slaps up's/ids; coiurt the nutber-Of roofs.
Ask if the churches or timples,in U. S. look like the
Pagoda.

2. ,Point out the clothing people frequently wear
and kimonos. How is it different froi our cl

3., Show the children the Physical differences be
Orientals and Americans. Notice the ha*, e
nose.

robes
hes?.

wgen
es,'size,

0
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Activity Level: Comprehension

, % r
Objective: e childxen mill descriminate between'pictures of

ientals and AMextcans.
, .

Materials: . otographs of people; bdildings, clothing, art, etc.
,,, .0 , Large piece of,oaktage .. , '

a
, i Tl- ue

4

. / Description: Cut. out several' pictures of people and objects from eastern
and western cultures. Ask the children to choose pictures

"y iio thfgroup that represent the 'Orient. Encourage the
children to give a simple explanation as to why thet chose

. each picel&e.
. . ,

., .

Make-a collage by' pasting the pictures from the Orient
onto the oakta e. , - 4_

Aitivity Level: Comprehension

Objectivei The children will describe the action in a picture.

Material: Teacherprepared ditto' (see eiwmple).,
-,

Large piece of oaktage
'Magic marker .

.
. :

.

- .

Description: Show a small gioupsf children your picture of a 'bolkfrom 4
Japan. Tell them ru thought it wouloWie fun if y o u wrote
a story about the little boy together.

A .,

Give everyone a turn to say something. ,

. If the children don't respond,immediately;., ask them .some
questions to help develop the story.

What' s the boy aittg on?
-= What is he usingto eat his food'?
Why did he take his shoes off?
--What is he drinking?
--DO you eat on the floor at home?

Activity level: Application,

Objective: The children will demonstrate their udderstanding of Japanese
customs by having a tea party.

Materials:

* 411

p
2

Tea leaves/bag - fortune cookies
Boiling water
Tea pdt
Tea dups
(sugar-Cream) 4
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Descriptibd:

?-3.44 -

Set up the housekeeping corner of the classroom to look
like an Oriental home. Tell the children they cans have a

tea party. Present various problems to the children:

1. Mow should we dresi - kimnos?

2. Where *Mould we eat,- on the floor or at a table?

3. Shobld we wear ou4 shoes?

4. What kind of cookies would Japanese people have at a
tea party?

5. llow do you prepare tea?

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

40 6

The children wil/..--talk about slmilarities and differences
between Oriental- children and Astern children.

A story about Japanese or Chinese children
Examplel' Chie and'the Sports Day byMasako Mat Suno

p a

Read a.story to the group about children from 'the Orient.'
Talk about whilF kind of.story it was according to the mood ,^

and emotions they feft from listening to the story.
. .

AliftWOW -s
'''''' asx the children if they would have acted or felt luch

differently "than (the characters in theetory.

-4 have they elver felt the way the characters in the story

felt?

- -*are children from the Orient the same as children. in
the U. S. in some ways? How?

r

Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: Plan and put together an "Japanese house"

, Materials: A large box (appliance box)

Description:

lab

Crayons
Tempra ,paint

Encourage the children to tfirO the box into the kind of hdme
they might find in the Orient. Ask the ehildren to think
aboutwhai they want their house to look like on the outside,
as well as inside.

1 9 (
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Suggestions:

1. Make the roof turn upward like a pagoda. This can Be
done by rolling large pieces of construction paper.

2. Ask if the children think a tea set will be needed:

3. Do the Orienta]4 have beds in their homes or mats?

4. Would the chit ren wear their shoes inside the house?

5. The children ght turn the box into a houseboat like the
ones common Japan.

,Activity Level: Synthesis
. t

Objective: The children will learn about holidays in China.'

- Materials:. A commercially made kite kit or
A piece of large construction paper cut to the shape of

a kite
J12 plastic straws, crossed on the reverse side of the kite

and stapled in place
1 string or yarn

Description: Giie the children some background on the kite flying holiday:
In China,one day each spring is set aside as a kite flying
holiday. On this day parents,ampl friends take young children
to a park and teach /them to fly kites.' The Chinese people
make beautiful kites. Many kites are made from silk and are
hand painted.

Encourage the.children'to make designs on their paper and
make the kites. Have a contest see who can get their
kites the highest.

Activity Level: Evaluation

Objective: The children will make some personal judgements.

Materials: Books from the Orient
Childrens' Products (kites, pictures, et.)
Pictures of Oriental People Ar-

Description: Review the Orient by talking about stories the children
injoy, things the children made that were Oriental in
custo Ask the children what they liked best about

Japan d China. Ask the children if they would like to

161.
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keep any Japanese/Chimase-customs in their daily routine.

Activity Level: /Knowledge

Objective:

Miterials:

Description:

Define

Appearance:

The children will develop an understanding of the (American)
'India!**

Globeor map _of continental United States

Names:WI locate the different places in, the United State
-where Indians live.

Members of. one of many tribes-that,,,xeTe living in America

before -the Pilgrims came. .These people 'were huntez4, fishers,
and food gathereis.

Most,Indians.have straight black hair, red-brown skin an4016
dark eyes.

4

0

a

4 6 3



Activity Level: Knowledge

Objective:

0

.44

Pacts!.

-149 -
4

'-The children will learn facts about thc Indian culture.

Mettirirte.man A pertion-f4am the Indian village who was

thought to be able to talk.to the gods. This perion also
helped to cure sick people by using special roots and herbs.

Wigwam - an Indian house that was round in shape and was,
made fr the Varlswof white birch trees..

, - warrios werecovered

Wtotts. A special person in the village did all

oing. The tattooer pricked the skin of a warrior

wi h a' needle and puisbini from chart wi) nto the open-

ing. Other members of the tribe chan s while this

was, gOing on.

Tepee - a cone- -like home of some Indians. was especially
good for Indians that had to move around aolot,because it

was easy take'apartand put together.

Warbotnets - head gear worn by the Indians before thty

went into battle.

a

Activity Level:

Object e:

Matepills:

Description:

4

Pot-latches - an Indian rid that means "to.give". Pot-

latches were held to celebrate a wedding or the...birth of

a child. Each west at this feast was given n-a gift.

Totem poles - a large wooden pole with the heads of different
animals carved in it. The totem pole was placed in front
of an Indian home to tell, about the-rfanlily history.

Comprehension .

The children will deltonstrate an understanding of Indian

customs.

Teacher work sheetA
Craons or water paints

,r

Give the children a worksheet and, ask them to'Paint the
home that Indians might live in..

The children wherfinisfi early might cut out the house, .

.paste it on another piece of paper, and draw a village.'
around it.

16 Li
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Activity Leve

Objective:

1 4 4

Materials:

Description':

mprehension

t 4-

The children will demonstzate an undefstanding.of
Indians by chndsingathings associated with.tIlem.

-151 -

z

Teshei' work sheet
- Large piecvof oaktage
Pen 3

-

Encourage thd childrelt rnle ocolot the objects
on the work sheet that ians 'might use. When the

children arefiniqiped coloring, sit dowri with them as

g group and encoutage the children to ive you asmany.
facts about each object as they can% Irite the children's
suggestions on the oaktage. Hang the children's wprk
sweets around the oaktage.

I

;'
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Activity Level:

Objective:

,

Description:

a.

- 152

'Application

wa

The children will use abstract th
problems.

Questions:
4

How did the Indians keep warm in the winter when. they
owed in'their tepees? Built fires.

2. Hidif did the smoke get out of the teepee since-there

were no windows? Through opening atItop.

e

1.

ng to solve

3. lbw could twenty Indians sleep in one. teepee? (since

yang lived in extended faMily situations) Feet teat.-

fir heads pointed outside.

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

1 .

Description:

.cs

Synthesis

The children will de',elop an understanding
Indians-used"warbOnets" and implement a
system in the classroom. ,,

Construction paper
Watexypalgt

As ..

of how the
similar

Tell the children how imeortant feathers were to Indians.
'"Indians were given feathers as a reward for'doing great
deeds. The best hunters,ind farmerswere given:feathers
and they made them into "war bonnets".

With the help'of the children make-up a list of activities/
'work they can do to earn feathers.

By the end of thr:eek,the child with-the moss,feathers
can be the chief.

if°
s-AiDirections.for."Nar bonnett":

140.

1. Cut the conetruition *Der into two inch - strips

'2. Dacnrate the bands with designs

3. Fit. each band to the childrensPhesd

. -

' 4. 'Cut severed. pieces' of constructionspaperinto t14 shape
of a feather. Give the thildren a "feather" for their
wax bonnet as they darn them.

4'
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. \Actii/ity Level: Sypthesis
.

.

Cthjective:.. Ttlemehildren will'make a beaded necklace.

153 -

0

';`

Deicription:

nuts polished atones,
.seeds macaroni (dyed in food coloring)
bones (ohicke, beriiea
shells

string or thin' buckskin
-

Tell the children that Indians enjOyed wearing necklaces.
. Tbey made them out of many things: Animal teeth. claws,

banes, atones, shells, etc. Let: the chiAdren make 11'deOgn
and nake a necklace. '"'

Activity Level: Music

Objective:

Materials:

Ileepord Lis

4

t

-

ik
1

The children will become familiar with antsic from
different countries '

T.r %,.

.

.

, ,

See list of recore -

Record player .'

4.1k

1. Authentic music of the American Indian -
A #3.Everest 450/3-- s 3830:. ,

ibor

2.,Me2'Bdias De Mefacw- Variety lo,f music, all in
.

Spanis1 - Sutton Record Company ../1$1,SU-114

....

3. Noch 1:*.Ites - Guitars and voices; Latin Inerican'
Ballads and fOlk songs N
Somerset Record Comp - #SF 18900 ,.

-

4. Herb Alpert's Tijuana Brais.= Volt #2
'A & MRecords 103 ' \) 16

1 .rt's a Small World,- Disneyland Boys Choir
' Disneyland; Record 11 DO 12 &9

indludes 18 different folk songs from various countr es;
, France, Kdrea, Males, Mexico, II S. At,: Italy, .

.

Germany, etc. .1.

110.
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BOOKS ON THE INTERNATIONAL UNIT

CHINA 1. The Story abut Ping by Marjorie Flack and Kurt
Wiese. ,Published by the Viking Press, 1969.

1"-

.

p

Thiwbook is a fairly long book, but keeps the
children' interest. It is about duCks on A boat
is the Yangtze River in China. The, duck, Ping, does
hot winito be the" last bne on the boat because the
last One gets spanked, ea' he islosefor awhile, but
finally finds 'it.

2'. Chia and the Sports Day by Masako Natalia°. Published
by the Warldaublishing Company, 1965:

This is a story about a brother and sister in. Japan
bicautethe boy goes to school, does.not want to

play with his slater anymore: He wants to -gay with
the big boys. Finally, ;here is a race a qhool and
thUhiPther deeds his sister to" help hii winIthe race.

The story is a- little wordy, but could be told to
Shorten the story. The picitires are, tlear and-good%

4
1

451iI92.
0

?

1. The First Book of Mexico by Sam and Beryl,Epsteine.,
..4

, Published by Franklin1,1atts, Inc:, 1955.:
, '. ..

' ' A factual book about customs, houses, climate, lood;
. ,

1 school and the history of Mexico. This ts,a good VOA
-- .

for teachers to learn simple, facts.aboutMexico, but
-'.-- r -- -mat-ler,r ing tolthe children. . The pictures could

..' be sh to' the children.'

f7

,

',

Faso Ladian Trii)eg,by. William Moyers and David c.444
.,,

INDIANS 1

, Cooke. Pub ished by "Random House, 1954.

This iis
.

a good botabout all different kinds Of indiens.,)

The,Oicture* are very god& and thOchildrea would really
get a, good- ides of Indian life from Ahem.' It would not
be a book.fo be read, but could be told. about in'teacher's .

ownv .

otAs.. -
-

.

17 .

..

25 Cbraqs Maize by Alikir' PublishedJI.Thomms'Y. Crawell
Tompany,',1976. , , ,

: 4 .

This is a book about corzp,A ind'it's Isportenee to, the
.

India4s., it tells afl.a86ut cora sind the way it gtows ,

% aro the.differentkindlopf sprn.. It -is aot,appropriateito
sad to very young children, the pict' es are very-
goOd. .Teachers could tall about'the to and show the

4.

1,

pitturea.
0

16:/
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3. Crafts and Vobbies by W. Ben Hunt. Published by

Golden Press, 1957.

This.isa book with asection On Indian crafts. It

shdWs how-Indians make'hair OcoratiOns, mdcdasiny,
capes, beAd necklaces, feathei fans, rattles and tops.

It Lajood to show the children what Indians made and

forideAs of things the children cur make.'

Zamani-Goep,to_Market.by Muriel y. Feelings.

Published by'the Seabury Press, 1978.

4. A nice story about an African boy aad.-his family
and the.boy'S first time to go to market. _It is
a bit long for young chiOren, but could 'be condensed.

The picturesare-very go d.. Several facts about farm
life in Africa are included in the book.
Y

A Jib for Africa by Jean Carey Bond. .Publiihed by,

FrAnklin Itti,.Inc.;,1969.

This'is a vSry fadtuai, well written book that goes
from A Z to explain about Afrigi, it's people ail%

places. - It could be'used by the teacher for it's
facts or read to thechildren.

4
3. Swahili Counting Boot: by Muriel

6 by the Dial Press,. 1974.

A Swahili book of number aid 10 facts. about.Eastern
Africa and the life of the country people.'. 4 good
book for facits to be taught the childreyr it could,

''' be read td- the children.

4. In AfriCa by !..1:kit'and Evelyn% Bernheim. A Margaret IC

McElderry Book Publication Atheneum, 1975.

41,'

Feelings. Published

This is a good bog.of photographs, and short sentences
bout life and people throughout. Africa. .It includes A

$ city,.Suntry, coastal and desert life. Good for readJ110

ing"to the children and for facts about Africa.

. fSp
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"-- HOME ACTIVITIES

WIT: MD:NATIONAL WEEK

'Activity:. Discuss your family's cultural herit ge with your child.'
Talk about where his ancestors c from. If you.do this

already, find out about Sillitend or neighbor's bee-
ground and 1effn some things about. ,

.

, . .

Activity 2. Cook and hat a foda from, another .culture such as Mexican,"
.-

Chinese or Dalian. Let your child help in some way.

. Talk about the origins of some of the food# you may cook
already such as-spaghetti (Italian), Tacos (Mexican) or .

any others. . AP ,

\
,

Activity 3. ou have any art oi/craft produc from another country
or cure, point these out to yotiehild and tell about

.

where they came from.
.

1\J

( 1
4ctivity 4. Look in your T. V. schedule and see if there are any --..) L__-

programs dealing with other cultures and watch one with , -

your child.- (The educational T.V. channel often 'has
these programer)

Activity 5. Lopk in amolencyclopedia or other reference.book at home

74
or ask at the library for games from otter cultures and.
play ode with your child.

4."

I

.

4

AS
-
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Additional Ideas

.,

4

V

4
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Activity Lev

Objective:

Materials:

Word List:

4

e-
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MUS UNIT

Knowledge

'Children will define terms coMmonly associated with:

Index cards or child-made dictiohary with' the unit

terms printed on"it.

1. Music -__sounds that are pleating to hear and have

a rhythm, me194y

Note - a musical sound

Musical instrument - a tool used tbmaie music3.

4. Song - words put to music

5. Band --a group of people, who play music together

Symphbny - alarge group of people
using many differlit instruments.

`k-

*7. Percustion:- when music is made by
hitting an instrument

*8. String - instruments made with

who play -music

striking, or

string or

*9. Brass - horns made of brass

*10. Woodwihd - instruments made of w,obd that
into to make music

* Sections of 'an orchestra

cord

are blown

Activity Level: Knowledge

Oblectiva:

Materials:

The children will remember the names

Pictures of common musical
of the,followingv

drum piano

bells xylophone
c7 al guitar
triangle violin
tambourine harp
maracas cello ,

wood blocks aut2harp
sand blocks trUlPet

/.

of musical instruments.

instruments or examples of each

:tuba

trombone
french horn
saxophone

DeaCriptioh.: After ing several instruments named
c will label the instrument.

4.4

7,1

flute
oboe
clarinet

and labeled, the
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Activity Level:..!Knowledge
1

OBiective: The child will recognize percussion, string, brass andri
woodwind instruments when shown pictures.

Materials: Flash Bards of the following instruments:

Description:

-1. drum 6: ' trumpet

2. tambourine 7. guitar
3. triangle 8. Oboe
4. violin 9. clarinet
5. bass

Cut individOal pictures that have been xeroxed from the
following book: 'My Everything Book.

Activity Level:

Objective: "-

Materials:

Description:

94mprehension,

The child will classify musical instruments.

Pictures of common musical instruments
Pictures of housdhold items

a. Child will classify pictures into groups of musical
instruments/non-instruments (househoid).

1: Child will group pictures of instruments into percus-
Con/non-percussion instruments

String
Brass
Woodwind

Non-String
Non-Brass
Non-Woodwind

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

Materials:

pescription:

Child will select musical symbols

Work' sheet, ditto, crayons or magic markers

The child will circle or color in all t
he/she can find on the page. The teach
key or completed work sheet on her de
examine on finishing the task.

musical symbols
can leave a- .

for-the child to
,

Activity Level: Appication, r
The child will explore the local music store and learn what ,

materials'can be found there (field tri .

Objective:

. r

'174



Materials:

-160 Er

Preparation:

1) Make arrangements with the local music
store proprietor to see if,the class can visit, set a

date, and pick a good time when the store is relatively
quite.

- 2) Make a list of the things one might find

in a music store. Take the list with' you and- che!ic off the

items you talked about, add the ones you missed.

3) Take photographs while in the,ptore. Write

an'experience story using the photos.

Follow -up Activities:

1. Make a model music store out of a small box: Use

the local store as an example.

2. Write a thank you note to the manager of the store.

3. Have the children draw apicture of their favorite
item in the music store.

Activity Level: Application
r

Objective: Child will seqUence a 4-part story about going to the

music store.
gr

4 pictures depicting going to the store.

Description: After a field trip to a music store, the child will tell
a story using pictures about what they did on their field

trap, Child will tell what they did first, second, third-,

and last. AI

. Materials:

Acii;ity Level: Application

Objective: The children will visit a'music school at the local 'Myer-
sity and learn about schools that speciatize.in music!

The children will ueet and talk to an instructor and
aw.

student at the university or high'school.

The children.will listen to the variety of music that
goes on at the music school.

Preparation:. The teacher will prepare,the children for the-visit to the
.

school by:

1. Talking about schools of specipl interest and learRing.
2. Telling the children about the work and practice 01

involved in becoming a musician. - . .

3. Talk about the practice royoms and visit them on the trip.

175
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furingthe visit: Teacher can record 41 the differane.soundaeard
while visiting the music school and discuss them
bask in the classroom.

Activity Level: Application

Objective: the children will apply, their knowledge o
musical terms to play a song.

Materials: felt board JS,
rhythm sticks
teacher made symbols; Ex. stars, leaves, lolly-pops .

Description: The teacher will place.four symbols on the felt board.
(The symbOls can be seasonal.) Give each child a pair
of sticks: Tell the children to watch you very carefully..
Each time you point to asymbol they can tap their sticks
together. As th%children catch on to the activity, slow

"b _down or speed urthe pointing to the symbols. Eyentually.
remove one symbol aA'replace it.with a rest sign (AL).
Teach the children to skip. a beat when they come to the'rek.

. .

sic and

Activity Level: Application .
Objective: The children will participate ip a 'demonstration o

various musical instrApnts:

Materials: . . a guest performer',

musical instrument
recording - reRord player

Description: Exeend'an invitation to members of your local symphony or
local busiCiant to come and play for your class-. Ask them ,

to bring their instrument to school and show it to the'
children. Encourage your guest to talkabout things related

. to music, like:
1/4

-*

S\ - caring for the instrument
- tips on how to play and hMld t .instrument
- music lessons
- practicing

If '-it is appropriate, let the children play the instrument.
At the end,of the session play a record that utilizes the
instrument being_ presented.. Ask the children to try and
pick opt the instrument.'

.

f . a-



Activity Level:

Objective:

O

Materials:

Description:

4

Analysis-

- 162

N.

Jo-

Child will imitate rhythms by clapping their hands or
hitting sickstagether in the same pattern as`the
teacher.

Rhythm sticks
.

Teacher.wil.. use .rhythm sticks to beat out some simple

(then More compliCated)'rhythms.

Activity, leevel:

Objective:

I
Materials:

O

4.`

Des'cription;

Analysis

-Child-will listsn to the tap of different rhythm in-:
struments and tell What instrument is beihg' played.

tape recorder -

different rhythm instruments

Teacher'will tape theinstruMents. She will explain
that she is going to 'turn the tape on and the child
will hear asound of ond'of the instruments. The child
will pdint,to or say which instruments makes that sound.

Activity Level:_

4
Objective:

Materials:"

Description:

4
Analysis

4.4

The child will distinguish musical sounds from environmental
sounds.

Tape_recorier; a tape-With a mixture of musical
and sounds of%the city (each sound sequence dan
oh the tail)
isper'dividedinto two columns7

sounds
be numbered -

The child Jill listen_ to the sounds on thelrape recorder.
Listen to the entire tape. The child will put the number
of the sound sequence under one of two columns. The in-
strument column-mikt hive a picture of a guikalion top;
the city 053:ma illit'have buildings drawn at the top.

The child can,correct hiSown paper by comparing his answers"
to those of the teacher's key... '

Activity Level:

Objective:

iv

Anaysit ,

The children will find.similarities and differences in..baSic

music concepts. -
z

177
AP-
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Materials: Piano
or

Recortling of musical scales, record
Chairs

Des c ript ig, : The Children W111 discover relatirshiPs:between:
High -low pitchoud-soft sounds; fast-slow Music;
long-short notes.:

*

Pitch: Play a cord on a piano thatdis high and label -

it fdr the children. Encourage the children to ,

stand when they hear a high pitch. Play a low
cord on the piano, label it for the children and
tell the children to sit on the floor when they
heat it. Continue thp activity with a Variety
of cords.

Lotid /soft: Teach the children a dimple song or pick one
they already like. Give them a cue to sing parts-
of it(very loud and parts softly.

-a -

Fast /'slow: Play musical chairs changing the speed of
the record being used: ..Encourags. the children
`to move around the chairs at the speed of ,the
music.

s
Long/short: Let the childred "pick one of.theit,faVotite

- songs.for this activity, -Teach the children hand
signals to follow so they will know how long 'or.

" shckt Ydu want them to hold the notes.

.

w ,

Ad4ViEy Level: Analysis J ...

4t.''
., .

.. .
,

Objeotive: children'wiai understand t che olcept Of how-to play the .

music game and answer questionsNabout musical instruthents."

Materials: 1/ game board* . 4
spinner *, ,

men Or
catds with questions abopt instruments

9

ti

*Description.' Each child given a man. The children can take turn
spinning the s nner.. The child whp gets the highest 1111mb=dr

_goes first. If spins a 5, he moves five spaces and so'on
until childreachs the "winner" If child lands at

a

. the bottom of a lad , he drawes question card. If he
,

answers the question tly, he doves all the way up the
) ladder. Same is true of chute - when a chid lands' on a .. ,

, '''' --'" chute, he draws.a question d. If the questfon'answered
.

correctly, he,doesn't dride.do the shute. If wrong; don ;
7,_.the chute he goes.

4 .

I.

. .

1 7 L.)

,

ISM
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Or.

h 4

Sample Questions'

What is round acid clangs togetker:

What shakes or hits like a drum?

What is called a shape but is a,
Musical tnstrumedt?_,

4.% ,

What is played with a bow? (Several

correct answers.) s, .

-Al
./ Can you nams4aStripginserument?

Can'Iou name a brass instrument:

and so forth..

- .

Activity Level: Synthesis.. ,

'
.

,

Objecc Ave: ab G4ven unfaMiliar materials,,or,familiak materials
ordinarilllombined in,a fixedinanner,.the childm 11
organize Chem into a unit member. (Belonging to she

, 7pgrcutsion family.)

Description;

/rip

3 .4

r

.23117. .

k, .1) coffee can wit' plaitic lid
2) okconstruction piper (an color)'

3) 4ear, contact paper
1); Yarn
5) -glue _

1..4' Cover can with.condtructiOn paper (by wrapping pre-cut
Construction,paperaround can using glue.)

2. 'Cover with clear contact-paper:to-preserve color.

.

3.. Punch two holes in led topolfor'stringing yarn to make
. AS: ,e-haddle or strap.
4. Glue lid to can wt, attached aittineby placing iglue

around the ipsid irim o4 plastic lid.

I . ,

,
, .

Lid for druM '.

,

Ykrn shouldbe
.threaded under4lla .

(usually)
. 1.7j

.

,
,
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)

Activity Level: Synthesi.s.,
.

. , .

Objective: , . Given?. Unfamiliar materials, or familiar materials not
,

ordinarily cOmbinedin a fi2401 manner, the child will
organize them into a unit member othe percussion family.:

....
v.,

,4. , .

ti

Hateria4S:

0'

ha.ner

large nails (one -.four depending on size of groupli.
bottle tops, 4
'clothes hanger Wire
pliers 'SA
wire cutter

4

Descr4tion: a) Childre4 nail holes in bottle tops after demon-
.

f stration-b eacherst

/9° b) ,Children will thread hanger wire throlighbottle tops
.and bend into circular form. (may use

.
from. 5 -6 tops

f .

,

.

for better "sound". effect: .
lib

, 0 '1..* c) Use pliers and wire cutter to joillellehanger ends"and
bend or twist, into docked manner.: Use wife cutters 6.,

to clip excess wire. 0 .

d) teacher should immediately cover ends with masking
.4.'

. -\tape far safety precaution-a.
.

N.... , r .I

10-

;

-,V'

Activity Level: Sy
)
thesis

..,
.

_ Objective: -- T children will propose new ways of making "music"
..

S

Materiel ,: 2 tape recorders a

tape recorded sounds of ilistrument:

rain wind blowing
car honking -the ocean

4 people lauihing ',bdrds
thunder / crfckets ,
pictures of each object or animal th&F,malqo the. sound

a.

criptiom: RecoFd each of the environmental sounds mentioned above./ 11,
Plat the tape recording foi the children holding up the
pictur, appropriate, for each sound being Made. 'Encourage
the childrenio make a "new" kind o music by putting the
pictures & order to mak; rhythms aid sound patterns ---

pleasing to listen to.
.

r .`
Aft the.pictures ar' in order, u 'tbe secoeid tape recorder
to new order of sounds fr m the children's arrange- :,

) ;
ment.

,
.

.

Activity Level* ..Evaluation

Ajeptive: The Children will judge which music best, gited for
different occasions. .



I

s,

Materials:

Description:

se-

o

record player

- 166 -

,N.1?

4' recordings of variovs kin44 of music:

lullaby
folk songs
rock

syiphony
march
basic skill records

Play a cut from each of the records you Vlan,totalk aboUt.
A/Encourage the children to describe how each record makes
w-them feet. Example: sleepy, like dancing, happy; etc.

After listening to the records, ask the children the :%./.

owingiquestiOns:

Which music Would y ou like to liten to to hbelpOyou
fall asleep?

2. If you wera-going to a patty andwanted,to,dance, which
records-would you takeialone.

3. When you're in gthool; which music do you prefer?

4. If you wanted to ievn to count, which song would you
pick2

1
5. Of all, the records you lfstened-tol which one

you 'like the best:4 . , :
te

,6. Did any of the music make yoU feel happy; sad?

Encourage tbe children to explain their ansWees.

did

Activity Level:

Objective:

4paterial:

4 4

Description:

Evaluation
4.
io4

The-childien will choose ajavorite composer-,

record player..
,

recolds-(the children will bring from.home or

-be borrowed frot4 the library.)

they

I

can'

Set time aside each, day when the child ea can bring irr
iecor44 of their fas.rhrite coip4iers. Le therthildren take
turns"pla/ing "their" recordian4-.telling the group what it

about' he music they lis 'ikebest. .EncOurage the children to
fin&out some.inforlation.abou; the composer also,' like:
where does he live; how did het interest in music develop;
when did the com oser liv

Activity Level: Evaluation,

Objective:

Matvials:

Description:.

II

.ap

The children will judge the quality. of different music.

tape recorder

$

t%

'AI)

Record iivsong from country western', folk,i.rock
%

classical,
'and jaiz music. Number each cut beffOre it is played. Let

41 , .
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V

e

s
Activity_ Level? Art

6

04.

- ;67 -

- / .
.

-1--
the children listed-to the -entire pe. Tell the ctrildren

you're going to play the tipe a dec nd time and this -time

40
they can pick the cut they like best. Let each chilewrite 4

. down the number of the song they:liked best (by:. recording .

,the number,.the children aren't as likely to change their
minds when they reNlize their friends chose a different song.)
Ask:the children what j.t was 4kout the song they liked.

. .

44

_

4
0141-CtiVe:

A

Ma

Given the definition: "{musical instrument
used by a musician to mate music," the child
familiar-materials into a unit member of The
family. ("Shaker" or Maraca.).

ials:

,

1.

2.

3.

4..

5.

6.

old light bulbs
.papeY mache' mix (flour and Water),
strips of newspaper
old newspaper
tempera Saint
pa' t .brushes

DeStription:

. ,

*

c

is a ;901 '

will organize
percussion

r,

Cover table with,pld newspaper.
,Give4each ehilg a light,, bulb to cover with paper,machet.
Apply 3 bars or until hoick and evenly covered.
Once dry, crack inside,of bulb by hitting several time
on a,hard surfice.. _

--N-Children may paint and decorate as-desired.
I

, .

r

V.

.1

1b2

it
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BOOKS ON MUSICioUNIT:

,

I
t

..

.'Grimm. The.Musiciltna of Bremen. Larouss and Co., inc., New York;
-1974: (has filmitrip on same.)

. 4 .

Cherry, elare. Creative Movement for he Developing Child - A Nursery
Handbook ,for Non-Musicians. (See pages 81-87, chapter. 241 -.

"Percusslan Instruments ",)
4r, 0

a

,

%

-lan,melNans. The Ha orinica Man. SchoaattirTab PublicationsOntario:f
Canada, 1976.

,

Hentaff, Nat. JoUrpey into Jazz. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1968.

Commons, Dorothy B.. The Symphony iphestra and.What it Plays.
Random House, 1961.

'amigs, Meet thifOrchestra. 'Ned York: MaCMillan Co., 1966.
.

Levine, Jack-and Sakeru Iljima. Understanding Musical Instruments. New,

.4F York: Frederick!Waine and Co., Inc.,, 1971.

Davis, M.K. Music Dictionary. Dogbledayto.,,Inc., New York, 1956.
t

This book defines in_simple ladguagd,and sometimes illustrates
.musical terms and expressions. This is a.good teacher refkrencl.

Mitchell, DOnald, (i Every Child's Book of Nursery Songs. Crown
. Ne! York, 1968._

,!1

A good collectio
children. Th
'grades. Words

f traditional musical literature_ and songs for
has appeal from nursery school through pt
usiA are included.

.
*

Moirow, B.,,D'Harnoncourt, R.,D'Harnoncourt, E. Beast, Bird, 14
Fish. Alfred A. Knapf Co., Inc., 1933:,

t ge.

0 41.
4.11t

V

a

A

.
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1

HOME ACTIVITIES
IP '

Unit: Music

e ,

.1#

4
Listen to music with your child ,and try to determine what instru-

merit's you can hear. (For exeMple, commercials radio and

television, such as McDonald's Big MAW attacklibrns.k Explain
why you think it is one instrument, or another. have your child

try to guess tOo-

Activity' 2. Make a inieical instrument with your child. One way tO'do this

is some bottles' with water to different levels and make

4
musio by tapping the bottles. Another way is to stretch rubber

bands around a ban6id boor other bZ)x and s6rui tkem. See

if you can think of othei\wayi. .

.

.11DisTia4 the feelings portrayed by
your child as you listen to thei.

, with the music and.t.o.-n the tyap

(such as_fait, 'slow, hi

'various types of_mus4c. with

Bricourage your child, to move

ea _of music that are, playing

ud or soft.)

. If you haVe a piano or stringl.instrnment show
. the strings` vibrate' when struck or strummed.

I

V

4
ID

I

your child howr

vt V
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Level:

Ob3eCtive:

-171,-
4

PLANT UNIT
e- Mi--7-----7

.

KnoWledge

The `children Will look at and
frond, their clasetood 4rindow.

Materials: paper
pencil
window overlooking an area Where plants are growing or'a

dow'494eriookihg and area wheit no plants are' growing
a timer

/

recognize a

4,

-0010011.

variety ofplants

Description:

1

Ave the children sitting amun4 a window. Giveeach child-
f

a'pencil and paper. 'Nell the children to draw a picture
of as many different, aants as they can see. If,theschildren
can print letters; help them-to,spell .thellemes of the plants.,
they want to list: Tell the ohIldien yqp are going to set
the. timer for '3 minutes and they'should record as many plants
as pogsible in that time. When the timer rings.
1. coynt,to see how .many plants each child' recorded
2.t how many children listed4rhe same plants
3. count' the number of itiffe'rent kindsof.ilants.on the MN,liats :
4. classify the plants into floWerineTand not flowering groups.

if this activity, was done at 'a window overlooking an area .

--iiihere lots orplanti-were -grdiiing,2i0det the rocedure
'Window where very few or no plaits are growing.

.

Attiyity Level:
'

Objective:

Mater

Knowledge
. -

4, '

..- The children will touch and describe a Vafifry.of.differ
aianis.t , . -

'.

,
.

,

, :
a varlet" of house plants :

'. 4 -

the var us plants th. grow in and: around the school..irounds

: *Expose the children to as many,different kinds of plants as;

, - ...

Description:
,

, ,

.. -possible, Entourage thd children to tolicti, smell; and when,
appropriate, taste the_ .leaves of Afferent. plants. , .

. , , ;._

',Defint plants -4:11.antslkmdfrcim a seed in _the soilrduring,
tbiar-exeYdise. .:

t .

I ,

6

Activity Level: KnoWledge-

"*
The child will-define and labelplantsObjective:

Materiall:'

a

'a.

pictuts of Plants (may use slide0),;:

To dake.ehislesson more fun, slides of plaptiiould be 6t 11015.
qr, an oyerhead,projectoer With pict4res of,plantphtould be
used. .,.%.. . .

.

.

$ : 186

. ,
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Description:

r.

1,72

Teacher will hold up ptetures of plants and giVe a
depnition, of what &plant is. (Plant grows from a

- seed in the ground) and name each plant. Child repeats

definition and renames each plant. ,

Facts:

1. 19.aphs need water and' light to grow.

2. Hut greedplants Make'teir own food l

a) They make their food in theirleaves op stems

3. Plants breath airthrough their leaves.

4. Some plapts eat auiaals4

a) The Sundew, Venus's flytrap, add Pitcher plant-all

1 insects.

"

41, ,plantel havt a mother.. But they are not all born

the same way. Some plants are born fromOS seed and
Other plants are born from a spore. ,Baby plets W111

grow up to.look like their mother Olant.

dr,

'Activity Level: Comprehension

DbfWive: The child will demonsti.ate,an understanding of the plant
cliasifidation schemes by making appropriate selections.

e .
a variety of different house plants
socks, blocks., scissors, and other common elassroom,pbjects

two boxes

Materials:

Description: .11. Ask, the children to put 'the plants in the box with the'

pictured word' on it and /the Other Objects in the box with.

the "X" over the pictured word' Plant.

-Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

Materials:

DescriptiOn:

Child will demonstrate,howl a plant grows.

'a 'picture-seqqedde story r

Childwil/ listen Uwe story about hOw a plant
ut the pictures in the correct.order.4.

FollOw-up with actually prating a real seed.
;18 r-

grows, then



Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

6,

,41

r

Applicatioi

p

0

40!

The children will dev4oPan understanding of why plants
have roots. ; 1

i '
1

. a house plant 1
.

newspaper
piper aril 'crayonp .

an istrumentto dig the plant out of
- ,

$

/7

*

Ask the children:wh plants don't jell over - why do they
grog straight up in, the.,air? 'Tell the children'ybucan -

find out together. 1
...,

- It k.

Spread newspaper, c:, the floor in the area where you plan
to work. Wet the Soil aromnd the plant and tell the children
to getitly take turns loosening the soil. ,After the soil is
loose, ently pulls' the plain out cgl. the 'pot. Take the plant

the pot

to the sink and Ish the remainin dittooff the roots. Place,
theentire laant n a piece of paper and let the children look
at it very cloself: Raplaiethe' purpose of the' roots ta tp

Ainchot the plant Firmly into the soil and prevent it from
4Prafling over. Roots, also absorb water and air and store

food for the plant. /
. , .-- - . -...', ' .

Repot the plant.: Encoilkage the children fo draw a picture of
the plant end ittdroot systeM. Color ekk work shegt,included'-in the book. . ,

.,,..

4 .

Activity Level: Applicatioi

Objective:

Mdierials:

Descript
t. .

'AktiVity,Lev

Objective:.
o

Matprials:

Child will name parts of a plant and demonstrate hoi'they fit,
together.

a puzzle

./' .... .

. .

Lieallower (can be e)
1

A0 :
, ,

the puzzle together, the dhildivill name parts of
ing'puzzlv apart. Then .put the plizifie back"

,

Raving se,

plant while
. together.

Application';

The children,Wifl
gioups:

° !

clearphotoOraphs'or

classify plaits

,

into.poisonous/nonpoison

I

diagrams.ofcommon'poitionous plant* (poison 1401,poiepri sUmack,

185
pictures oficommon piapts
poison oak i





N
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Desetiption: Ask the:children:what it means for somethingpto potion

or poisonoub. Oefine-poison:' any substamcg that.canses
a harmful effect to the .normal body routine.i Expleih to
the children-that some plants are poisonous. Plants,in
the sumac family that are shiny and, ha three parted - heaves

are poisonous. They make ;he skin iiri ted,red, an Itchy

Give the children a'stack of pictures cobtaining co
(house) plants and poisonous Encourage them
put the plants into two groupi-Poisonous/not Poisonous.

t

Activity Level: Application
, .

Objective: The children will visit a plant store and/or greenhouse and
seall different kinds-of plants. Also learn different

, kinds of house plants such as cactus, ferns, african violets, etc.

I.

Description! The children will go to the plant store and greenhouse and
See all- the different plants - learn tatagories of plants.
they will.answer questions such as:

- --
4 Why ddiplants do well,in a greenhouse,?

- What sort of dirt-do cactus need?
- What sortOf ditt do ferns need?

. - What about moisture for each?

Activity Level: Analysis .,.,,

Objective: The child will,paite together the different parts of a plant.

Materials: cut out piecesofie plant
glue jt

construction Paper

Description: Teacher. gives each child the different parts of a plant. Each
child places th4arts In the construction paper in Cite correct
manner. After ttie teacher sees it, the child pastes it on

. .
.hisfber paper.

, a 4
,

Activity Level:; Analysis
i

,

Objective:- The child will find/what's missing on piCtures of different

. ,

kinds.of plants and draw the :Biasing part.

.

.

,

p,

I'i Materials: . teacher draWn pictures of plants
crayons ,i ..

i

Teacher gives each child a different picture of a plant or
flower. The teacher asks what ismissing on their picture.
.Then Asks the child to draw the missing section. tow..

Description:

1iiU ;00
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Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

II

The child will learn that there is4 tiny,complete plant in
every seed.

.

Materials: lima beans (dried)
water
paper cups
dirt
water

I

Description: Teacher explains.that in evIii.y seed there ia a tiny, complete

plant. lna lima bean we can see this. Children place lbw
bean in water in paper cup. Leave overnight. Next day, open

lima bean and find all-the parts. Also plant a'lima bean in
dirt. Ask chiidren what plant needs to grow. (Water,4uny
soil.) Children care for plants., Another activity would be
to plant 3 lima beans (not water one) - cover Other so.no sun
light gets in and put one in plain paper cup with no dirt.
Children will see what happens to ,each bean.

Activity Level: Analbsis

Objective: The child wit, answer why? quettions Ibout plants.

4 ,

Materials: pictures of different plants and non-plants

.41

or question.;
.

_

- Why is a,tree a plant? '-,

- Why is this not a plant? -

- Why are.a tree and a'flower alike?'
.i. Why 4o plants need sun? .' .

. - Why*do plants need water?

.
. .

Description: Teacher holds up picture's and aska,each.child one question -
usINW the Pictures as clues. ' _ -.

N

wt N
o ,.. * 1'

' 4
o

a

Activity L vel : lynthesis

. Objective: The children will become familiar with Various flowers by
collecting them and making a scrap book.

strap book
. wild flowers

library book oa.wild'flowers
newspaper

Materials:

:t
.

.

. Description5' Encourage the Children to look for flowers'evexYwhere.
Flowers grow in Woods, fields, mountains, middle of aide--

walks - many places; Have-thetchildren collect: as many
_... flowers is they can and bring the to school. Teach the

children to press- their flowers and' keeP'them in 'iclass-
.-

room scrap book.

1.91
.....,,,, . , .
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Pressing
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SI
owers:

7

r

4 1, 'Place,each flower between - a 'few -sheets of paper towel' or

newspaper. Make sure the flower's,'OetEila and leaves are all

face up on thel same side.' .... -..

2. Stack all the flowers the children prepare this' way to-
gethert ,put,sOme very heavy books: on, top pf the steel.

3. Wait a few days and let the flowers tompletely'dry.1'.

4. Tape the tried flowers into .pages of
4P
5. Write thescientificand commonwrwe
each page.

a scrap book.

of eachoilower on

Act Levels"

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

I

Synthesis
4.

Each child will make a paper flower

a boauet.,

colored tissue gaper,
pipe cleaners
green paper
tape/glue

that can be Osed to make,

Eacouragl, the children to make a flower us

Aseue paper. Encourage the shildr

1. Cut a long narrow piece o colored paper

2. Cut slits along both4idee 4f. the paper

3. Gather the papertogether the long way

Twist one end of a pi e cleanerNISseliffi

g the colonlid

imaginitive

.

e center-,.

fan thepaper.to look peter:
-

5. A piece.of men construction paper mean be taped alive
the ipe.cleaner'so it looks more like a'stem

6. cut 'out leaves using the constriiktiOn paper

4 -. ,

. ..,, I

dr- * 4'

Activity Level: Synthesis

The children will Begin
into pitlitse

2 paper cups
22 cc:iron; ot food coloring

1 stalk of celery

ObjeCtive:

Materials:

b. Description:

)

. ./
oderaiparld how -lie water rill"! up

5 5.4

ildren will cut celeryAsptMe middle fro.m bottom about>

way up. Next, put 144svinto 2 Cups.' ad different food
- onecoloring into each cup. -P1sgo&one side of Celery, ihto 1 cuip-/

an other side into cone gyp. rieeinto'celery°
into digerent colors.-

._1 .1 0
dieigg the different

192, I 1
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Children answer questions to help understand what happens.
- . .

-.Whr-does the color rise in the-celery?

- Does the' coror change as they 'retch the top?

What happeno td,the water?,

W't

Activity Level:-, Synthesis

j

Objective;

liescription:

The child will discover from a blown up diagram of a plant
that it has other parts such as a pistil, stemap, etc.. A

diagram of a plant .44

'flowe'r (real)

The child is given the diagram of the plant and real flower.
Teacher asks child to name basic parts of the plant such as
roots, leaves, stem, petals. The the teacher asks,'"Are
there parts,we did'not ;lame? Let's see how many other
parteliEe can find and name them?" (Match diagram with real
flower.) 'Also, talk about how the flower,is-fertilized.

:
' ',Activity Level: 'Synthesis

, .
. .

Objective: The children will discover'through books and nature walks,
that some.plants grow wild and others are planted 14 man.

.. . - .

Materials: books about all kinds of plants
(wildflowers - trees - seed booklets - houseplants, etc.)

Teacher and children look through all kinds of books about
plants. Teacher points out wild plants plus plants growd by
man. Also, visit plantstores, go for walks-in the woods,
botanical gardens, vegetable garden; etc. Child Will realize
that some are planted, others. are wild. Talk about how wild
seeds are planted, (Squirrels, wind, bees, etc.)

Description:

Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: 'Given, materials-for collate, children will create picture
that represents spring to them.

Materials: branches seeds
paper glue, etc.

cork'

Description: Before gi'vjng out'materials, ask children what things happen
in spring. Alter this( give out paper. and glue,as well as

a'variety of materials for collage. Tell children to make
a picture of something that makes them feel it is spring.
Teacher, might make sample collage, but be careful to point
;:iiit,that each child should do something different.

A

193
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,Activity Level: Evaluation

.Objective:

Materials:

Descriptibn:

J

- 179 -

The children will be able to evaluate the best plant for mself
given his own environment.

pictures of plants or
real (].ants

Given pictures of plants% the child will decide what plant
wauld be best for his room? Could begin with gross' differences
and end with deciding between tduseplantsbecause of lighting,
watering, etc. Child'will also tell why he'chosethe plant.

.

PLANT UNIT BOOKLIST
r

1.1.2

Zion, Gene. The Plant Sitter. Scfiolatstic Book Services.

This is a paperback book about a little boy who sits ft:a-people's
plants while they go on vacation. The plants grow and grow until
they almbst take over the house. Then the little boy learns how
to trim the plants and grow new plants. A good lesson on plantins
from soAkthiniother than seeds,

Fite, Aaron. Peter Plants a Pocketful. Oxford University Press.

A story book about'a little,boy ,tiho planted some seeds. Then he
moved and they tore down his house and built a playground. He
came back to discover his seeds had.growavery big.

, Scott, Foresman, & Compaby. Jack and the Bean Stalk. Glenview, Scott
Foresmanand C6mpany, 1967.

Weil, 'Ilse. The'Little Chestnut Tree Story. New York: Scholastic Books, 1973.

Murfay Marian. Plant Wizard,. New York: Collier Press, 1970.

Bentley, Linna. Plants That Eat Animals. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968.

Dickinson, Alice. The First Book df Plants. New York: Watts Press, 1953.

Rahn, Joan lima. Seeing What Plants Do. New York: Atheneum, 1972.

Selsam, Millicent E. Play With Plants. New York. Morrow Publishijtg Co., 1949.

Zim; Herbert S. What's Inside of Plants. New York: Morrow Company, Inc., 1952.

Fenten, D. X. Plants for Pots: Projects forIndoor Gardeners/ New York:
4,ippincott, 1969.

A Ai'
*Soucie, Anita Holmels. Plant Fun: Ten Easy Plants to Grow Indoors. P,C8799.

Practical.pointers,for beginners on- growing 10 hardy house plahts.

1_94
J
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HOME ACTIVITIES

Unit: Plants

Activity 1. Discuss the purposes of plants withyour child. Some purposes

are: '1) food,foc people (corn, strawberries, beans, 'etc.)
2) ToOd for animals (grass for cows and horses) 3) Shade for
otr homes from trees 4) beauty (flowers and house plants) 5) they

make oxygen.

Act ivity 2. Talk to your child about the different kinds of plants that are
in your house or yard and examine'their texture and shape. Ex-

pand your child's vocabulary by using correct names for various
plants whenever .possible.

Activity 3. Plant a small garden,, or if that's not possible use flawerpots
',or pdt a sweet potato-:in a glass of water and watch,ia sprout.

fi

If your child is interested give them the responsibility of
caring for the garden or plants.

Activity 4. 'North Carolina has several beautiful public gardens. Plan an

outing to one of them. One is on.the Lampus of Duke University
in Durham.

195 .
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FARM UNIT

Activity Lever:. Knowledge

Objective: The children will look at pictures. of several. different ,

kinds of farms.

Materials:- PiCtures of different kinds of farms r

.
Description: j The children will be shown different Pictures Of farms.

4

. 'The teacher will describe the different functions of
each farm and polint out howone farm *different from
another;

Dairy Farm is a farm that's main function is to get milk
to sell on the market. On a farm, the.cows are fed
and bred to produce milk.

r'
Fruit Farm is a farm where different kindi of fruit trees
are grown and the fruit is picked to s¢1.1. (Trees could

be: apples - oranges - peaches - plums - lemons - grape-
fruit.)

}Vegetable Farm is a farm where only vegbles are grown
and picked for selling. de

Grain Fart is
i
a fari where only grain is grown to be cut

and sold n the market,.

I

Activity Level: Knowledge,

Objective: The children will increase their vocabulary by defining new.
words and labeling new pictures.

Materials: Pictures of a farm A'.

Pictures of kart anima s or toy farm animals
Pictures of farm buildings
Pictures of farm equipment

\
- ..,,-

Description: While,looking at pictures of farm animals, buildings, and
. . equipment (use of equipment) and labeling-them with the

teacher,'the children will learn new words and define them.

Vocabulary: =*- Animals
.),

(
.

.

. . ,

.... Cows Pigs Goats Geese
Horses. Chickens Ducks

. ,
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Vocabuiary,:cont. Buildings

t

Barn
Chicken coop

Equipment

Pig stye
House

, -

Tractor: Plows-the field

' a, Grain Drillt Plants the seeds.'

Cultivator, shovels: digs, chops,

and weeds. -
c. Mowing machines - cut down grass -

hay - Wheat.
d. Baling machines: tie ilay into bales.

Combine: Cuts the grail, gathers it and stores it.

Activity Level: Comprehenstpn.

Objective: The child Will discriminate things thatkbelqpg on a farm

from things that belong i.n the cit91.

-1
Materials: Puzzle

Lotto game - 2 game cards - 2 sets of cards of sik

Description: The children are given One of-two boards either a city or

the farm, small cards are placed in the middle of the table,

each child.picksa card ineturns. The one who fills up large

game card first wins the 'game..

Teacher: Draw pictures of a farm scene. Make two just alike.

Dzlaw pictures',of a city scene. Make two just alike.

Leave one whole
'N\

Ilgh

Use same picture

L,
I

Leave one whole

These are your small cards/
children match
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. Activity Le;.rel: Comprehension

Ohjectivi:

Material:

Description:

i84

J

The children w41 demonstrate knowinewhat a fruit is by'
telling or naming a fruit (vegetable)to sing in the song.

Could use a plastic fruit or
paper fruit

Sing, I wish I was an apple hanging on a tree and every-
timeCid Cindy (use a child's name in the classrooM) passed
she'1 take, a bite of me.
Get along'home, Cindy, Cindy
Repeat twice
I'll marry you someday
Then each child tells a fruit to sing about, using their
name.

. Activity Level: ,Comprehenslon

Objective: The child will recognize the sound of farm animals and'label
them.

Materials:

' Description:

Record of farm animals and
Pictures Of farm animals

The teacher will play the record of farm animal sounds and
ask the children what makes each sound. The children will
either verbalize each answer or point to the picture of the
animal.'

Activity Level: Application

Given familiar objects suCh
will be abie to sort or group
as set by the teacher.

_Objective:

Materials:,

Deicription:

401

4rk

a '

Chicken bones
Lamb bones,
Bones frani pig ,

Boned from cow

driecrchiCken bones;ihe child
according to specified dimensiOns

Save bones from a boiled chicken
2-3 days for sterilization. Let
used for heightening kinesthetic
thin or fat, ide, flat.:'

, 2) Sequencing smallest to largest'
3) Counting
4) gelling parts of a whole - ,'Which would you. find in a

drum stick? Breast? Wing?" etc.

. Allow to soak in alcohol
dry thoroughly. 1) can be
awareness- rough or smooth,

19c)
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Adtivity Level: Application

Objective:.

Mateiials:

- 185 -

t
4

Given familiai.materials such.as a medium size grocery box,

tag board, paper fasteners and ttmpera paint, the child will

be 'able to construct a barn, anal silo.

1)Unpainted medium size grocery box

2) Tagboard
3) Paper fastelers
4) Whole Puncher
5) Tempera Pain t. and black)

Description: '1) Pre-punch 2 hc:les of equal distance apart on both sides.of

box at top. 1
2) Pre-punch 6dilesponding wboles at top and bottom of tag

board which shdiald be same width as sides of box.for,easy

attachment with_paper fasteners for room of barn.
3) Chil,dren may paint barn red and can .also paint on doors

of windows, with black pila7OT-Cut out)
4) Silo may be assembled by pre-punching a hole at top and

bottom of both sides of tag board. _Child may'fold and attach

with paper fasteners. Paint red or, black. Precut round circle

frdm tAg board for room of silo Cut sketch:

1. Box , 2. tag board for roof

2. Silo

1. 6

a

o ...pre-punched

holes L.

fold

3. finished product

/
#

paper fastenA-

2. 3.

paper
-1,7 fastener

4.

paper .fastener

a



Adtivity

Objective:

Materials:.

Descriftion:

- l8f

Analysis

Giventhe dirictiot,"draw a ltne from the animals to some-
thing that th4 giveus", the child will be able to select
appropriate objects with no iu/e given.

1) Wirksheet
2).ayons

[

1) Worksheet should include following direction: Draw A4
line from the animals to somethifig that they give us. Color
the pictures. k

2) Animali can be. traced or done free,hand - include cow,
sheep, chicken, pig -,-on'left side -of- paper.' The-opposite
side should include following objects (sketched) in a column
(randomly placed) - eggs, bacon, milk, wool sweater.

C Vti k

z

o

260

Eggs, .

9

Mak
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Activity

Objective:

Materials:

Description :,

ApplicatiOn t
the chile' will sequence a Story in the correct,

order.

t'.
Pictured sequelllee story

. 4

The children are given as set of four or more pictures aPd

asked to put pictures in the Correct order. Having don

,this,, the children aie asked to tell a story from the p ctures.

Corn growing

Egg hatching
&

others

Activity Level: Application

Objective: The child will classify farm

Materials:

.

Description:

animals into different categories.

Pictfires of farm animals Two round circles

Or

Toy farm animals

The-child is given 2 round circles and toy farm animals or

pictures. The teacher tell the child we are going to think

of new ways to think about farm-animals. Can you put all the

big farm animals into 1 circle-and all the little farm animals,
The animals coulli also be classified into other group6 such as:
2 legged - 4 leAed
White - brown
Eatable - non-eatable
Mammals non-mammals 201
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Activity Level:,; Analysis

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

188 -

The children Will answer "why" questions

Picture of a farm Pidiures of equipment
Pictures of buildings Pictures'of animals

The children are shown a picture of a farm and asked
questions about the farm. Such as:

,

Why does a cow beNng on a farm?
Why does a pig belong on.a farm?
Does this tractor belong on'a farm?
D oes this building belong on a farm?

%,

Activity Level: Analysis

4

about the farm.

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Gives new pictures of animals,
could be ajarm animal or not.

Pictures

Sheep
rabbit
tat
dog

of animals
elephant
zebra
Peacock
mule

The 61ildrendere given aieveyal
asked to decide whether or not
farm or not and why.

, .

ActivityLevel:,
$

,

Ojbective%

Materials:

Description:

Analysis

The child will answer questions
farm are alike?' Different?

Pictures of farm equipment
animals
buildings

$

the child will tell if ,fit

monkey
titer
lion
bear

pictures ofilanidals and are
the animal could be on a'

about how things on the

.

The children are shown *different pictures of things and
asked why they are alike? Arld.why they are different?
Why .are a cow and horse alike? Different?
Sheep 40 goat?
Why areIftractor and a hoe alike? Diffe*nt?
Wheel barrow and truck
Cat and dog
Chicken and duck
Barn and house
cow and pig
scyttil and mowing machine

.

r
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,Activity Level:

Objective:

'Materials:

Description:

-

a

Analysis

-.189

- '

The children will classify farm related things into 3
categoties. ti

Pictures of farm animals
Pictures of farm eqUipment
Pictures of farm buildings

. 2 round circles
, (made of cardboard)
'24 inch diameter

Tie children are given the pictures and circles and told
'place all the big equipment in one circle, all tpe-Animilsin

a circle and all the big animals in the over-lapping area.

Big
Things

4

Other ways the circles
Small tools
Buildings
/-legged 'animalp

could be Used.are:
Electric tools
Animal Buildings '

Eatable a *imais

Animals

Big tools
Anim45.s

4-legged animals

Activity Level:

Objective:

'Materials:

)

Description:

Lincoln logs

pits

blue paper

tz?

Synthesis

The children swill build a small

Small cardboards boxes
Toy tractors and cars & trucks
Toy animals
Lincoln.logs
Paper towels rolls

replica of a farm.

Paint (green-blue-red)
large sheet of paper
scissors
plastic produce containers
blue paper i

,

This is a project the childien could work on for a week or,
mor?, building on over a period of time, being any or all
materials above until all was completed to their satisfaction.
They would paint boxes for farm Winding, use toys for animals:

.and equipment, use plastic containers for pen for the animals,

paint the large sheet of paper lor grass or gain and paper
. towel rolls for silo. '

paper towel.yoll

IUTM1111111111111Mo
-NW O

toy

car .

cardboard

1arg4 paper .

Alit

r..--1416,11111==.,

tot
ruck

iP

Plastic
produce

toy tractor1 container
,203 #

tire's :II'
4111eadallV44 iniesmom

toy anima

e
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Activity Level: EvalUatiop

bbfectiVe:.'

fi4xerwisfsg,,

-Ahe'children will decide What would beOthe best equipmentse ,

m
r gyp`

r,

f

;to .have on # farm..

:Pidtures of farm equipment
, -
,_v,,, - ., ,

.

cliel--..msks:the.childrea. out of all, the farm' equipment,,

at wobid. be the best to haire on aarm? and wity? t

Dedt_Wpti, n:

" w

s

J

4

Songs:

Farm 'Drat Sofigssand-Poems
4

."Paw-Pgw Patch"

Where, oh where
Where, oh where
Where, :oh where

Wal. down yonder

.

is dear little Mary,
is dear little Mity,4

is dear little Mary,
in the paw paw patch.

41111k on boys, lef'i go find herr .

Come on bqysroiet's go -find her, . I,

Come sty boys, let's go, find her, 4

Way down yaygfer in the paw- paw patch.
.

k

Picking, up paw paws, _put 'em MI your pdcket,
Picking up paw paws, put 'em in your pocket,
Picking up paw paws, put '% in your pocket,
Way down yqnder inlithe paw paw. patch.'

"I Wish I Was An Apple Hanging On A Tree"

I wish Iliatif an apple, hinging on a' tree.

And everytimd old Cindypasled
he'd take a bite of me.

Get slow! home.
Get alorThate
Get along home
i'4 11marly you

4 r

Note: The name and the fruit can be changed.

"Oatifeeas, Beans and Barley Grow"

Cindy, Cindy,
Cindy, Cindy,
Cindy, Cindy,
same day.

v.
*OP ,

Oats, peas, bead's and barkey.,.,
.0atq, peas, beans and.barleyogrow- .

Do you or.I or anyone know?
Ha6 oats, peas, beans.and barley grow?.

0°3
t)

. *

D
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"Do yojnw the Muffin Man" .*

, , . .

.

Oh, do you know the muffin man, the muffin man,
,

. 'the-muffin man,
ofi, do.you,know the muffin man
yho lives in. Drury Lane?

Oh, yes we know the muffin man; the muffin man,
the muffin an

Oh, yes 4e kndW the muffin man
who livegin Drury Lane

"I at My Peas Wi h.Hone "

I eat my pees44th

/
.I've done,it'aillpay 1i e.

It makes the peas taste-funny,
But it keeps them'bn the knife.
,

"Hickety.Pickety My,lifack Hen"

Hidkety Pickety my.h1dAmhen.K.:,
She lays' eggs for gentlemen
Someames 9, sometimes 10./
Hickety, Pickety, my, blaCk hems

"Little Boy

,Littfe Boy Blue come' blow your;horn,
The sheep's in tHe'meadow -. .

Thesows in the-corn
Where is the J]ittfe.boy.whO looks -,

-after theegeep? 41, ,

. -

f,Under the haystack fastaSiegp. .''

-"Hey, Ltle, Dittle;AOhe Cat and the Fiddle"-
. .

Hey, Dittle, Dittle, the. Cat and the Fiddle
The cow jumped over the moon.
The little dog laughed) to see such a sport
and the dish ?an awaywithAegpoon.

"Tom, tom, The Pipees Son" 141i. "
Tom, Tom; the piper's son
Stolip a pig, and away did run.
The pig was eat and Tbm w:as beat
And To went running down tlhe street.,

205,



Finger Play:
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"Highyp In the Apple Tree"

',,High up in the apple tree (point up.)
Two little .apples smiled at me. (Hold /ingers up

, and smile.) -.
I shoelothatree as hard as I could,(pretend to shake

tree.)
Down came the applee (lowering your hands from a raised

position and wiggle fingers at
the same time.)

M-w-mr-m -,.they were good. (Rub your stomach with hand.)
0

JFarm Unit -Book List

the buckling, CoMpany, New York.Ginsburg, Mirra. The Chick and

&short story
chick hitches
duck goes for

(simple) about a chick and ductlins. The
and they do-everything together until the
,a swim and then the -chick almostdrowns.

Blanco, .rosette, 'caner, Restrop and Wits, Purton. On The Farm. Child's
\plaN,International, Ltd., 1975.
A--

Pictures only with guidelide6 for asking deductive questions
and. focusiiion dramatic and often amusing sequencys.

Oui Veronica Goes to Petuniall...Parm. Veronica is misunderstood andher
animal friends rally to help her. C8 153.

Brighf"TBarnyard. A eat:watches as the barnyard owl are fed. The sparrows,
pigeons, and and rabbits come t share in tht feast. #CB 127.

. .The Heh That Kept House.' A hen; duck, and rabbit`-keep houie for the farmers

0: family. But they leave the farm house in a shambles. #01 144.

'.Twinkle TheThe Baby Colt. Twinkle, a baby c4t, decides to run away after f
scolding. But lonLiness, a_srorm, and an eagle make him
return to his mother. #CB 128. .

Veronica's Smile, The story of a hippopotpmus who learns that she, too, is
.useful to her friends; ltB

20C

/

.
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HOME ACTIVITIES

Unit: Farm

I

Activity 1, At-breakfast (or other-meal) talk with your child about the
: -fruit trees and farm animals and grain fields from which your

food has come. Notice the weather and relate this to good or
/ bad.conditions for farming. Comment on the farmers' need for

sunshine and.rain to make seeds grow.

1

Activity 2. Using old.magazines and catalogs, let the child'make a farm by
cutting out pictures of animals, plants and people and pasting
them on a cardboaid or,large brown ba4 that has. been opened up
flat. You may Help plan the layout and items such as a house,
barn, etc., if the child asks for help. Encourage,the child's
creative efforts on this project since no two farms are the
same. . .

41,
Activity 3; .When traveling outside the city; point out the stiucturei,

animals,crops, fruit trees, etc. of the farms. Note.the water-
. . ing holds for the lillestocliend grain fields that are retained

for feeding livestock.

Activity 4. If planning a rather lehgchy trap, play a game by assigning
,'ValpeS to certain things 'edrt on the farms, i.e., black horse.-
5 points; silo - 2-point sj etc. Have two teams such as father;_,
daughter and mother - s6n so that adults can help keep store
while children are busy looking for new objects.

Activity Note young calves, pigs, lambs. and kids, and help child rcog- .

nize the young animals and be able to name the young as well
as match them to grown animals These animals can best be,
seen by driving to a'farm one day for a field trip. Many farmers
will be pleased to show you their animals, fields and machinery -
for a brief visit. Yout county agricultural agent,could,help
you locate a farm to visit.

1,

r

207
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Activity Level: Knowledge

bjective:

Materials:

INSECT UNIT-

The children will remember definitions and become
familiar with theUames of some insects:

1114,?leamples of a variety of insects mounted on paper_br in
7 liars

ictures of various insects

Deicriptiofi,: .4 the children will listen to the definition of insects.
Insects are small animals with six legs. -Most insects.

). eve wings. 'A bug is another name of an insect.

Suggest list of common sects:

be N mosquito cricket" dragon.fly
moth fly. ladybug - grasshopper
beetl s ant cicada fire ly
butter ly

Activity .Leve14 Knowledge

Objective:

Mafetal: .

The children skill learn the body parts of an insect

Diagram of insec\ ditto (see work sheet.)
or

chalkboard

.

Description: Tell thethildren the are going'to learn about the parts of
an insect. Insects ha no bones. Their body' is protected'.
by a shell -like substanc . Using the ditto, label the
beflyparts of the insect. r the child

, Feet:

Insects are born in the, form o an egg.

Actibity Levels Knowledge

Objective:

Materials: 4Piatures of common insects or slides

List:

. The childten will label and recognize corm on
,

lc-
ant cow , cicada . butterfly dirt dob er
ant lion' cockroach mosquito, %lath

k bee .dragonfly grasshopper silk
. beetle flea hornet praying- mantis

. ..1 IP,,

2CtS,
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, Description:,.

r

The teacher will show the children pictures of common
insects and-label each insect. Then asks each child to
hold u0 her hand irshe remembers the name of the insects
as the teacher shows the pictures again. The child that
remembers -the most insects gets to be the leader for the
day.

,

Activity Level;

Objective:

Knowledge I
.

The children dill learn a rhyme

Materials: "BUzz; Hmmm" - adapted from an old rhyme
$ .-

-

Description. Divide the children into two groups. One half will be
'bees the other/will be flys. Point to the "bee group ":'

. and tell thtm to buzz, point to the "fly group" and tell.}__ . . ..theta-to.hanam.-aa-you-say-the-rhyme...,-----------r-------------

'"Buzz" says. the striped bee
"Ihmme says the fly,
"Buzz" and "ihmme' together they cry.

. "Buzz.'" and 'Ihmme' they cry

and so do we!
Buzz, BUzz, Brom!
Bpzz, Jammo! Buzz, Hmoma!,

4

Activity Level:

Objective:

Description:

A

47,

Knowledge

,Thechildren will leakh 2 rhymes about lady bugs.

'The teacher "saysothe whole song.
and the children day the whole song
;If a song, the last step is to sing
together. ,A; -1

Rhyme.:

-.tady bug,, lady bug,

fly away home,
your house is on fire
lour children will roam.

Next, the teacher
or rhyme together.
the whole sadg

learn to sing about lady bugs. To the'tune of "Oh Where,
oh Where.has My Little.Dog-Gone

Oh where,oh where has my lady'bug gone,
'Oh where, oh where can she be? -

With a polka-dot dress and het silvery wings
Oh where,. oh where can,she be?

210

r -
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Activity Level: Knokedge

Objective:

,Mkterials:

Dpscription:

-198 -,

The children will learn a song naming the body parts
, of insects.

Mtigi 1.Instruments (optiona.) '
,.,.

. ,

(See dy Bug Scing for instructions on teaching the song.)
Sing this song to the .tune of, "The Farmer An' 'the Dell"

4 ' : . 1
Oh ,, insect i.tiray name. .'

9' 11 Three body. park have I,- . to
14 Six legs antennae two,

,

. ,' . And wings -with which to .11y; -

-

ti

. 1 WC w Aq *..-'4.Zft A.

.

.1,

4 Objedtite:,

,"1

41

a The ch3ldren. will learnspec'ific facts about the lady
- . bug,/lady eeites ; .

iMaterial:

Fact' ,

.

DigtrIptj.on:,

-

.7
Acti'vity Level: Icnnwledie.1

.; -.

Jar with bady Bug ",

tor n,

Bug pictgres''.
4

It dets insects that th5,eaten crops .,
2'. Considered lucky if o? cat 'eh. ong.

A
- 4 `.

As the tecicker.`hoirs the. ci.,11.151.ren the 1ady hugs in
she gites the; chifdren some facts about, theM., The
willrecell the fsets 'then -the teacher reviet,fs the

) 9

.:-* ' .

a jar,
children
information.

r.

Objective:

:.Materfki/:

.

. ..
N

Te;childfen" will learn-a 'finger ,play about bees.
* I ' . ,,

The' Behive, by Emilie Paullson (from Finger, Play'sfor
:.Nyrsery`and Kincierga=en). m

,.

, - .
Here is the' bee. hite (hold .up clenthed fikt)

..
,' .Hiding away where nobody sees? , '....ig'

Look! They are coming - 9ut ! (looi en fist).
They are-all.aliye! ' "-----

Wherd ar e the ,bees? "

One,-two, three,. fout, five! (lift fingers one
\`

, at a time)
A 1,.. .. (.;,' . '. .

/ '- ''`
t

. - Deg'cription,X, (See songi abciut lady .bugs 'for instrUctions.) i
. .

, -

r

4

#*



Activity Level:

'Objective:

a

Material:'

Pact:

Description:

Knowledge

The children will learn 'facts about wasps.
. -

Picture of a wasp
Dried out wasp nest ,-;

.

44 Most wasps build an open
,

next. .,

2. Unlike the ant and the Yee colony where there is
'.only'one.queen for pach community, the wasi
community can have beatrel,queens,

,3,, Wasps sting only when ISZOVqlre-.-,---'-1=--- -,

AS,the'teacher shoys'the claps picuree Ofgwaips, /

h ,N-

she/he gi'v'es .the children' the above facts-about.them.-

The childien will recall the facts as tHe teacher' reviews
the pictures. . . I

.

,

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

DeScription:

Knowledge .

The children will leard specific' facts about ants.

'Ad ant farm
Several ants in a glass jar,

.

The teacher ca n'read the following infqrmation abouf
ants'add become familiar with the -Preaent the
material.that is most interesting toyon. The children
recall the facts after the,teacheestates them.

Ant: 1. A
the

queen ant /Chooses a ate and flies out of
the community to forma-new ant-colony.

2. After the queetr/anf finds a place-she thinks will
T ake a,good hope, she looses her wings and starts.
to dig tunnels throUgh soft dirt wikth her teeth.

3. Some queen ants.liye to be 15 years old.
'4. Some enemies of anti are(spiders and dragon flies,
5. The ant can carry materials several times its own

weight. .

' /

O.

11*

ActImity(tevel:

Objective:

Fact:

Description:

Knowledge

Theqchildren will leeirn facts about mosquitos.

1. Mosquitos can be found in eWery'country in the world.
2: Some mosquitos carry diseases.,

, 3. Bats, birds, and dragon flies eat mosquitos.
'4. When a mosquito bites, Pt sucks a little blood and

puts a fluid in your skin thpt forms a Welt and'starts
itchidg. 7./

,

(See description of wasp.)

21? 1
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4ctivity Level: Knowledge

.

Objective: 'The children will learn facts about grasshoppers

- 200-

t -
Material: Grasshopper in a jar

. Pictures ofgriasshopper
Recording of the sound gratshopperd.make

,

Facts: 1. Grasshoppers can jump twenty times its length
.across a field. If you could jump as well, you

. would'jump over a house.
T. They have .wings, but they usual jump from one

'place to another, not fly.
3. 'They rub their legs together to make "music".
4. Grasshoppers eat the crops the farmers dre graAhg.
5. .This insect spits a brown juice when they are in'

anger;-- It is a tbbacco=likd-juice.

DescrIption: (See description of wasps.)
,

. I

.

,

AttivirLevei: Knowledge

-

,

ObfgStive% The'children will learn some specif facts about

dragon fliei.

Photographs of dragoti flies,
Dragon flies in a glass jar

4

MateiYas:

Facts:

Description:

.

1. The dragon fly is considered a,beautiful insect.,

2, Dragon flies are helpful insects because they eat
flies And mosquitos. .

3-:---They have the best eyesight of all idsects.'
/

4. Unlike most insecirs,_dragon flies have teeth.

5. The eggs of a dragon fly arelayed in tie water,
A tiny dragon fly called a "nymph" tittches out, of
eadh egg..

6. Dragonflies frequently,roam in bands of 12 or more
dtplag a teach or body bf water.

7. The dragon fly has-two%sets of wings. Each set of
wings moves independently from the other set.

(See'description of wasps.)

213
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Actitity Level: Knowledge

Objective: The children will learn specific facts about crickets.

Materials: ....:-Cricket' in a jar

Pictures of a cricket
k

.

Facts: 1. Crickets live to be about two years old.
2. Likeihe dragonfly they have two pairs of wings
3.',Crickets have a keen sense of hearing.
4. Their ears are on their front legs just below their

knees,
5: In China crickets are kept because they Are thought

to bring good luck. .

fi. Crickets rub their wings together to make "music".
7.,. Damage growing crops.

Description;"---See description of wasps.

Activity Level: Knowledge ,

= .

Objective: The children wi4 learn specificfacts about the butterfly.

dommoopaterials: Pictures of buttetflys
or

Jar with butterfly

Facts: 1. Butterflies sip nector from flowers.
2. They have hooked feet and can hang from them.
3. Some butterflies fly (migrate) south for the winter.
4. The monarch butterfly c(black and orange) is poiso-

nous to other-insects to eat.
5.,'There are four stages to the life of a batterfly -

egg, caterpillar, cocoon,.and butterfly.

r-
Description: See description of wasps.

Activity Level: Knowledge . .

Objective: The children will learn some facts about the praying
mantis.

Material: Photogtaph or slide of praying mantis.

, Facts: - 1. Praying mantis eat other harmful insects.
2. They don't chase their prey but hide in the bushes

and wait for them"to come within reach.
3. They are Owls hungry!

Description: See description of wasps. ?..1.4

4
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.'Activity Lever: Knowledge

J

Objective: The childien will learn specific facts about the Bee. I

/ela

terials:

Description:

Bee:

Bees in a glass jar
A tape recordineof bees
PhotAgrapha of bees c

_ .

The teacher can read the following information abort
bept and becople familiar with the facts. Present the

material that is most interesting to you. The children

recall the facts,whilh looking at bees.

honey bee
There amp:79_4114E19g bed -

2. Bees live in colonies or communities
a) Bumblebees'somettMes build burrows underground

cm in wooded areas.-
h4 Honey bees usually build hives.

.There are three types of beiS found in a bee hive.,
a) The. females lip are the worker bee.:
b) The drones ormales
c) The queen bee.

Activity Level:

,Objective:
\ ,

Material:

Description:.'

Comprehension

The child will label parts of an insect's body.

Ditto of insects body (See worksheet).

Crayons or water paints.

Using a diagram of an insects body, point to each
major part and ask the child to label each part.
Encourage the child to color ,the picture aftef
labeling it.

Activity Level: Application

Objective;

, .

Materials:

Descfiption:

Children will classify inseets.

Labeled pictures of insects

Loops

The children will classify pictures of insects into
three categories: flying, crawling, flying and crawling.
Ask the children when they see an insect, how does it

usually move? .

215
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Possible (Ant (young queen ants fly and crawl)
' :bee

beetle
cricket
flea

...g.rak§th9 P.2.§Lit

. 11 Cockroach
Praying mantis
mosquito
dirt Bobber (both)

-a

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Application

The child, will construct a project that will describe/
show the life cycle of a butterfly.

Any materials, the child thinks she/he can use to make
a visual representation of the life cycle.

Examplfs:

Oak Tage'
Clothes pin (wooden)

Description;

Yarn
Buttons'

Pipecleaners
Constructiom

Paper

p .g..-.=-c-,-

Tell the children the steps involved in the life cycle-°'
of a butterfly. Ask them to use the Materials you put
out to picture or sequence the cycle.

Life Cycle;

Some insects like butterflys and moths go through a.

special life cycle. Listen and see if you can remembet
each step of the life cycle.

1. The mother (female insect) lays a small egg. Inside .

the egg is a tiny baby. 0

2. The baby makes an opening in the egg and domes out '
as a caterpillar. The baby-then eats the egg shell.

3. The caterpillar eventually attaches itself to a plant .

and spins a cocoon.
4. The caterpillar stays in the cocoon for several days.

17
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. '

fipsa'ibie

"a

Inside'the'cocoon the caterpillar isrtbrni ng into
something Very-special.; . 1

One daY.the 'cocoon rips,open and out fil5'
butterfly. . ,

. -

example of lifecydlr

,

a

i "'
Q 4, . . . . ... QM,. Q . ...,AT ,V,.. , 4..6 4 ',Ili( ,I1 .4.1+X .74, ,11IL:f7U IR ,..L A

r a caraca. as-a arrar ,a-ra-a a aaraa.. a a ra,, a a a,aa,a.r.ra

ra

(7/

4

Egg Caterpillar Cocoon , . Butterfly

(Cardboard) (Painted (Cardboard' (Painted. clothespin
_ .

clothespin) covered with wings attached)
with yarn)

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

Materials:

The children will make-lady bug coStumes..

Antenna:

3 inch strips of construction paper
pipe cleaner

It

Wing:
Or e oaktag'
Blac oaktag
Sr
ito

..Ciamera

.

esdription: , This Project might take two arlaore days to finish..
Tel& the children they are going 4 make Odybug,
costumes that they can 'ear when they say the lady
bug riddles. :They can pretend they are bugs! The
teacher can photograph the children during this.
activity'and show the.picturea to the childrgn later.

. irocedurel: .I.s Antenna:

a) \let thehildren take turns measuring strips.
of construction paper .to fit on each others
eads. Staple a strip of paper together to fit

e h child's head.
b) at ch pipe cleaners to the constructiop paper

twisting theM to look Like antennas.

. II. Lady bug wings:

4)- cut a piece of string 91/2" long and tie a pencil

21.8...
st,

3 4
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O

to 'one end

b) on a large
by holding
your thuMb

Example:

n-206 -

to make a "string compass ".'

piece of ;range oaktag, drama-circle
the free end of the string steady with
and drawing a circle with-the pencil'.

4

,11F),mpt out the circle .

d) cut thd circle on the diametef to wake the wing

4Ib

tit

e) cut out small black circles and paste them -on
both wingik;

f) cut.iwo strips oorange oaktag and attach:their
to the underside of the wings: The child will
slide her/his arcs through the 'obi) to keepthe-
wings in place.

Actinity-Level: Analysfs-

Objadtive:

Materials:

The children will classify insects into twogrOupsi
helpful or harmful..

Y .

Photographs
or

drawings

A

- bf common insects

0 two boxes: one label "Ielpful!', the other "harmful"
I y

'and

a should be able to

Examples:

childeen will be given several pictures of insects
asked to pnt'fhem.in the.appiopriato box.'Children

give reasons for each Classification-

. Helpful Inds

1. Dtagonfilk - eats'-fli4arid voSquitos - beautiful
24 -Crickets - conaidere400d.luck
3. Butterfly - eats small insects - beautifulto lipook at

T.-
4.0

. ' .4 219
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Ralph' Insects, continued:

*4.. !laying mantis - farmers buy them and put them in
' their fAlds so they'll eat harmful insects.
They are always hungry.

°5. Bee - mikes honey----

6. Lady bug -Oats insects that threaten crops -
,considered lucky if yod catch one.

Harmful Insects

1. Wasps; sting
2. Ant - some ants .bite - will spoil human's

,Mosquito - some carry diseases - bite and
welt that itches

4. Grasshopper - eats farmer's crops -spits
5. Crickets At eats growing crops
6. Bee - will sting people

e'

Activity Level:

Objective:-

Materlals: 1,

Description"-

A'Synthesis

The childrita,

household ma

pipe-cleane
(paper) egg

. buttons'

food

leave a

)

broil juice

will make "insects' using a variety of
erials.

F
!cartons

tooth picks
water paints

The:t4cher can cut the egg cartons into sections o
three

3' sections of an
- egg carton

Give each child section of the 'egg Carton and ask
them Wpit'part of an insect the egg tartan might'look..,
,like. The egg carton can represent the head, thorax;
and abdomin. Remind the children of thedefiftition of
an insect:, insects are small animals with six legs.
Most insects have wings. Encourage the children to V
use the remaining materials to camplete the bug. The
children can paint theinsect if they want to.

. 1

4

Aitivity

Objective:

Material:

Synthesis

Play musical instruments in a unique andiunusual way.

Percussion instruments 0
Imagination!--

'Ao

220
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Descrifvion:

I

-208- 4.

iF ...-

Each child is given a musical instrument to play.
(Give the children.plenty of time to tune-up.) The
teacher can take one child aside at a time and tell
them to make music that sounds like an activity asso-
ciated with insects. - (Examples: hopping, flying,

'buzzing aro flowers, crawling, stinging, etc.)

As the chi plays his "music", the other children will,fr
listen d guess what insect'activity'the child is
imit ing through his/her playing.

The more frequently the children play thijosame, the
better they become..

Activity Leyel: Synthesis

ik

Objective: The children will plan an experiment.

Materials: w'definition o insects /diagram ok insects

. magnifying gl s .

paper and crayons

Description: The childre4Izill be'given a variety of small insects'
414 spiders, For each "small animal" given, the children
will produce a plan that will prove whetherlihe animal

' do s orrdoes not'fit into the elass of insect.

,Examples:

1. The children cari listrfhphysical characteristics
of the animals and cobpare it to the definition of
insects.

2. Compare the appearance ofthe animal to a diagram of
an insect.

3. Write out the facts and definition o insects and
extine the animal to'see,if it meets the require-

.

la&-ts to fit intothe

. Activity Lev Evalua,ioft

Objactiye: The children wf1i decide whiC se,,cts,,they'would, like

to have in the fields if they w

Materials: pictui, of common insects

Description: Turn the pictures face down and let each child pick one.
Let each child take a turn and say whether or not they
would want the pictured insect in their han4 to be living .

in their fields.-

a

1
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Activity Level:

'Objective:

< 4

Materials:

-.209

Evaluation

.

The-children will
to farmers...

paper
crayons
tape recorder

44'
4

to
fr

decid8 which insects lire valuable

41

Description:. Ask the children to think.about all'of the insects we've
talked about in class. Name some of the insects for-fhe
.children.

Encourage the children ,to 4raw a 'picture of their favorite
Insect - the one they liked best.

After the children complete their pictures 6a' everyone-
'bring their picture. and sit in a circle around-the tape
recorder.

Ask the children to explain why they drew'that particular
insect. Eavethem,give as much information about the
picture, as possible. Play the tape back for the'chikdren

"after everyone has had a turn..

7

Activity Level: At Project

Objective: The children will make a bee hive in order to better
4 understand al bee and how it'liVes.

Materials: balloon water .

paper mache' large bolV1
tempera paint flour

,.Description: Ask the children if they can think of some of the "homes"
different animals-build. List some examples: birds
build'nests, rabbits build burrows, and bees build hives.
let-the children build a bee hive.

ProCedunet-- 1. dow up a cone-Shaped balloon.
2. Tear a newspaper into strips 3 inches wide.
3. Make a-flour and water mixture io the large bowl

for the mache',.

4. Place several pieces of'newspaper in the mache'
mixture.

5. Covet the entire balloon wits peper mache'.
6. Allow the "hive" to dry at least 24 hours.
7. Paint the hive with tempera paint.

222
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Insect Unit Booklist

L

Arkhurst, Joyce Cooper. The Adventures of Spid4a. N416 York: S6ho1astic

'Book.Services,

Garelick,Ilay: Where Does the Buttetfly Go When it Rains. New York:

Scholastic Book Services, 1973.

Conklin, Madys. The Bug Club Book. NewYork: Hdliday House, 1966.

Information for bug collectors: equipment neededinstructions for
'mounting, suggestions on where to find them.

Selsam, Millicent E.- The Bug That Laid the Golden Eggs.

and Row, 1967.'

Blough, Glenn 0. Insects. 'New 'York:

New York: Harper-

,

McGraw-Hill, 1967
F

Good

Ditmars, Raymond L. Insects. New York: Lippincott, 1930.

A book ofinsect oddities.' -El-plains where the strange insects

world. are found.

Cpnklin, Gladys. Lucky Ladybugs. New York: Holiday House, Inc.

,,,,--,Hornblow, Leonora and Arthur.

InclUdeVinformation on
beetle/; praying mantis,

Wonders of the Mosquito World. .Nlw York, Dodd,Ault, Phil.
1970.

Insects do the-Stringest'Ibin'gs.

the dragonfly, ants, grasshoppers,
terpites and others.

I,

Brenner, Barbara.
1973.

fr

of the

1968

lit
.1968.

ladybird.

Mead and'Company,;

0
lk.

If You Were an Ant,' New York: Harper quad, Row, Publisherss

Films

'Encyclopedia Britannica Films:

) Insects in a Garden
Insect Zoci---

Animals at Work in Nature

Coronet Films:

' Insects in Their Homes
The Ant and the Dove
The Ant and the Grasshopper
How Insects Help Us
Insects: How to Recognize Them

223
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HOME ACTIVITIES

UNIT: iliSECTS

Activity L. Observe lome.ants or bees with your child. Watch them goingi

I in and out of their dwellirig. See if you can tell where they
are going and coal/1g from. Talk about what you see..

Adtivity 2. Callects-same wits and dirt in a jar. Watch to see the tunnels
they will make that are visible through the sides of the jar.

,

Place some crumbs on top of the dirt. and later, see if they are
stored underground in the tunnels.

,Activity 9. Look around your- yard and neighborhood for insects. If. you',

find any,' capture them 2n a jat and if you don't know their
; proper names, look them up in an' encyclopedia or other book.

aboueinsects. Make a'collection. You can makea displays
of them by sticking pins through their bodes (after they
are dead) and placing the pins in a cardboard. Place labels
on the cardboatd,neat to each one.

I

Actitty A. Discuss the uses of insects with your- c ld. Some are:
. 1) Praying mantis; lady bug ..-eat harmful bugs on plants in

gardens. Some people, buy large nu bets of these insects
and turn them loose in their gardens to eat these harmful
insects.

'2) Bees,- make Honey for us. 'Farmers keep bees and hiivest
the honey'.

'3) Provide food for birds,, animals, fish and otter insects.
Many birds and'unimils.eat insects as their main food.

4), someplants need insects to keep alive and to produce /'
fruit and flowers. Bees carry polleillrom.one plant to
another on'their feet. This makes th' plant fertile so
it can produce fruit and even vegetables: Apple_trees,
corn, squash. and many other plants-depend on bees for
this. ,

'5) Some tlowers 'cannot open their buds unless ants chew them
open. They produce a sweet sticky substance on their buds
which attracts the ants 1. peonies are one flower that
does this.

a
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Additional Ideas
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Activity Level:

'Objective:

Materials:

Description.:

r213

.SPORTS UNIT

t

Knowledge

The children will define words associated with sports

PictWieS of people playing different sports; pictures of
sport equipment from Sports-Iliustrated.Magazinei,

or

r

ordering catalogues
definitions '

The teacher shows the ch dren pictures 'of people playing

I

sports.

will be
umpire.

Sport:

While showing e pictures, define words that
commonly used in the unit: Sport, rule; team

4
is a game you play for pleasure

is a law that. guides you to play a game4or sport

correctly.

is a group that plays together to try to win a
game.

is the person in sports who rules on the plays.
(Referee) 1*-, '

Rule:

Team:

Umpire:.41-
4,-

/./.'

Activity Level:

Objective:
. ,

Materials:

description:

Knowledge

The children will label pictures of specific sports.

Pictures or slidiclof sports

The teacher will label pictures Of different kinds of
sports. The children will listen et the:definitions and
repeat them.

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:
ti

KnoOledge

The children will define specific sorts after listening
to a definition.

, Pictures Oftsports
Definitions of each sport

2 2 G
4

t
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Description: Over a period o two ween, the teacher will define specific

sports. (Pick out 5 or 6 sports ati time.) The children

will give back the definition ofeach.

SPORTS:
1. Baseball:

-AR is a game played with a ball and a bat, in which
play'er, after hitting, the ball, runs to the bases to make

a home run.

2. Football: is a game in which two teams try to take the
football over the goal line to make a tbuchdown'without the

other team stopping them.

'3, Basketball: is a court game .in which one team tries to
throw more balls through 2 high, netted hoop than the other

team.

4. volleyball: ,is a game played by hitting a ball with your

hand over a high het.

5. Tennis! . a game played in a court using a racket and ball..

The ,players try to hit the ball over a low net.

'6. Ice Hockey: is a sport played on ice where the players
use a hooked stick to try to.get the puck into a netted

goal.

Puck: a flat round disk use in Ice Hockey.

7. Skiing: a sport in which a person glides over snow or

4
water on'2 strips of wood or fiberglass.

8. Tabogganninv is a sport in which a special sled is ridden

' down a snow covere ourse in the mountains.
Taboggan is a long flat,sled with a curved up front.

9. Bowling: is a game where a player rolisi balldown an
oalley and trMs to knock over 10 wooden pins.

lb. Soccer: is a game in which two teams try to hit a ball into

a goal. The .players can use any part of/their body except
their hands or arms to hit the ball.'

. 4
. 11. Hunting: is the searching for wildlife to kill.

12. fishing: is the sport of catching fish usually using a Fod
and line with a hook,

13. Horseback riding:, The sport of riding a horse.

-14. Track: is any sport that involves running, jumping or throw-
ing in or around a track.

15. Ice Skating: is a sport_ in whisti-' a person glides over ice on

ice skates. art

Ice skates: are fitted boots with a metal runner on the
. bottom. .
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Activity Level: Knowledgq

. Objective: The children %;ifl recognize equipment that goes with specific
sports.

(
Materials: Sports equilipent: mit, baseball, football, helmet, tennis

racket, tennis balls, etc.

-215-

Description: The teacher names and shows the, equipment fOreacb sport
, as she/he introduces the sport to the children. The child-
ren fepeat the names of the equipment after the 'teacher.
Let the children touch, tlay with, and examine each piece of
Shuipment. The teacher can demonstrate how tR,use.each
piece of,-equipment and take the children through the_motions
of using the equipment.

Activity Level: Knowldege N
Objective: The children will repeat rules_about spedific sports.

Materials: .Pictures of sports; verbal' description of a sport scene
fpam a radio/telecast. '

Description: As the .teacher shows pictures'and defines each sport,,she/
he will explain a few simple rules of each sport. Then
thechildrenwill repeat the rules the teacher has ex-

,plained to them.

ty Level: Comprehension

..

suchObjective: The children. will define words uch as.sport, team, gimpire,
and rule in their own words.' _ - .

.

'Materials: Pidtures of sports
. ,

,
. . .

Description: The teacher plows thA children pictures of different sports
and asks the children to define: sport, team, rule, and umpire.
The children answer in their own words. 1

, p

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objeetive: The children will demonstrate how to play different sports.

1 Mateci.als:

Description:

_-

.

Pictures ©f a specific sport;- equipment used play
different sports:,

The teacher showsthe children pictures or equipment from
different Sports, then aiks.the children to define the

. .

sport and demonstrate how it is played. Depending
.

on the rt ,

sport one or more children can demonstrate it.

226
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Activity Level: Comprehension

.4-

"--216

'Objective: The children will sequence:a 4 to 8 part pictured sequence.,
story after the teacher tells the story.

*Materials: 4 to 8 part pictured sequence story
ditto

Description:. The teacher tells a story about sports. Then the children
sequence they.ictures going from first to last, putang
them in the correct order. r.

Suggestiops for stories: ,.

1. Baseball player hitting a ball.

2.. Football player kicking a ball over a goal post,

3. Skier racing down a mountain.

4: Fisherman catching a fish.'

5. Bowler making a strike;

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective: After hearing a descriptive sentence read to them, the
children will name the appropriate sport.

sentences
pictured of specific sports; equipment
sports equipment

The teacher will-read a sentence that describe a'sport.

The children will either name the sport or pick a picture
that the sport,describes. For variety, have the children
'choose a piece of equipment that oes with a specific sport.

1. This is a sport in which -you use i large ball
,

that is thrown through a highIioop.

2. This sport is ,played on a4cotat and the player
uses a racket and a small ball.

Materials:

Description:

Sentences:

. This sport is44done on snow and the person uses
narrow strips of wood_or fiberglasp.

4. This sport is played withteamP. Each team uses
a bat and a ball to make a home run.

4 ,
4-

)
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'Activity Level

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

- 217 -

Comprehension

:The children will describe action in pictgres about

sports.

-Action pictures Of sports '

, ..
, /-

The teacher will give each child a pictu e that shows
some action involved with several d ent kinds of ,

sports. Thy. each childwill desdribe what is happen-
ing in their pictures for the whole class.

Activity Level: Application

Objective: The children will associate equipment with a sport.

Materials:

°

Description:

.Sports equipment
or

Pictures of equipment

The teacher shows the childr t e equipment associat
...Ttwith Akparticular eport and asks the children which s rt

the equipment gc4s with. This could be done with as many
sports as you have equipment or pictures. Or an association
worksheet could be used.

Example of a worksheet

2 0

J.*
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Activity Level: i%ppliCation

Objecive:

Materials:

-218 -

The 'children will solve a-problem involving a sport" 41

- or &-game.-

Written problems situations
Or

B oard games-isuch as: rfootbail
basketball

have
of the children,may,

have these at home.)

Description: This activity can'be dOrie in Otte of two ways The teacher

reads a problem situition to the children a ey have
to find a sClution.rk-second way would be fat.the children
tot play a..board game of football or basketball and when a
situation warranting a rule comes up, the chi,A0r&I will
decide how to solve the problem. <

Problems:

1. Someone has hitthe'bal/i(aseball) 3 t s, but

they -Were foul balls.'-"Who decides whethe7they are
out or not and how do'they decide?

2. Someone in a football game kicks the ball at the goal
post, but no one is sure it went through the posts.
Who decides whether. or not it went through the posts

and how do they decide.

1

Activity Level: Application

\
Objective: The children will go on a field trip and thetf.write an

experience story ebo..ut the trip.

Materials: Pencil and paper (or crayons and paper)

Description:- .The teacher will organize a field trip to a sporting
goods store. The children will look for all the different
vuipment in the store.. When class returns to school, the

__ __children will write or dictate to the teacher what they
,did and saw at the store. Another activity would be for
the children to draw what they saw.

Suggestions for other field trips:

1. Any professional sports event'or game in your, area.

--:Any-sperts event at a school dear by.

3. Little League games. .

V

4. Have the class from a team and play another cliss.
I

23 i



Activity Level: Application

ObjectiVe:

Materials;

Description:

OUTDOOR

-219 -4

.4

'4fhe children will classify sports in a new way..

4

2 large to'ild circles'
pictures of sports or sport equipment

The teacher shows the children 2 circles and asks them to
think of new ways to classify sports.

Example: One circle can repiesent outdaor spOrts and the'

other indoor sports. Encourage the children to_classify
the pictures'or equipment in ttie correct circle. For

variety, have ale circles overlap. The area in the
middle can represent sports that 'can be played in-or'

odt of doors.

football
baseball
golf

skiing

tAbogganing
hunting
fishing

ice-
skatin
track
asketba
tennis
hockey

BOTH
gr. ,

bowling
Jraool

gymnastics

r.

INDOOR

p

4...

Activity Level: Analysis J ,k

. OlVecti:(7e: . The chiyren wiW-tell.similaritieB,And differences in

Oh ilisportsi / ..
- .

. . _ .

%

4.2,11:
. . , .

Materials:

Description:
.

Pictures of sports- and/or. sports equipment
0, b

.41

dp pictures oftwo different sports.
how the sports are alike?
en compare the sports in their own

The teacher will hold
Then ask the children
-DPf-ferent? .The ch

words.

Examples of sports to compare:

4

- Volley vall vs. Tennis
Skiing vs. IcSkating
Soccer vs. Footb411

Ice Mickey vs. Ice skatingir.
Hunting vs. Fishing

2 3 ":

46



Activity Level: Analysis

-

..

Objective: The children will act out or pantomte..differint sports.

'Materials: Sports equipment (optional)
.

-Description: This activity can be done in oneof two ways. First, the

children can ussrthe equipment and actually play the
sport Usingine or more children. Second, the children.
can play charades and pantomime the spqrt for the lathe;
children. The other Children would guess whateport.thes
child was. pantomiming.

" ......
/--- 7 1, f

- i ed

4ot

. .

Ac iiity Level: Analyils
.

Objective: children will look at pictures' or listen'to a record-4e
. -

ing of a ,sport event and name ale appropriate sport. .0'

11116
:/7*Materials Pictures of sport

Tape recording of Is's"ptits

Description: This activity can be done in one of two ways. The teacher"
..can show the children pic4mEes Of different sports and,
ask the children to name the sport and give .a reason VD/.

. ,their choice or the teher can play a ecordingqicf ae.

came or sport andAsk the children to hall& the sport.
P Encourage ti4 children to explain their choice.,
"c

'
&

Adtivity Level:, AnalYsis- 4

r

Objective:. The children willeallid and dfaw in .the missing parts ol
a sports scene.

4ir Materiala:-

.710440

,pictures of spor,ts sceddi

Ditto'

Crayons anoilltincilb
..110

. Tesdription: The teachei draws several. s rt acenei on a :ditto. Then
, Is

r

, runs off enough fot the claps. tach child finds the
missing parts and draws itf n. Then colors his/her'-_
pictures && 4...

4

- 4

1

.01

* r.2 . ,

1

I



'Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

- 218 -

Analysis

-The child will put together an unseen picture puzzle
of a

Teachersiacke or commercial sport puZzle

The children are given.tb, broken putzle of a sport
and askedto pi the pulifTe together. The child has
to know the parts that make up the whole to be. ableto
put the puzzle together.

C--------"Teacher-liade puzzles:.

(

1. Paste'a magazine picture of a sports event on a piece
of thin cardboard.

2. Next,'after
into Rieces

3i Sports
for,pict
sebres.

4

O.

pasteor glUe has dried, cut-out picture
to make the puzzfe.

trateagaiine would be good source
'or ordering` catalogues fromiepartment

40.Activity Lee-1: Synthesis

Oblective:

Mategials:

Description:

r.

1

The children Oiliaplan a.trip to a ball game.--,\
)

'Large sheet of paper
Magit-Maiker

°

' if

..
The 'teacher 'tells the Lhildren they are gaing iiiiia field - _
trip, to a. ball game. flecthe.children to-,think of some/things,., ...

.. they'll need for the trip. As tale children. come tip with
,ideas-, the teacher writes them down, The tgacher tatY.Tuggest
a few things to gets,the children stetted. \ .

.
! PI

- .y. 40
Ideas!

4

1. Need 4, buy ticket'
2..Arrsage transportation
3. Arrange for Linch (if needed)

Arranlge for wane to.earn money.
a. car wash
b. bake sale,
c. -white elephant s
- .

.-1Actiyity Leyel:

Objective:

Materials:

r-N-4,
../6

5*' Nd

to pay for snacks, etc.

4

Sy'nthedis

The46ildren will develop an, ending
.

Beginnings af'stories. 2
.

.

.11

p

fora sports story.
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lapscription: The teacher begins a stor/ about sports. The children
, are seated in a circle, the child t9 the right of the

teacher adds a part to the story. It continues around

the-eircle until every child has. added something te it.
1

The last child ends the story.

Beginnings of Atories:

-
1% One there as alit le bay who wanted to .make a

-home. run.' He....

2: fOnce.there was a little'ilrl sliding down a ski slope

when ....

,.3. Some children were riding horses in the woods when....

1

Activity Level: Synthesis

Obj 1111110 The children will combine two or more sports to create a

new game.

Materiali:

Deieription:v The teacher tells the children that they are going to

10 invent a new game by combininetwo or three games.
After the children decide the game rules, the children

will play the game.

fy

Games to combiae:

Volleyball/Tennis
Horseback riding/Hockey
Soccer/Foodball
Basketball/Tennis/Volleyball

Activity Level: Synthesis

Objective: The children will filpd a substitute for sports equipment.

Materials:.

6

1 scription:

Sports equipment
or

Pictures of sports equipment

The teacher shows a piece of equipment to the children
and asks them to pretend they do dbt,havera piece of
equipment.* Then the teacher asks the children what they
could, use to substitute for the piece of equipment.

*How they could play baseball, for example, if they
didn't have a bat.

35-
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Equipment-to substitute.

baseball bat
baseball
basketball goal
volleyball net/tennis net
hockey stick
toboggan sled,
bowl4ig ball &/or pins
fishing pole/lige/hook

Substitutions

big stick
any round object or newspaper
clothes basket without bottom
itring,
stick with, curved bottom
cardboard
'another bill and plastiC bottles
stick, string and safety pin

Activity Level: Evaluation

Objective:

4.

The children will decide from all the sports studied; which
one was most satisfying or exciting folk them.

Materials:` Any materials the child can Use independently to get his/
her ideas across

.4. Examples: .paper
a

and crayons; tape rellarder; pictures
41--m-0 . frot magazines; clay; pie cleaners.

'.

bescription _Ask each child which,'sport they-studied they liked best.
EriCourage the children to make a product (avicture,
object, etc.) that will show their favorite sport.
Have the ch4l*ren take turns talking about their produCt.

..
and telling why they chose their particular sport.

)
.,,

.
,

4 .

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

0
DescriptiOn: The teacher Can choose "4 to talk about with the

dbildrOo... If,'for example., baseball is chosen, the
leacher can ask tile Children if they remember some rules
'they'velearned alogut baseball helped them to play a
'fair game. .ialk about the situations where rules have
helped. 0Encourage children to write new rules to make
the game more suitable for the children. ,

(.0

Evaluation

Thedcbildrenowill tell what they like and dislike
9144'i:fie 'spoits, .*

of 'sports

about'

7.

4

11P
te
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SPORTS UNIT BOOKLIST

The Ball That Wouldn't Bounce. New York, Schglastic Book

1972.

Outdoor Games. Toronto: Lion Press, 1966.

Harbin, E. O. Games of Many Nations. New York: Abingdon Press, 1968.

Dresser, Lawrence T. Sports. New York: Maxton Publishing Corporation, 1958.

Rockwell, Anne. Games (and how to play them). New York: Thorids Y.

Crowell.
v.

Mafterson, Elizabeth. Games for the Vert Young. 'New York, American Heritage 1,

--r ;

- Presq, 1969.

Cebulash, M01. Basketball Players Do Amazing ThIftgs. New York: RAndom

House, 1976.

Devaney, John. The Story of Basketball. New York: Random_House, 1976.
cz- 1

Tunis, John R. Sport for the Fun of It. New York: Ronald Press Company, 1950.

A handbook of information on nineteen sports including yofficial.rules.

Jackson, RObert B. ',Athbar, Giant of fhe NBA. New York: Henry Z W.alck, Inc.

1970,

Weigle, Oscar and Anthony Lupaklle. New York, New York: GrOssetgand Dunlap,
1973. The Running, Jumping, Throwing, Sliding, Racing, Climbing Book:
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HOME ACTIVITIES

UNIT: SPORTS

4

Activity 1. Attend a sports event with yapr child. This could be'anything
from a junior high football game to a professional,hocky game..

Explain the uniforms that each team is wearing. How protective
gear is worn by certain players or all players. Explain Ne
referees' or other officials' function. Ta1k about the score
and the way it is kept and displayed.

Activity 2. Talk about seasons for sports. "Relate sports seasons to seasons
of the year - fall - football; winter - basketball; summer - .

baseball, etc. 'Different sports are associated with different
AP seasons. Talk about,each-sport and how each has aditpted to the

weather. Discuss how these sports and their peCuliarities are
related to the 4Ieason they are played in. (For example: -Basket-
ball is played indoors and the season occurs in the winter when
it is too cold to be outdoors very much.)

Activity 3. Play ar game with your child that is as much like one of the'
popular sportsas you'feel is appropriate. (For example, if
your Child is very young, hang a bucket with the bottom cut out
on a /tree or post about 3 feet off the-grpiifirind let your child
throW any ball into the bucket to make "baskets".)

Activity, 4 Re a stdry about a sport to your child. Yodtlibrarian may
be ble to Map you locate stories about a. particular sport or

its in general.

I.
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ZOO 'WIT

Activity Level Knowledge

Objective: rhe dhild will listeneto and remember the names of some
zoo'animAls.

pictures of a zoo and/or slittet of a zoo
pictures of a zoo keeper
pictures of zoo animals and /or models of zoo animals

Description: The child will repeat definitions otwhat a zoo is, a zoo
keeper and name or label some zoo animals after the teacher.

t rials :

A zoo is .a place where many kinds of animals can be visited.

A zookeeper is a person who takei care of the animals at the
zoo.

Zoo Animals: 411 lion

giraffe
elephant
Wear
zebra

1. Zookeeper feeds, waters, and cares for ,the animals.
0
2. -He/she also cleans cages.

camel monkey
kangarbo skunk
tigers- . seal

hippopotamus alligator
rhincicerd

and more.

1

Activity Level: Knowledge

Objective: The children will-listen to a story' about ,a zoo and answer
who, what and where questions about the story.

MateriRls: story

questions

lescription:, The teacher reads a story to the children about the zoo,
then asks the children questions about the story. The
questions must be directly

questions
story. The children

must listen to the story and, answer questions correctly.

Questions:

.- Who was the maialperson in the story?

- What did the person do?

- Where did the story take place?

240
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classes. Such as reptilei, mammals birds.
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Activity Level: Comprehension
41

Objective: The child will, in his own wards, define terms associated

with the zoo.-

Materials: pictures oi>
pictures of zoo animals
pictures of zoo kkepef

Description: The child is shown pictures and asked to give a definition

or describe the 'zoo and zoo -keeper. Also the child will

name some zoo animals.

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective:

Materials:

Child will be able'to sort zoo animals from those'that are

not zoo animals.

2 boxes
too animals (toy)
farm animals (toy)

Description: .Teacher says to the child, "Some of these animals you could

: see at the zoo. Put all zoo animals in this box and put all

the anima's ydu wouldn't see at the zoo in this box."

ti
.Aaivity Level: -Comprehension

Objective: .
Child will be able to match pictures th'at are alike.

AT

Materials:- Zoo lotto game

Description: Each child is dealt a large card withe.- pictures of zoo

animals on-Iti. Then from a group of individual, 'cards,

each child is dealt1,6 cards. Then, if'he doesn't have it,

the child asks who has an elephant or whatever animal is

SI
on his card and giyes it to thae`chAd. The child who

fills his large card first, wins. A higher level 'would

be for the children to match animals of the different

Activity. Level: Comprehension

Objective: , The child will retell story and iiiut pictures of story in

the, correct order.

Materials: a story
pictures-of zoo animals and'a little girl.

241.
I
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Description:
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The child will listen to a story about a little girl who
gets lost. -After hearing the story, the child will retell
the story in his own words and place the pictures in the
correct order.

Note: See story at end of unit.

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Comprehension

The child will recognize the sounds of zoo animals

tape recording of zoo animals' sounds

Teacher will holdup picture of each animal as the record
plays and tell Oich animal makes that sound. Next, the
record is playea again and child picks out the picture of
the animal.

Activity Level:

Obj ective:

Materials:

Description:

Comprehension

The children will listen to a sentence describing a zoo
animal and name the animal or select A iictute_of_the,animAi.

pictures or slides of zoo anipals

The teacher will read a sentence describin&A zoo animal.
The children.name the animal or select a picture bf the
correct animal.

Sentences:

1. I am an

ela

animal with a furry mane and I roar. Who am I?

2. I am an animal with a long, long neck and rhave spots.
Who am I?

3.- I have a long trunk or nose and floppy ears. Who am I?

4. 'I look like I have striped pajamas on. Who am I?

5. I have a pouch to carry my baby in and t hop. Who am I?

Activity Level:

Objective:

Application

The child will visit a zoo, recognize animals, hear Sounds
they maki and experience" smells and other facts about the zoo.

;244
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Description: The child will take a field trip to a zoo. While at the zoo

children will be asked questions about what they are seeing,

smelling and hearing.

Questions:

- What class Hof animals dO each animal belong'in? and why?

- How do animals get to the zoo?

What do the different animals eat?

- How do the animals protect themselves?

- Where do the animals (beArs) live other than the zoo?

- which animals are helpful to man?'

- Do we eat any zoo animali9

Classes of animals:

Mammals Reptiles Fish

Birds Amphibians Insects

Activity Level: Application

Objective: Child will act like a particular zoo animal such as (zebra,

elephant, lion, giraffe)rin ,front of a group of children.

The children will guess which animal he is.

4ateri4Ls: pictures of zoo animals

Description: When shown a picture of an animal, the child will act like

the animal in front of a group. The group will try to guess

which animal the child is playing.

Activity Level: Application

Objective: The children will classify zoo animals in a different way.

Materials: 2 large circles
toy zoo animals or pictures of zoo animals

Description: The teacher tells the children that they are going for

classify zoo animals in a new or different way. Then she/he

gives the children toy zoo animals and 2 large circles. She/

he tells the children to put all the animals that eat' only

meat in one circle, all that eat vegetatio* in the other, and 4
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those that eat both in the middle. _

11\

moAkel
bear
tki.4

- -0

csraii t.
scbr
carAt I

syluo

on eating
Activity Level:. Application

Objective:- -The children Will match pictures of baby animals or toy,
baby animals with pictures- or toys of ad imals.

Materials: pictures of adult and baby zoo animals
or . _

toys of adult` and baby zoo animals,

Description: The teacher shows the children the animal. and asks the
children to match the baby animals with the mother animals.
Children place_mother with baby of all the animals.

Activity Level: Application

Objective: The children will list all the animals they can think of
and tell,why"they would be -good zoo animalg or not.

Materials: large.sheet of Paper blackboard 0

-44.
magic matter chalk . ,

$

Descri ption: The teacher asks thee-childr41en to think of and name all the
animals they can think of while jhoihe writes them down.-

0$
v -'. .

244
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After doing this, the teacher goes back over the list And
ask the-children why each one would be a good animal for a
zoo to have or why it would not be goad.

If
Some reasons for not appropriate animals:

1. See all the time in neighborhoOd.

2. They are pets.

'3. Need very large ground to roam on.

Some reams faiappxopriate'animals:

1. Uncommon animals

2. They are becoming extinct.

3.- They have been injured and dabi not survive inzthe

wild.

Activity Level: Analysis

jeetive: To put tog ther parts'of an elephant tt make a whole.

. Materials:

Description?

t paper bag
4 clothes pins

string
constructioppapei

Fill 11 paper bag with newspaper'dnd tie-with string,. Twist

second 1/2 of bag and tie with. tring. Cut paper ears and

. paste on. Crip clothed pins on Bottom for legs. Paste-

cifcles for eyes and cord or yarn for tail. This activity

could be done two ways - One may-would be to have a-model
for the children to6 Aee and then give each child the materials
and ask them to copy it or a second way would be to give the
child the materials and say, "Can you make a zoo animal, from
these materials?"

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

Vyb

. . .

.1

yo
..1

Child will be able to find and draw what is missing from a



.

Nts

Matetals:

Description:,

- 230 -
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V

picture of an elephant with no trunk.orocael with no hump
or zebra with no tail.

pictures of animals with missing parts.
crayons or magic markers.

itth,

Child isgives picture suah as an elephant with no trunk.
Child drais the missing part on the animal.

Activity Level: Analysis

.
1

.

Objective: Th1 hildren will'paint picture of zoo.animals either from
"-". ry or.by looking at pictures.

...1 .

-
$

Materials:, ,,,_ small paint brustral-- pictures of zoo
water,coldr or temperaTainti ?i. animals
paper (newsprint) : . . .

<,

.:strips of black construction paphr
1

i ''. ,

Description: The teacher asks each child to faint a picture of one zoo
animal. The child can decide which animal he/she w to to
paint and whether he/She'needs a picture to, paint f om.
When the picture is dry; each child pasts strips ofblack

,paper over his picture to repcesent the animal's ca e at the
zoo. - '

or

Actftity. Level:

Objectiie:

Miterials:

Synthesis
.

/
. .

.

The' child will planva trip tothe'zoo intfu .ding how to get
there., what to dowbile there, and'how long to stay.

magic markers
poster board
map 4

Discription: Teacher asks the children what would be best way to go
to the'zoo?.. After de'ciding blr looking at ale map, the

child wild dralia picture on tbe poster board of a car.

. 2 4 6

4
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,.. bus, or whatever the mode pf transportation. Then discuss

hey would do whil4,at the zoo :,end what theyt;buld bee ,

rb. Thei draw pictures of what they might see. 'Next, talk
.

out what would be the best time to stay, and howthey would

ome home. If children's fine motor skills,were not developed

enough for the - drawing, the teacher culd sketch the pictures.
A

mfr.,

SI

, -

ActiVity Level:c Synthesis
OM"

QbJective: The:children will plan a zoo without cotes.

Materials:.

r.

crayons or magic markers
large pieces of paper

The teacher tells the children that they are going to plan

a zoo that has no cag . The teacher gives each child a

,piece of large pap d crayons, then Asks the children

to-draw 'a, zoo without cages thinking of how much land-they

would. need muck, land each animal would need, what-

hoiett each animallktyes'in, how the people would be protected

from.the animals, and which animals would be best for th zoo.

Theildren draw their"pictures and tell the class abou

their Wanagor a. zoo.

Activity_ Level: Evalu4iCT 4

Objective: '.
The child will decide what zoo animal he /she likes b

.1/ .

-

'Materials: p ictures orzoo,animals
* ....,

.

. '
...

.,beiciptit,hc. ' 'The teacher show§tile child pictures of'zoo

''the ,child to. choose which _animal helshe lik- .

.. ,

,he /she lees it best.
.

,

tt and*why,

s and ass
d why

r
Act61ty Level.: 'Evaluation

Objective:

Materials:
e

Description:
A

tr

The children will listen to two stories'abodt zoo's and the t,
keeperweild decide who was the best zookeeper and why. IP"

,

2 stories ibout'zoO and zookeeper

The teacher reads the children two stories about zoos

keepers,ehin asks the children whO was the-best zooteeper in -4
and, zoo

the stories and why theymphink_he was4 the best. -

40
24,7
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.

1., .

.

Once ,there was;a littlegk ntl for a walk. She .

. 1;04e
'walked too far andgot loot:-,, en she met different zoo
'animals: She asked each Animal where-she was. and who
they were. .Tiagi each tell het-who thek-are, but they do

,

,*, not know where she is until finally the elephant ktowi
, .

. hecause an elephant never forgpis: --
_

.. . :i 0'
41(Could4be as few daeas many animals 0 desired.)''

ZOO UNIT BOOKLISI
AC,

No on Hatches the Egg. Di. Seuss...!

.Greit pictures. Not, too wordy. This stou=is about an eletthany
who tries to hatch' an egg.

111P

e .

What Limals Do. Richard Scarry.
. ,

'Labeled pictures of'tllustrated'aninals and birds.

Goodtime Animal Book. "Pearl mitts.
0

Photographs of a variety of farms zoo, and everyday animals. A
light, comical look at animals.

The Big Eleihant. Golden Book. Kathryn. and Bry Jackson.
,

Story of an elephant that.leaves th ircus and tries a variety
of city careen!: Good, clear illustrations. little wordy for
preschbol

,

4001' Crai5, Zoo.
S./ Norman

4
Brfdwell.

Cleai illustrations. /bokeeper leaves and puts hiswife'in charge
of the animals. She triea to make iiny ridiculbus.thanges. Godd

.-

learning experience.

A Lion in the Meadow. Margaret Melly._

.401 Colorful ?tures. Long story.4m.a .4

Animal Babies. Arthur 'Gregor. Published by,Harper and ,Row.'

A book of photographs of zoo animili and, their babies. Nice-
. 'pictures and information about the aqimals."

.

,

New At The Zoo. Peter Lippman., Published by Harper and Row.
.

This is a storS? '13out a neW animal at the zoo Who would not sleep.'
-

A 24a
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Zoo-unit booklist '(continued)

OP
Talking books:

Our Captive Anima's. By Joseph J. McCiy. RD6082.

Emphasizing the contributios z'o animals make.

Iwo the Late Bloomer. RD6303

Story of a tiger who can't read, write, draw, or)eat neatly.

Where the Wild Things Are. Maurice Sendak. TB3167.

a

d'. *
.Story of a lit bRy who. vJits an imaginary land-where the

wild things ar

FILMS

"Looking at Reptiles". EncyClopedia Britannicailms., ,11 minutes.

"Brown Bears Go Fishing ". Coronet Films. 11 minutes

"Black Bear Twins". Encyclopedia Britannica Films. 10 minutes.

'zoo Baby Animals:. Encyclopedia Britannica Films. 11 minutes.

"Mother Deer and Her Twins". Encyclopedia Britannica. 11 minutes.

If

"Elephant Baby" andiElepharts". Encyclopedia Britannica Films. 11 minutes.

"Animal Ways They Eat". Encyclopedia Britannica. 11 minutes.

"Big Animals i/ grice Encyclopedia Britannica Films.

"Zoo-Animals in Rhyme". Coronet Films; 11 4tes.

"Rikki°- The Baby Monkey ". EncyClopedia Britannica Films. 11 minutes.

"Flipper the Seal". Coronet Films: 11 minutes.;

yit

5

2 "
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Activity, 1.
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Activity

Activity

Actiiity

Activity
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HOME ACTIVITIES'

1
Unit: Zoo

' s

If your child has to animals that are found itn the zoo, get
them out mid together set up a pfetend zoo.. Help your child
say the names.of'the animals'and dfecuss what foods each one
eats.

- .

Play,a tame o "Guess_ 4at4animal this,is." rescribe a zoo2.
i ve..:*

anima), and tell 'whet it eats and where it comes from and ask'
you child to. tell you it's, e. steep score if you like by
giving the child'a point for ch one guessed,and yourself a
point for each one not guesie . (Make'sure your child

6
has

some sdccess!)

3. Find books orencyclopeaia with information about some of the
animals in the zoo and find .spt where they come from. For

,:ez;smple: A tiger comes from India, etc. Your librarian can
help you with-findOg this information and guide you to some
%good bbaks..

,

-

4. Ldok in your T.114, schedule to find programOd* wild animals
,--- tch one with your child. Point outythe7 ifferenckbez

11111a4 life in the wild and in the zoo. .

-

54 Talk with your child about "extinction" and the problem of
endangered species." Explain, that the developing cities and
faime have made it harder and harder for some wild animals to
survive and how zoos and other efforts of man help preserve
some examaes of au4mals,,so Ova they will not 411 be killed.
Explaf6 how, zoos exist to give people the chance tg see animals

0 that are too-dangerous or come from too far away to be seen
any other way.

2 5 0
z.,

41,
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HOLIDAY UNIT: HALLOWEEN

Activity Level: Knowledge
. -4.

Objective: The children will #efine words let are associdted with
'Halloween. -

.
. , 0

Materials: pictures of a halloweed mask
s pumpkin

4.4' 4 jack-O-lantern
children trick ei treating .'

bats, black cat, witch.
skeletons'

k .
. ghost-..

Description: While looking at pictures, the teacher wild define the words
associated with Halloween and the children will give'the '

'..
. daftiration_ back to the eaCher. t

.

Words to define

- Halloween - is a day when some children dress up and ,

visit.frieads.to get candy. Children dress up as witches,
ghosts, skeletons, black cats, clowns, puthpkinsi fancy
ladies or gentlemen and lots of others.

-S.

44.

. -,Mask - is something .you put over your-fac e so people do
not know-who you diEe.

- ,Pumpkin is a fruit on a.vine.

- Jack -O-lantern - a puthpkin with*a face cut,in it and a candle
ihside7. I "

- Bats - are small black animals that-are usually` found flying
in caves or dark areas:

- Black cat - is a cat that is black and associated with witches
and bad luck.

- Witch - is.an ugly old 'woman w is believed to have magic
.powers,

0 1

- Ghost 1 is a demon Whodresses'up 'in a sheet-like costume.

- Skeleton - is the Ulbnesof'a.person or animal.

Activity Level: Knowledge
.

Objective: The children will learn some facts about"how Halloween
originated.

\
,

. Materials: Pictures of children trick or treating.
_ . . -

o

01

. -..
. .

.

Description: , The Children will repeat some facts about how Halloween
originated after hearing the teacher tell them.

-'

l .

Pact: Halloween comes from all Hallowb' Eve when evil spirit

1
were supjosed to roar the world. This holiday'is celeb ated

ft on October 31st.
25Z
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Facts; On Qctober 31st-there was an end-of-summer celebration in

Britian Bobbing for apples and putting out fruit or vegetable
arrangements were 4t part of the celebration. Nowiewe do this

on Halloween., . ,
,

The Celts beliSved that all dead people went back to where they

lived on the31st day,of OCtober.andthat is why people dress.

like ghosts and skeletons on Halloween.'

Long agO,inEngland the children (on all Saint'fi Day) went,

li-om house to house begging for cakes and that is how . ,

children scatted trick or treating in the United States.W
People no. longer believe in ihoits and evil spirits but we

.
still enjoy Halloween because it captures our Imagination'.

r

4

Activity Level: Comprehension .

Objective: The chil Will associate things that go with Halloween4,,

Materials:. A worksheet with things associated with Halloween and

other holidays. , .

Description: The teacher gi s the childten a worksheet and asks the

. children to cir e all the things associated with Halfioten.

..._
k

Li time permits, the children *Apt color the pictures.
16\ Al.

(See Worksheet.),

411

Activity Level: Comprehension

, Objective: The children will list and define words that are as is " -d

with Halloween.
.
,
Materials: Pictures of Halloween .

-,

Description: kTheteacher shows the children pictures associated with

, , .Halloween and asks dhem, to label each one and define the

, pictUres or words.
. ,

Activity Level: Application

OtiVeCeiVe.: 'The children will seqience pictures about getting ready
for Halloween .without model and tell .the teacher the

story.
NN

Materials: 4 to 6'part sequence story

, .

Description: The children are given ditto pictures about Halloween.,-
They are asked to put the pictures .n the correct order.
Then,the teacher asks tie child to tell her/him the story ,

about the pictures. (See pictures on page .)

4.

2.53 1



Activity Level:

Objective: The children will answer wkquestions-about Halloyeen

-Materials: Pictures of Halloween associated objects or Halloween
.. O'

.--4objects. .

- 238 -
a

A

ONO

Deseigtption: While lookiAg at the pictures of Halloween objecti, the
children will answer why questions asked by ihe teacher.

Questions such as:

.
- Why is Halloween called-Halloween?

I
- Why is it `on OCtober 31st? -

- Why'do ptople bob for apples on Halloween?
- ,Why do people dress like ghosts s6d skeletons on

i
Halloween? , e

- Why do,children trick of treat.on Halloween? .

- Why do we still celebrate Halloween?

Activity Level: Synthesis
- 0

Objective: The children wilt plan a Party to celebrate Halloween

Materials: 'Paper

Pencils
41k.

Description: 'The teacher tellA the children they are going to lave a
Halloween party. ,Then she/he asks the children to plan it.
The teacher says het/she will write *down what they will have
to eat and what they will do at the party.

The teacher can help by asking "etch queatipns

- What do you think we Should have to eat?
Teacher should list everything and then go back and

. ask if they call easily get the things.

- What do you want to do at. the party?

-...Can you think of new games to play at thg Partyk,_

- What do you want to wear to the party?

2,5 4
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Activity Level:

Objective:
.1b

Materials:

Description:

S

t

Evaluation.

The children wi answer
and why?

gone,

-'240-

what they like best about Halloween

,
The teacher asks a.group of children what they like best
about' Halloween and' why aid writes it' on the blackboard.

The teacher trieg to get several answers.

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

.°

Synthesis
/

The children will make ghosts from tissues.

white tissues Al ,

string
black magic markeA

The teacher presents the.above material to the children. She

then ask the children how they can maki a ghosts from above
material. The children ball up, one tissue and place in another
tissue, then tie stringaround it for the ghost's head. Then
each child dots the,ghost's eyes, nose,an4 mouth with the
black magic markers.

4.

.6

25C.
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HOLIDAY UNIT: THANKSGIVING'
as,

Activity Level: Knowledge

Objective:
s

The clildrevving. remember words, definitions and facts 4.

about Thank

Materials:- definitions
words
facts
pictures of things associated mith Thanksgiving,

Description: The teacher shows the children pictures' of things we associate
with Thanksgiving. As 'she/he does this, the teacher defines A
each word and gives some fact about ThanksgiAng. The , _

children will.recall the facts after the teacher, gives it to
them.

6

Definitions:

1. Thanksgiving: is a holiday celebrated to, give thanks for
all our food, clothing,, families and homes.

2. Pilgrims: the first'peopie ,toés ocerand aegis
in america.

3. Turkey: a large'American rd usually eaten at Thanksgiving.
4.. Indians: were the first people to live in America; native

Americans.
5. Tepee: a triangular shaped tent usually made from skins.

American Indians lived in tepees.
6. Lbg cabin, .a house made of logs and mud that-the Pilgrims

and Indians built for homes.

Facts:

1. 'Thanksgiving comes on the 4th Thursday inlgovember.
2. The Piigqms came to Plymouth in 1620.

/
'3. The ?Ugrian came to America from England.

I
.

.

APtivity Level: Knowledge

Objective: The child will fill in the missing words as the teacher rereads'
the story.

Materials: story

Description: Read a story about the tigsi Thanksgiving.

1., "Once upon a time, a group of people came to America on
a ship called the Mayflower.

2. They landed ou.a place called Plymouth Rock.

3. These people were called

4. It was cold hen they came to America, so they b.uilt a
log cabin to live in to keep warm. ,

253
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5. The 'Pilgrims made Irjends with the Indians who lived
, in tepees. ''e ,

,

,..,

6. The Indians and .Pilgrims planted seeds and grew many`

rw

is

A

7. :They grew potatoes, corn, cabbage, turnips,,pumpkins,
- -"squash, and,pears.-

8. The flgrims and the Itedians very happy that they
tyd aised plenty of foodin't eir gardens.

9. So theigot together to celebrate' having enough,food to
keep them alive and in good health durinkethe cold winter.

:10. This, special day is.now-a legal,holiday that Ametican
-people celebrate by having a big feast. It's called
Thanksgivirig Day! '

. .

The teacher then rereads the story and let's the childrqihtill

inithe,missing,words that are underlined.

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Description:

Comprehension

The children wi;11 define words and recall fatti about Thanks -
giving, in their own words.

.Pictdres of thiAgs associated with Tha

.

The teacher-will show the
and ask the children to r
associated with Thanksgi
words and recall the fac

sgiving

c ren pictures about Thanksgiving .
all the facts and' define the Wbrds

ng.. The. children will define the
a in dap own words.

Activity Level: Comprehension

'Objective:

Materials:

The:children will describe, action in a picture about Thanks-
giving.

picture
picture
picture
picture
picture
paper -

of someo ne bhkidg a turkey
of pile eating Thanksgiving dinner
of people on the Mayilowet.
of Pilgrims And Indians planting corn
of pilgrims and India a eating Thanksgiving dinner
magic markers

.

Description: The' eacher shows 'the children Thanksgiving pictures, then
asks them to tell.herlhim about the picture. The teacher

..
writes down what the children said and reads it back t'o them. -./.

.,

4
25;)
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Acti'vity Level: :Comprehension

Objective:

ligtetias:

, .

Descriptio

P

- 244

The children will seqUence a 4 to 8 part sequence picture
story After having it read to then

4 to 8 part pictured sequence story (ditto)
scissors
glue
paper

%.1

The t.,,, Cher drags a 4 to 8 pat sequence story on a ditto, '.

then us off enough copies fob teach chile Then the.teacher 4'4

read= or tells the 'story to the children. The children cut cut
$ the idtures and glue them.correctl; (right sequence) on a ,- .

ece of paper. . ' .Y

Note: If no ditto is adIglable, one copy shared by class
with each child taking a turn.

r

Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

Descript ion,:

IMP

Comprehension

The children will choose a picture of sometging olip someone
associated with Thanksgiving after hearing a sentence read
'to them.

Thanksgiving pictures p
sentences

The teacher will read a sentence to the children and aik the
,children to pick the picture that the sentence describes.

Sentences:

1. This is a holiday celebratedito give than* 'for what we.
have.

2. These are ehe first people;-to cross the ocean and settle
in america.

3. This is a largi:American,bird eaten at Thanksgiving.
4. These were the very, first people in Ailtrica.
5. A cone shaped'house covered with skins and held together

with poles.
6, This is a house made of logs and mud.

Activity Level:

Objective:0

Materials:

Application__

The children will'sequence epictured story about.. the.thanks-.
giving without having heard the story,

4 to-8 part pictured sequence story about Thanksgiving .2

The children are given a thete related to Thanksgiving. The
teacher asks the children to place the pictures in'order so
they tell a story. Then the children tell the story to the
class or the reacher.

2

.,

ti
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(1Vdee"--is:

,
-..

. Story of a famill-celebratingl ksWing.

Story of a pilgrim, family bild clog cabin
. , A

Story' of Pilgrims traveling on the Mayflower". .

,
. N. 4.

,

'Story of an Indian family bqsse the4rilgrims came-'°

c

4. 3"

) 11 - 4

Activity Level: Application` s

Objective:
0

he children will make a Pilgrim hat from as,

Materi -paPer plates v
black magic darkers .

''
'

sluare piece of yellow construct44 Taper
... li

... black strips of-constructibn paper , 1,

. . APstapler_ . i'''.

. ,.
.

. , , .
. .

Description:
q4 The teacher makes a model of a Pilgrim'a"4at, then tellathe

children they are going,to make one. Shefhe tellsthe.chfidren
:

it.
the .above (materials are to be used to.baka, their hats", The

chilften.make their hats from the model.
.. -0,.

. .

.Steug'in making Pilg'rim's hat: .

V .

A, ,,,.

a. Cut hole in ,-aper plate laxge efillhgh to fit the crown -.-4 1

of*child's head. , _1( '.4

A

. Color plate with black magic marker,
,

3.
0 .

3 Staple strips-,of black construction pap form's cross ,

. - 4 onto inside briira. -.
.

Ai.eolosbamall square,inside yellow re.--_-

,

5. iptaple yellow square to. one black strip. in front.
__

. -

.. '- .. 1111 I +4
a 61

strips,

of constry
Lion -paper

.

buckle'

2 6 I 5 :
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- 246 -

1

Onecto-oni correspondence: add thd missing feathers.

worksheet
_

'Divide pain paper intO4 sections. Trace orliaw form
of tufkey'in each square with no4feathers. Ifidicate numbei

of feathers, to be lidded to each'turkey in lower right hand
coiner of each squa
of feathers on-turk
Indian with- head ban

.

child- pastes the correct number

Indian. (May also, use face of'an

r extra work sheets.)

t

-..

1 qtIi

141

_

.
'

. .'

C

.

i

.

V

.

#

Allik.
.....011=0M..

... 0 II

.

. .

.

...

...

...4

a

I

vommmi

.. .* 4 4
Activit5, Levep Analysis

.. . 14

The'children will tell, similarities iliEd differences of
Thanksgiving and Christmas.° , ..

Objective:

Description

'`Pictured scenes fiam both holidays,
Matebials commonly,associaied with both holidays .

example : ''Christmas' tree; turkey; santa claus; pillflm dolls
Paper and Pencil - .

,

The teacher shoos the chi2dren'pictures of both holidays
and askithe children to tell the ways in which Christmas-
and-Thanksgiving aie.the same and the ways.they are different.
The teacher'vtites them clown and the. class discusses them.

2 s
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Activity Level: Analysis

Objective: When shown models with miss' parts of ,things associated

with thanksgiving, the.childr willttell, what -is missing.

411,
Materials: Model of tepee without door 4,

Model of log cabin wIthagt chimney
Model of Indian headdrfts without feathers
Model of Pilgrim (hat without buckle
(Seswinstuctions) ,

Ddicription: Thetkichermakei the above models with missingjarts and
- asks the children to touch the models_without looking and

tell her/him what is misting. The teacher can give some

hints. ,

4

Instrktions for models:
.

Tepee: Cut large circle, then cut a slit in cifcle and
staple together to make a cone'shape. With rub

band on One end of stick place up in cone. D

not cut a door.

0

Logicabin: Use-a'small cardboard box. Color or paint strips
to repreient logsor paste small sticks on cardboard
box (be better to-touch). Cut openings for door and -s

Nwindows. The children could say roof or chimney is
missing.

vIndian Headdress: Just cut a lonstrip ofpa04r1Lnd staple
. .

,

ends together. Paste shapes Of materials for design-

on strip. Do not make feathers.

1

Pilgrim-hat; Sdelipplication Level Pilgrim hat and lea
,

gff buckle or yellow square..

J

Nivity 'Synthesis

Objective: 'The. children will perform a play about the first Thanksgiving.

Materihls: Knowledge level story=offirst Thanktgiving
Indifn and Pilgrim hats

263
1
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The teacher tells the children they,are going o put on a

play about the first Thanksgiving. The only cl e she/he

gives 4em is that some children need to be Inaanyand'
children need to be Pilgrims. The children p an and

perform the Rlay using their own words, .

0
(

Description:
" .

-248-

.e 0
, Nolo: The teach might reread knowledge level story before

asking children to 'perform play.

.`

. "Activity Level: Synthesis. ,

Obdecive: Dramatization

Materials: Gray coat with pocket

. hat (winter)
.

' a ,.til

, .

It's Time' for Thankiliving.byi Elizabeeh Hough Sechrist. and .

Janette Woolsey,,195 ?'Macrit SmithCompany, Philadelphia;.
.

Description:
.

pg. 189.

"November's Gift"

November is a-lady (child,walks about room slowly toajing),
. in a plain gray-coaf
That:.s very 4losely bUttoned

up around her throat.
And after' he's been roaming (stopstroaming kbout)

ail around tie Town, .
.

'She reaches in her pocket, (reaches in pock t) 4

Dee deep down.
Then p, is out a present, (child gayly laughs or giggles)

and1With laughter gay, t
.

.

Says to everybody, .
.

. .

,"Here's ThanksgiviatuTey!" (child responds verbally). .

Note: Children can memorize lines an kokturns ticiting,while :
--,----.

others act out the poem. Encou ge.the children to ,:ke, ",

props.

I

Ativity Level: .4Valuation

Objective:

Maberills:

. : Description:

1.

The children;will,tell what they like besot
.now and the first Thanksgiving and why.

'"

'Pictures of first Thanksgiving (story books)
Pictures of Thanksgiving now1(magazines)

The 'teacher shows the children pictures of both Tha ivin0-
and asks ,be children fit4oriteh,a(ng about the'

first ThaMgiving is indl.why., Then. she/ asks what..ekelr )

favotift thing 4.about1Thaiksgiving'now.and why. Children
.

answer in their own words.
I

.

1#

,
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HOLIDAY UNIT: CHRISTMAS /

4
fActivity Level: Knowledge

Objective: When shown- pictures, the child will name individual
items'which belong, in Christmas,Unit in'response to A
question "What is this?" (Visual aids for teachers) .

. .

Materials: Old Christmas cards or Christmas catalOg
Tag board v.

Glue .
, .

' Scissori
'

6.

'',, Description:-- Teacher may want to use Christmas_cardi or make her/his
own flash cards of Christmas objects with. Christmas cards.

. Cut object from front of dqfd such as a poinsettia and paste
on white 3 X 5 tag-board oi6.,3 X 5 index card. Continue with

0/ other objects found on front of cards such as: Christmas

.

411 tree:santa claus, bell, decorations/ornaments, reindeer,

Use the same-procedure,tb Make visual cards by checking
Various Christiai catalogs for possible pictures.

$
sleigh) Christmas greeting or toys. -,

. ,

,.- II

Activity Level: Knowledge . 4

Objective: The children will repeit soma facts about ChriStmas and libel
4.` things associated with Christmas. ',

Materials:
* .,

Cards with facts about Christtas ,%
icturesof things. associated with Christmas,

p dr
Description: Thif knowledge level should be given to the childrerCover

period of days wahiNpe teacher giving the childrentheitiets
R and the child repeating them. Croup time in the morning:

Would be a 'good time to give some ofthe. facts.
.

Facts: Christmas comes on /December 25th every year.

-
$
The gre4ing for Christmas is "Merry Christmas" or "Happii!

A_

Holidays".

= 6ristmaSilis a when some people exchange or J.ve;gifts.
. . v

Songs-that are s g at Christmas time axe called Christmas
Carols:

OW
4

le trees and plants,used at Christmas time are evergreen.

- Because of.the green trees andred beriles, the coldrs ',

associated with Christmas are red a green.. -" r
The Christmas flower is the poinset

Ir.

'Many different people moved-to theU.,,S. and brought ,

different Chris s customs with them.

The Duith*people d a person called lit. Nicholas who is
. ,

... .

.

FAct:

F

I 2 b
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Activity Level:

Objective:

Description:

- 251

110W our santa claus.

.1,The people from Holland believed if they were good, St.
INicholas (would brigg them gifts; if they were bad, he would

bring switches.
0*-

- The Christmas tree camejr0m Gernans--on Christismseve
try would go out and cut down a tree and decorate it.

06mprehension
'

The children will discriminate
pictures of other holidays.

Pictures of objectsApciat d with holidays

Thy teach4rigill show the\children pictures associated with

different holidays., Xhe teacher asks which pictures Yo we
associate with Christmas and asks the children to separate,

the ones that go with Christmas from other holidays.

ctures about' Christmas from

ACtivit'y Level,/

Objective:

Materials:

.Descwiption:
. .

Comprehension
lh

The children will listen to a story about Christmas and

Story about Christmab (T'was Tie Night Before Chridt11W)

The teachpr will read a story about Christmas to the children

and asks questions about the story. The questidns should be

directly from the story asking who, what and where. The

children will listen to the story'lind answer questions correctly..

answer questions directly from the story.

41,

4r4

Activity Level: Comprehension

Objective: - The children will fill in 4 missing woid from

- to thaw. . t,

paterials;
Sentehces

4114%.
Descriptibn: The teacher reads the sentence to the children asking them

to, fill in the ,missing word: The children till in' the- missing

, word correctly

a sentence read,
,p

ent erel es:

1. A wreath is a Christmas decoration, so 14 a
2. 401,"bell is a Christmas tree 6ecoratApn, so is a

3. . "Derry Christmas" ib one.christmasikreeting,,so is

VW : ,

2fi. 7
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Activity Level: Comprehension

Oblective: The child will develop a story by describing two Christmas
pictures.,

Materials: Picte of Christmas scene F'
Paper
Pencils

Description: .The leacher asks the child todelcrihe what is happening in a
picture aboutthristmas. The teacher wrices down exactly what
the child says and reads it balk to the child. *

. .

Suggestions for pictures:
,

1. Decorating a tree
2. 'Hanging stockings
3. Opening or giving presents

ActivityLevee Comprehension

4 Objective: The child will tell in his/her own words, facts about Christmas.

Nterials: Questions about Christmas facts
Pictures

Description: The teacher shows the children some pictures of things
associaied'with Christmas and asks the children questions
about Christmas facts. The child answers dn'his/her own
words.

4%.

Questions:

- When, is Christmas?
- What,k the Greeting we use?
- What Wre the songs called that we sing at Christmas?
- What.kind plants and trees are used at Christmas?
4hat As the name*pfthe Christmas flower?

- What pepple were the_ first to know about St. Nicholas?
- Where Are the first Christpas trees used at dristmait

4

.

Activity Level: :Application

.

,Objective: The children will make a Christmas tree ornament.

Materials: balloons '(f

r

lig* search
yarn"
jar

266
ay.

'r 4

A

a
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Description:

C
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The' teacher or children blow up balloons and tie. them.

Then children cttt long pieces of yarn and dip them In.the

starch which i in thd wide mouth jar. Next, wrap yarn

around balloon d allow to dry. Pop the balloon and yon

have an airy ba 1 ecoration.

Activity Level: Application

.
Objective; The childrenwilldraw a picture of their home decorated for .

Christmas. k

Materials: Crayons/ magic markers
paper

Description: The teacher as what 'each child lkoes tEdecorate their home .

41, for Christmas. After a few responses, tie teacher asks each
child to draw a picture of their owti -home at Christmas time. '

Activitg Level: Application

Objective: The child will go 2e a field trip to see all the Christmas
decoratiode in a dnartment store or shopping mall.

(
Materials:

Description:

Norie

The teacher takes the children to visit stores and main
streets downtown to see all the decorations. The teacher

points out details and asks the children to find particular

. decorations.

*Activity Level: Applicatioi--',

Objective:

Nateria4s:

Descriptiovv.:
.

The children will sequetice a story about Christmas without

a model,, ,
.

4 to 8 part sequence story (pictured)

ditto

The teacher'gives the children a ditto pictured story abotit .

decorating a Christmas tree and tells the children to put
the pictures in the correct order from the first to the last.
the child-tiff lay out the pictures in the correct order.

Activity Level:

Objective:,

Materials:

Applipion
ti.

Ir.('
children will make wrapping paper for presents.

-4

potat ckesf tempera paint

wspiint '(barge , kni f2 (5,3
riquid starch

Meat or vegetable trays

paper towels

a-

4
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. Description: The teacher will cut out-Christmas decoratitns from a potato
by cutting potato in half, then draw a bell or wreath or tree
on'the potato and cut out around the shape. Then teacher or
children mix tempera with starch and pour paint on paper towel
folded and placed in a meat.tray. 'The teacher tells the'
children they are going to make wrapping paper for their gifts

; fin;_their parents. The Child'places the design in the potato
, in the paint and stamps it -on newsprint several times. When
dry, you have nice Christmas- wrapping

meat
tray

paper
towel

potato
with r.'

"design

0
0 0
4 JO,

finished wrapping paper

3

Activity Level: Analysis

Objettive: The children will tell how Christmas and Thanksgiving are
alike? different?

Materials: Pictures of Thanksgiving
Pictures of Christmas

Description:

I

The teacherteacher shows the childien pictures of both ho i ys,

then asks the children how each holiday is like the other'
one and how they are different.

tli

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective: the child will tell and/or draw what's missing on pictures
of Christmas

Materials: Pictures of Christmas scenes with pares missing

2
4
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Description: The teacher shows the children the pictures with missing
tarts an gives each child a picture: The teacher asks

the children to tell or draw the missing parts on the
picture.

Examples: .

. - Christmas tree without star
- Christmas stocking without a toe
- Christmas wreath without a bow
- Christmas candy cane without the stripes
- Santa without his beard

A CI

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective: The Children will decide what would be appropriate hang on'

- a Christmas tree and what wouldn't. , ,

Materials: Picturea of tree decoration4
Pictures of other things

Desctiption: Thy teacher tells the children that she/he is going to show
them some pictures of things that can be hung on a Christmas
tree and some that can't. The children cau make a list or
draW7 pictures of things that can be hung on the tree.

Activity Level: Synthesis'.

Objecti;m: The children will plan a party for Christmas.

Materials: Large sheet of paper
Questions
Pencil

Description: The teacher tells the children they are going to have a
Christmas party and they need to plan the party. She/he
will write down the children's ideas for the party..

14
Questions:

- Who will they invite to the party?
- Do you want to make invitations?
- What will they.eat at the-party?
- What James will they play?
What line should the party smart?
How long will it last?

1

Activity Level: Synthesis 1 .

. .40 - .

Objective: The children will make a present for their mother or fither.



Materials:

-
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paper plates small boxes

pre. -cut holly leave's macaroni -111/1

and berries . ,spray Paint

string . glue '

hole puncher bottles
yarn shoe polish
.masking tape paint ',

smooth rocks .

Description: ' Theteacher puts out some or all of the Ove materials on
a table and tells the children they going to make
presents for the r mother or fathe both. -She/he tells

the children th can = e. any or all of the materials to.41.
make the presents, e child hi.decide what to use and how
to use them. If the child has'problems deciding what to make.'

,}or how to make it, the teacher can make suggestions.

'11

Such as:

1. Napkin holder: Use 1/2 pap plate attached to a whole
plate and decorate.

4

2. Jewlery Case: Use &mall boxes, plate macaroni to bo
kx

and Spray with paint after glue dries.

A

4
, .

3, Paper weight? Use smooth rocks and paint design, Christmas,
detorations, eft on "the rock.

.

,
r

4. Vase: Use any Aicel* shaped bottle, tearsmall pieces
of maskt[ng tape and put on or cover completely the'bottle!
Next-rue--on shoe polish. Makes pretty vase.

.1: Vase: Another way to,make a pretty vase is to use a.
pretty colored yarn and glue it ardund.a bottle.

.

Activity Level: -Synthesis

ObActivei The c will MakaAsilver bells to hang on their Christmat
tree.

2;k2



, Materials:

Description':
J

; .

r

Aluminum foil
Styrofoad cups
Pipe-cleaners

- 257

s.

The teacher putsout the above materials and asks the
children how they could make silver bells frOm the

o materials. The aluminum foil is wrapped around and
tucked into the cup. Then the, pipe cleaner is put through

bottom of cup for the clapper and the handle.

Activity Level: Synthesis

OBjective:

Materials.'

Description:

'The children will tell`what:his/her family does at Christmas

-time..

Pictures of families at Christmas
k

The teacher will talk to the'children about her/his family
traditions they'do.at Christmas. Then the teacher asks each

child to tell what his or her family traditions are. The

child tells in her/his owp wotds what her/his family does at
Christmas.

*'

'Activity Leliel: Synthesis

Objective:

4
Materials:

The children will make Christmas tree deCorations and hang
them on a tree.

-popeorn

Description:

? string
,

needle
'' Cranberries

.
.

The teAfher will. Place the above Materials out on a table.
She/he tells the children they are going to make tree decora-

w tionh WAth:-.the materials; The children will mhke the decora-
tions.:Tifthey need some suggestions* -.fte teacher"can suggests

. the following:

1

aper cut into shapes
hole puncher
avaWs

tring popcorn with needle and thread.
. .

r"
,*

t

- String paper shapes and small pieces of straws on a string.

Activity..tevel:

Object ve;

EvalUation

The children will tell what they Tikebest about Christmai
4111

and why.

2 ?j
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ft MateciiiS: Pictures of'Christmas
Paper
Crayons

4. ' 41

Dedcription: The teacher will ask each'child what theirjavorite thing
is aboUt'Christmas and:why. Then the teacher asks each

ti child to draw a picture of it. The child tels the teacher

and drays the picture. Then each child showSithe class and

tells why he/she likes this best.

ft,

HOLIDAY UNIT: . .

Activity Level: Knowledge.

,Objective: Child will be able to identify or label by naming pictures
of.holiday items after listening to an illustrated setry

of the celebration'Nof Hahuka: 4'

Materials: Pict s, flannel board piotures'orltems
.

menorah ( ecandlecandleholderi0

--- candle -

synagogue
Judah Macabee
oil lamp',
dreydl (topta spin) Oe

;description: Read, book with story of'Hanuka or t1 story with flannel

( ,board pictures.
-

ft ,

Story: .

4

.

More than 2,000 Years Ato, Syrians s zed the temple of the

Jews. 'The Syrians worshipped their gads in the Jewigh temple

and punished anyone who fblIewid the fewisNreligion. The

.Jews decided to fight to get"their temple black,/ and a brave;young
man named Judah Macabee was their leader. After seven years,

they recapiured'the temple and cleaned and rebuilt it. When

* it was time to light the amp that always burned ift the ttemple,,
'111 their was only a smal unt of oil -- enough to light for\
!' #

only,one day. ,They lit the laAp and it burned for ef,.ght days!

That is.whyiHsgaa is celebrated and called .the mi cle of

4 i lights.'
,

p -

Today Jewiglh children and families celebrate Hinuka by s

j.iifiting c4ndles for 8 days., They have a specie i candle, holder

-Called,a menorah: It has 9.candles. One is use to light.ill

'the others It is the. Shamusnhey also sing songs, get e
presents., and plAy a game with acspinhing top, called a 4reydl.
The letter's in the dreydl stand Or the wotds A Great Miracle'

Hapetned 'here because pe-bi1 3.aated8 days. '

4 - , .e./7 r
d .

II
,

.
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Activity Level; Comprehension
..., -

1

-762 -

-
S

M.

Objettive:' , 4 Child will find 'all the item; go with
.

a group of pictures or items.',

loictures or items from many, hiplidays'Werialf

Desc tion: After talking Oput'Hanuki, ask child to find the things
that go with Ranuka

ActiFity Li0eI:

Description

Application 1

4

,..._

Child will sequence !Our piCture story of child).ighting
Hanuka lights. d

Four pictures of child and menorah.

1. Child withmenorah and no candles lighted.
2. ,Menorah with center candles(Shamus) and one other lighted.
3. Five candles lighted.'
4. All candles lighted.

4 -

Ask' child to put pictured in. order. .Regind him.how many
can les are lit eacr

Objective(;\,

Materials:-

Description:

Application
, .

, 43
Child will make dreydr (top) by folding precut pattern or, by

.

cutting andlfolding one drawn on worksheet.
.

PatternAmee,tiorsheet), scissors, tape, crayons or. magic
markers.

Children will Cut. out and fold .or fold orecuS patterns
to make drxdls. Childreallity degorate them with crayons
.Ormagic markers.

\
'2. Roll additional strip of paper for handle.

A, dtivitykevel: Antlyiis

.11 ,

Objective: , Child will associate 'part of item with, whole.
41(

Materials: Wortsheet Where child calm match, items r pictuiles

cares where child can.find ones that g6 together.

Description: -Candle'and'menorah
Judah Macabee and (sword and
Oil and lamp

thield)- A01/

on

I

r

e
3.'

4 27a

4
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Actiyity Level: Synthedis ,..
: ,

L .

iik
,,. ,

Objective: -Child will.use cut !leper tq, sake mosiac.
,,

.

. .
. ,,

Materials: 'Cut iv smail pieces ofs.construction pager in small squares,

, circles and triangles approxilately 1/2".
.1. .

6
Paste / . 1 . t,

Paper , i
..',

T / 4
. f

,

Descflprion: 1. Give childAmer and shag him how to cover with pirate
. .

SQ pieces ofaper will stick. / ..

.

.

2. Lee child"make any holiday picturt,using small bits of

(.,A multicolor, paper.' .

,

ActiivitY Level: Evaluation

Objective: .
Children 'will pick favoritt thigg about holiday, and identify;
Components similar to other hdlidays.

Materials: none

.... -

Description: 1. Ask children to think-about what makes Hanyks like

another, holiday. I

$
.

I
,

2. .Ask what children think is:best about HanUka.
- .

'
Vb.., ......

HOLIDAY UNIT: EASTER

Activity Level KnOwledge

Objective:
, . v

The children will temelber the. customs associated with Easter.

iocabdiry: Easter: A.religiotis holiday fOr Christians. The season of te
. . .

1

n beginning.
,.

Lilies: ter -lilies) white :blossoms ;hat lize or

repFeSent spring.

eggs are painted or dyed different c s to represent:

or'symbolizeriag, .

Egg rolliaecontest: The Monday after Easter is ugually%

holiday. Customarily the #esident and .the 'First

6 Lady, invite children to the White House for an-c

11, egg rolling dointest..'Eggs are.placed on the lawn'

injfront of the children and they push the egg with,

a spood.or Neir EverYbne-lries -to, push the' '0

eggs as 'far and as fas as they can.

Easter eg hunt: A,custom.asspciated withtister wkezechilazen
1;6 outsideand try to' finehidden Eakter eggs.. '.

Easter, bunny: "An.imaginarx'characte4': pane. qhildien be4ave ,Ak A
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Fact: ii:Ealitker
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, -

candy and co

is always ft

mi

- *

eggs on Easter.

unday in early spring.*

-1Activity Level:

Objective:

Materials:

i
Application

Whe:childrenNrill liecome familiaiwith
by decorating eggs. %

,plastic Legg-eggs
;color tissue paper squares
gide/
String/yarn

, large needle

the customs of Easter

. 4

DeScriptio 1. Make a hole ih th top-ofjhe-plastic egg and slide
a piece of string or yarn through 'the hole. s,

'Childrendhcorate gg by gluing splored tissue paper
squares on the eg

1-
! ,

iViiy Level: Application

The children willbecome familiar 'With the Customs Of Easter. %.Objective:

Materials:

;,

e.

large branch
a pot or 3 pound coffee can
clay
spray paint (silver or gold)

. -. -
.

. .

Tell the children y.ksre going to make an Eagter.tree
'and everyone will get'a chance to help,deconate.4' Put
clay in the pot and secure the branchinpa.,the clay..

416thastree with the paint. *While the tree is drying, 'the
nhildren.can'decorate the precut paper eggs with.grayons_snd
glitter. Punch holes in the tog. of thge eggs and atthch tilt*
to each branch wink. different colored ribbons. .-

4 , -
.

%ate: The plastic eggs some pinty'hose compaiies use, make good".
. .

decoratils, also.

glitter
magic markers
different coloredIconstruceidn

paper' .

,

'Activity Lev* :. ,Appli6iti6n

4. .5
%The children will begin to
from an egg. ,

.

Objective:

; 4

Materia

, *

yellow-chicks,cut from
egg Shells
ale
tonatfuction paper

a

understand 'that

.11#

construction paper

IF;

A chicken is atched



Description:

I.

t" 2i#7

. .
Children paste chick on paper. Next glue all, egg shells

around bottom =chick. Teacher talks about chicks coming

;from, the egg.

Activity Level: Analysis

Objective:

,Materials:

Description:

A.

Children will put together parts to make a rabbit face.

.paper plates
pink paper. cut into_ ears

white strips'of paper
pink paper cut into eyes

pink paper cut into.triangleslc,

fot\ ears

paste
stapler

Children will paste eyes and nose and strips'bf ite.,

paper fof.wiiiskers. Next staple ears into place. Makes

a nice Easter bunny

4

Activity Level:,Synthesis

06jective: 'A The children will trace and
and staple to a milk carton

Materials: construction paper

scissors'
--small milk ,cartons e

s

Description: i-'.The teacher will tel.k.the childrei they:are'loing to make

aduck that floats. Children trace (or draw a duck and

cUkft out. -Then staple each duck to milk carton: Children

place duck in water. and watch ft float.

cut out a.shape of a duck
to see it float.

stencil
pencils
water
tube

of duck, (optional)

7,

I

a

I

ar
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HALLOWEEN:

Beim, Jerrold.

Calhoun,' Mary.

Thayer,
4
Jane.-

II

.268

HC2 AY UNLT BOOKLIST

:
1

.

Sir Halloween. William Morrow,and Co., Inc.

F
.The Witch of Hissing Hill. (,William Moirowand Co, Inc.

4

Gus Vaa'a Eriendly,Ghost. WiliiamMorrOw and Go., lac.

Leishman, Seymour. The Wicked Wizard and thq Wicked Witch.
t

'Song: -"Witches'Erew"

I'm stirring, and stirring, and stirring my
brew.

000,000...

I'm-stirring, and stirring, and stirring my
brew.

Tip toe, tip,toe, tit

B 00 1: 7

I

to*

THANKSGIVING:

Anderson,*Dr. Paul-S.
Denison and C&.,
'1963. sfr

llection of var
sitmas, AalloweI

ti s for each. Can
. co

,c)
I

. 1

Story Telling With the Flannel Board Book °ie. .T. S.,
Inc., 5100 W. 82.ad Street, Milirpollic, Minne'iota55431,

Glendinnini, Sally.
Co., 'Champaign,

.;

author's short stories dem holidaysl:Thanksgiving,
and other stories ofinteiest with drawings or Olustri--

dsed as patterns fot flannelvilbard.or copied for
o can be used as pictures pr s ueace stories.'

h

:Timmy and Joe Have a Real Thanksgiving.
j Illinois, 1974. : . ,

Lechrist, Elizabeth Hough and Woolsey; 3aneete. "It's tiMe for Thanksgiving".
Macrae Smith Co.: Philadelphia, p.189. (Poem)

Garrard Publiahing

41" CHRISTMAS:-$----

I

Keats, Eira Jack. ' The Little 'Drummer Boy.

/

The Christmas Ghoit. 1 The Jon Bay Company.
110-.

-

N e Dayi of Christias. The Viking

Buck, Pearl S.

Ets, Marie Hall,' and Aurora t.abastida.
R.2

. .

Ilan Co.
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Trent,Robbie. The,FirstiChristmas. Harper ROW, Publishers.

Tippett,,James S. Crkpkety Cricket! The Best Lebved Poems of James'S. Tippett.,

Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc. New York', 1973.

The &tiny of Santa_Claus and Mrs. Claus.

Mr. Willowby's Christmas Tree.

Sugita, Yutaka. take Up, Little Tree.

Holl4ad,

Ilarry6.Robert.

Hill, Minnie. The SmithraiChristMas.

Hill, Minnie41The Jingle Bells.

Films:

N.

t

Coronet films:

46
Christmas Customs Near-and Far .

bristmas on Granfather's Farm

The - Little Engine That Could

How the-Animals-Discovered Chrijimas

The Little Shepherd and ttlre First Christmas
*

. .

T4e Littlest Angel.

Visit Promo St,' Nicholas

' 0
Encyc/opediaIritanoica Films

Christmas.thapsodi

The gkellefort Christmas

, Chris Jhrough.the'Ages

.4

J

4

, "

WANUICA:

3P

...

d. Jewish Holidays., Philacielphia:

a. - ,,,pp 1-39.;

Simon, -North.
.

Shapp; Marth,& eharles. Let's Find Opt About Jewish Holidays, New'York:
Franklin Wafts, Inc.y 1971, pp 22-27.

1

A I

t

,

Lippincott and Co.; 1 6

Hanuka. New YOrk: Thomar.krowell Co., 1966.

EASTER:

Purdy, t an'Gol

Tudo Tasha. 4 Tale of:Aaster. Henry Z. Welck, Inc.

Me ous, Katherine." The jgg Tree. igbarl,es Scriber's rens.
10
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HOMZ.ACTIVITIES

UNIT: HOLIDAYS

Act'ivit'y 1. (For any holiday) Discuts4the tradikians associated with
the pareicular.hoiday that'your family has usuaity ob-
served. (For example, tpriqy dinner on Thanksgiving,
'trick or treating" on Halloween, etc.). See if.ygetan
find out any holidaytraditiods observed in other famittes
or other countries that you might like to tty this time.

Activity E. Valentine's Day - make a'heart-shaped cake. Let your .;

child help you make any kind of 2 layer size cake you
like. Bake one 8" X 8" square layer-and one 8" round
layer-(9" X 9" and9" round layer will be,alright too.)
%ten cool, cut the round layer ip half and place each
half on adjacex sides ofrthe square. You'will naa have
a heart-shaped cake. 'Frost it and enjoy!
-; -N.

o .; ale e cbuo. L Plea

j. Activity 3.1 Christmas pr,birthdays. Make a pinata. Take-a large
balobn and inflate it. Mix:flour and water to make a
pasta. 'Dip strips of newspper in the paste and place
therm all ovevale baloon to form a solid ball. Let this
dry until it .s hard, then decorate it with paints and
other additions. Cut "hole in an inconspicuous place
"and put in pieces of wrapped candy. 011 Christbas Day
or at a birthday party, hang up the pinata and let each
child take a turn striking it with a,stick while blind-

,. folded. When it breaks, the children can retrieve the
1 candy. ..

2 8
11*

I
IPk,

ri7
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t
Suggested Curriculum Resources:

An Annotated Bibliography

. ,
.

5/` , ..

The focus of this biblcogisphy° is books that "contain 'creative apprpaches
.

to-curriculum development-and ideas for teaching materials anclieadtivities. -

Although most deal with curilfulun; for young children, some of the methodolo-
gical' resotirc-esmiLl be useful to ,teachers at many levels. Most of the books
are not specifically irittenfor children with handicApping conditions, but
have. been found .to be very useful in providing suggestions for materials and
activities that work well with all-children or are easily adaptable. The

ark not rated within the listing as thV have all been carefully
selected and.tudged to berexcellent by the.staffof, thedifted-Handicapped
Project. This bibliography it an ongoing project of the Chap& Rill Gifted- 912'

Handicapped Program and.is expended as new resources' are.found or developed.

Blackburn, Jack and -W. Conrad Powell. One at a time all at once: the creative
'leacher 's' guider to individualized instruttion.withOlt anarchy. Pacific
Oall.sades, 'California: Goodyear PUblishiag 66., 1976.

Practical guide for individualaing instruction' throu he use of learn=
ing centers, learapg packages, contracti, peer tear g,:scheduling, -

creative dripatica end educational' games. Pro des r tionale for suggest,'
tions and w&ksheets and strategies fo -a varlet of age groups.' Also
includes guide to resources.

Boston, Bruc -0126: A resource manual At information on educatiItg th /gifted .
and to ted. Reiton, Virginia: Council for Exceptional .Children, 1975.

Directories of federal, regional, awtstate qeduratidn agencies, 'parent, 44d

private. sector resources,,. Listings of films ,41011iographiral resources
and guides. Series of brief articlet by leaders iia.moveitaeat for *cation
of gifted. . ' .

. .. r- 0-

Campbell,' June N., Malvin ,P. King and Mabel
Robson,

. Learning through att.
,

sPoston,.: Massachusetts : Teschtne, Resourpes ;Corp. , 1975.' *r'
ric 4 . , (.

.Acific arts and crafts activities to.develd$ skills in the mo r
.

ceptual *anti cog4itive areas.. Seveial sets of instructions pro ded . .

each activity depending on child's develoPmental'levil and prerequis
.

skills`' 1' ' . "II -
. e

b: 1 .% I .
f

Capldn. Prink and Theresa. The power of play. -Garden ,City, New Mork,: inch r
, -

c.. h ,
ess,- 1974: .

, . .

-. . . AP -..1: A.
- ,; ' ,-

,. -
Thorough discursion of, development and insportance of play'.. Reviews ne-

40K

search on play and social: develoOment;, rreativity, programiing play and' .
1 ..

I

play envir ents. . A>
a

I . 'Ili - -

V -

,
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garles 160iMerrill Publishing Co.,g9,75.

iCirin, Arthur and Robert Strad. Teaching modern science. Colt:imbue, C
41/

hio:!
.

iyr

Based on teaching by discovery and inquiry. Glide to questioning. in lin-

struction and guiding thinking processes. Gdod suggestions on use of

eqti ent, such as Language Master, to enhance multisenbory learning, on

b -J nd idualizing science, on creativity, and on science for the visually

rr. , im red, _,...
, \

1956. , 3
A

Provides -plays - one section for cbgdren to act,.the other for puppet

performances. Includes simple acting instructions. '

Funny-bone dramatics. Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon

Press, 1974. ,

---2

IncludesTiddles, puppet jokes, skits with endings for children-to create,
and plays with instru

,1,

Fions.on how to recite and act each part.

. Let's pretend it happened to you. Nash4111e, Tennessee:

iAbingdon Press, 1973.
.

. .
. ,

, -

Contains eleven stories with activities for presenting creative dramatics ,

to youAg children. Situations capitalize on relationship between real-life

and story book people. Suggests a sequence and process for presentation of
each, including introductory activities to help children identify with the
feelings of the characters in the story to be read.

. Listen! and help tell the story. Nashville, Tennessee:

Abingdon Ptess, 1965.

Good for young-childten and intermediate age. children. Contains 4erses
poems and stories- in which children are invited to_take part by responding
at the proper time with a sound ,is word; a chorus, or simple activity.

Chewy, Clare. Creative artfor the developing child. Belmont, dalifornia:

Fearon Publishers, 1972.

Art for children ages'two through six years. Focus is on specific activities,
that can be pursued without adult assistance.. A single book presents a
total program including developmental -sequence of skills,'evaluating progress,
method of presentation, rules, teacher's role, classroom environment, mater-
ials, safety precautions and many, many excellent suggested.activities and
use of basiematerials.

Cohen, Elaine Pear and Ruth Art: another language for learning.

a 28-0.

ft
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'Excelleqt stud of Art and children, art and learning, and a and school.

Explores many aspects of art including art and cognition the contribu-

tion of art activities for practicing cognitive skills - painting poetry,
maps and imaginary places. Suggestions are also iacl Ied on integrati;ng

art with other subjects. The importance of art for everyone is stressed
with discussion of art and minority children, art and poor children, /art
and biliggual children, 'art end affluent children, art and thee gift/ed,

and art and thehaudicapped. /

Cricket Magazine." La Salle, Illinois: Open Court Publishing Company.

)

Excellent' magazine for children. containing illustrated Stories, poems,
cartoons, riddles, activities' such as crossword; instructions for experi-
ments and crafts. Suggested -for use directly by children at primary and
intermediate levels, and as a resource for stories andAdeasat theyre-
school level.

Day, Barbara. Open learning in early childhood.-' New York: MacMillan, 1975.

4.
Basics on how to organize for effective open lea/Tang. Includes specific
activities and materials for learning centers in communication, fine arts,
creative dramatics, science and math, movement, outdoor play, people and
placte, sand and water play and woodworking. Inclgdes a section on eval-
uating and record ceeping.

Forte, Imogene and Joy MacKenzie. Creative math experiences.fori the young chilch

Nashville,,Tennes4te: Incentive Publications, 1973.

One of the many resources in the "kids' stuff" series. Suggestions for
providing opportunities to use numbers in natural and* -meaningful settings.
Activities are sequentially plahned 6 seven areas - shapes, learning to
read'and write numbers, sets, size, parts of things', measuring and money.

. Creative science experiences for the young
child. Nashville,. Tennessee: +Incentive Publications, 1973.

Excercises and experiments in five major areas - living things, earth and
sky, water and air,machines, magnets and electricity, and the human body.
.As-tn'most "kid's stuff" publications, actual worksheets are provided, and
a problem - solving approach is encouraged..

Furth,Hans G. and H. Wachs. Thinking goes to school. New York, New York:
Oxford University Press, 1976.

Describes 'volution of "A School for Thinking," and thinking games in
eight areas including general and discriminative movement, visual, audi-
tory, hand, graphic, logical, and social thinking games. An attempt to
apply Piagetian theory to school practices by providing opportunities for
children to apply intellectual powers but not imposing stages or standards
of performance. Finding activities which are meaningful and relevant for
the child developmentally is stresied. Chapter 13 on social thihking
games makes suggestions along this line for the prereading child.

2W)
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.
,

p.

Gallagher, James J. Teaching the gifted child'. Boston, Massachusetts: Allyn

. and Bacon,.Inc.i 1975. .

Comprehensive overview of gifted education including characteristics and

(
identification of ,gifted-itudents, curriculum modifications, stimulation
of productive thinking, administrator and teacher training programp, and
special problems of gifted underachievers and culturally different gifted

*children. - .0
.

. ,
.r.

,

Gallahue, David L. Motor develo t and movement e eriences for pout children.

. Bloomington, Iladiana:,,John iley and Sons,. 1976. .

''. -

.

,,-

This excellent resource o motor development is a unique combination of
theory, research, and p cticalbapplication. Included is an overview of

* . the role of movement Aahild development, as well as activity ideas,
movement experience edmphance rhythmic, visual, tactile,. and auditory

. abilities, games an an iiportant section onthe role of movement and the
nature of play in eachool education. All activities are Specific and

.. list objectives. , $

Hopkins, Lee Bennett -'and Annette Frank Shapiro. Creative activities for the

gifted. .Belmont;, Fearon Publishers, 1969.

Enrichment ideas for classroom, school and community. Most are geared to-
ward'being independent projects or specific class "jobs," such as a town
crier to advertise wonders of a particular state,,roman numeral.specialiets,
etc.

'Johnson, Georgia and Gail Povey., Metric milkshakes and witches' cakes cooking
centers in primary classrooms. New York, New York: Citation Press, 1976.

Ingenious use of cooking and a cooking center to develop motor, reading
and math stalls including learning new vocabulary words(foamy, smooth, etc.),
increasing Sensory awareness, following directions, measuring, .telling.time,
etc. Book includes information onc'how to set up, equip, and introduce center.

1

411.

Kaplan, Sandra. Providing programs for the gifted and talented: a handbook.

Ventura : California: Leadership Training Institute.1974.

. For those interested in alternative models for curriculum and program design
for the gifted as opposm to specific activities. Worksheets and guidelines
for developing a written plan for program services for,the gifted.

4,1

Kaplan,
* S., J. Kaplan, S. Madsen, and B. GOuld. A young child experiences.

..,. Pacific Palisades, California: Goodyear Publishing-Co., Inc., 1975.

Practical ,ieas for creating learning environments and activities in which
young children can learn by being actively involved., Organized around ex-
perienceS in ?even areas - teacher. experiences, junk, me, talking, writing,

.,..I arts, and environment. Includes sample task cards and worksheets for re-4
production. .

,--1,

29
_1

.

. ..

1 '
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cpplan, S., J. Kaplan, S. Madsen And B. Taylor. Change for children: ideas

and activities forgndividualizing learning,. Pacific Palisades, California:

Goodyear Publidhing Co., 1973.

Another guide for individualizing learning through use of strategies such
as learning- centers,, independent study and effective planning. Units
include alphabetizing, architecture, art appreciation, cooking, discovering
a neighborhood, maps and measurement, and many Others. Also includes sample

worksheets. Many activities can_be adapted for pre-reading population.
,

Lorton, Mary Baratta: Work obs. Menlo Park, California: Addison-Wesley
publishing 06., 1972.

Workjobs are activity centered learning tasks, or the children's "jobs',
provide aotive involvement with materials as a basis for further

g eralizations. Areas within lenguage are perception, matching, classi-
flcation, and sounds and letters. Within mathematics -sets, number
Sequences, combining and separating groups, and relationships are the
topics. All materials suggested are readily available and inexpensive.

Maker, C. June. Providing programs for the gifted-handicapped. 'Reston,
Council for Exceptional Children, 1977. -

Surveys what has been done for the gifted-handicappedtnd what needs to be
done based on perceptions of those who live with problems created by handi-
caps every day. Focuses on unique needi of those who combine giftedness
and/or talent with particular' disabilities. Presents an overview of issues
relatillgsto'ihegifted:handicapped. 410

Mandelbaum, Jean: "Creative dramatics in early childhood," Young Children, 19751
30:2, pp. 84 - 92.

Suggestions and techniques for teaching cr ive dramatics to children from

?i:
3 to 7 years.' Examples of helpful songs, ories and poems. It-is pointed
out that dramatic play; original stories, d classroom events can provide
the. basis for creative dramatics.

.
.. .

McGsvackl John Jr. and Donald P. LaSalle. Guppies,_bUbbles and vibrating objects:
a creatiye approach to the teaching of science-to very young children.
New York,.-New York: John Day Company, 1969. --

.

,,

. .

A single book which consititutesea total It Oackage n for preschool and primary

seience. No special "kfts" or expensive equipient are required. Emphasizes
children finding own answers, learning frem awAL-mistakes and understanding
what they are doing. Filmstrips, books for childien, and books for teachers

.' are listed. Units include rock sorting,* planting seeds, shapes, things that
float; topology for toss; magnets and many others.

Mueserr Anne Marie. Readins aids through th grades. New York: Teachers College,

rPress, "1975. #

11,

.

292
1
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A guide to materials and 440 activities for individualizing reading activities.

Begins with readiness activities. Gives 'specific instructions' for worksheets

and activities as well as a-review of published. reading materialsincludiiig

reading series, books for children and teachers, and audio materials.

Orost, Jean. Fostering growth in mathematical akills and scientific inquiry.

,ew York, New York: MacMillan Co., 1970.
_1.

`Practical classroom activities for building eafly learning centers. Includes

areas of sets., recognizing geometric, figures, comparison-of-sett comparison--

of sizes and shapes, ordering, geometric figures fort directions and games.
.Activitie4 are sequenced with specific instructions' many are in the form

of garnets/. ye.-A

4
Patterson, Jo. Why doesn't an igloo melt inside? A handbook for'teachers of the

academically jifted.and talented.. Memphis, Tennessee: Memphis City Schools.

Summary of Project Clue,- Memphis' program for gifted and talented - designed
to stimulate'creativity.and creative thinking. Used in grades 4 -- 6.

t

Pile, Naomi. Art experiences for young children. New 'York, New York: MacMillan

Company, 1973. t

Guidelines for selecting art materials. and experiences for young children -

especially 3's, 4'S and 5's. Extensive materials list and,bibliography. A

"total plan" for art experiences including presentation,.materialb, actiV1.-
tie, age-appropriate experiences and interpretation.

Sanders, Norris M. Classroom questions - what kinds? Nev York, New York:

Harper and Row, 1966. 4

Art of questionning and planning educational objectives is explored with
the goal of developing. skills in .questioning for more than memory to develop

thinking skills.

Science and children. Washington, D. C.: National Science Teachers Associatidh

Periodical published eight times from - September through May. Articles on

science programs and activities. Always a section on early childhood.
Volume 13, No. 6 in March, 1976 was special issue on science 'for the handi-

e capped.

So uth Carolina Department of'Educationt Learning centers'- children alive.

'Columbia, 1973.

Basic l'how7to's",in planning and using a learning center approach. Includes

references and sources for materials.
I .

Etecher, Miriam and Hugh McElheny. Joy and learning through music and, movement

improvisations. New York, New York: MacMillan Publishing Co-., Inc., 1972.
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)

Part of Threshold Early Learning Library, Information helps early childhood
e4uca5ors to recognize'and,strengthen naturalabilities ofyoung children
and to select 'and adapt familiar and new materials ad that. the musical arts
canalso support, enrich and inspire the total curriculum. Good source
book for ideas and recordsfor singing, movemeht, listening and music of
other cultures.

Sykes, Kim, Gail Watson and Bay.kenze. Creative arts and crafts for children

' with visual handicaps.% Louisville, Kentucky:. American Printing House for
. the Blind, 1974.

A practical resource fuldefor teading of arts and drafts to visually pond' -
dapped children. --Art activities to reinforce learning-of other concepts as
well as for the artistic experience.

Taylor, Prank, Alfred Artuso and Frank Hewett. Creativeeart,tasks-for children.
Denver, Colorado:,.LOve Publishing-Company, 1970. .

Multisensory art-experiences for exceptional children. One task is on each).
. page (also available on individual carets). with pictorial representation of f

tasks involved'to facilitate use at learning centers. Directions for /

teachers on how to sequence and on variations.

Ir
Torrance, Paul Creativity. San Raphael, California: Dimensions Publishing

Company, 1969.

Part of series on 'early learning of children. Ancludes past and current
investigations of creative behavior of pre-primary children. Teaching acti-
vities to encourag,e creative behavior are suggested. Also includes an anno-

s,astated bibliography and referehce list.

Van Tassel, Katrina and Millie Greitannt Creative Dramatization. New York, New
York: MacMillan Co. 1973.,

.r

Excellent guidebook to stimulate creativity in young ohildten. Sequence
leads from early easy movement to CharacteriaatiOn and play making.. Includes.
"thinking" and "doing" activities.1 A spectallsection on the senses is
especially.stimulating. ,B4bliograhy includes general books, anthologies,
poetry, stories to dramatize, book* of music' songs and rhythm, ledords for
movement, listening, and song, rec4rdi, and filmstrips..

\

Vargas, Julie S. Writing worthwhile behtrioral objectives. New rk; New York:
Harper end Row, 1972. .

, .

A self -instructional'. guide to writing worthwhile, behaviotally stated
teaching objectives in the cognitive domain. It is invaluable for teachers
at all levili\with a sequenc!, of objectives for the reader to accomplish

''fete unit of behavioral objective; which includes "under-
beginning Wi identifying behaviorally stated objectives and ending with

. writing a c
t

standing,' "concept formation," and "creativity." .

294.
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4
Wolff, Sydney, and C. Wolff: Games without words.

,activities, presented as gLes, to provide experiences to foster concept
dev'elopment -and logical thought. Games are'nonvehal to provide language-.
handicapped cOildren with an opportunity for intellectual growth in ma area

iin which they are not handicapped. Originally developed in work with the

deaf. -

r
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Please Return To: Gifted Handicapped Piojeot

Division for Disordets in velapment and Learning
University --c-4 North Carolin

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 7514

f

. .

EVALbATION FORM

This first printing of the curriculum guide is'considtred to be a

working draft. More unfits and additional ideas, wil). be added during the A

final Akoject yeai bastd On new project developments and on feedback froi
teacheis in various settings, who use the guide. Suggestions, criticisms,

additions, and other comments are most welcome. The project staff would 4

greatly appreciate your using the following form to evaluate the usefulness

of this curriculum.

I. Children

A. How many children .are-in the group (center, preschool, kindergarten,
etc.) that you are using this, gutde with?

_B. How old are t4e children?

C. What levels of ability do( theywdemonstrat e?

D. Do thgy have any handicaps? It so, what type!

II. What is the setting,of your,classes? (preschool, 'public kindergarten,

developmental day cire,Jlead Start, etc.)?

in. How many teaching staff do you have?

IV. What lev,g1 of.training does your staff ,havel

111
Number Level

Paraprofessional

Have attended workshops

Possess bachelor's degree

Teaching certificate

Graduate training

296 ,
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Page 2, 10

Evaluation form
C

4

'

,

,

V. Curriculum ( . ,

1. What model or guide didlyOx; pr' do you use for planning curriculum?
i

. a

1

2. How are you using or incorporating activities or model from the
Planning Guide for gifted children..

s.

3. How many children are involved in activities from Planning Abe?
41

4. Was any traiadone for staff on use of guide? If so, how much?
)

/I
5 Has anyone on ttie staff sought out any of the additional references

in the bibliography.

IP

1

6. Have any .activities irom'the guide stimulated reorganization of the
room. )

,,
. .

7. Has there been any evidence that the children are responding to new
activities? If so, what? (Less behrior prdblems'.)

a

8. What have the reactions of the staff to using the guide been?

2.97
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9. Have the teaders made use p the hOme activities in making suggestions t6-

(parents ?'

6%

gr.

10. If so, has there been a resppnse to these byipartnts? Describe..

7

4

1

a


